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ABSTRACT
COVERT CONTRAST: THE ACQUISITION OF MANDARIN TONE 2 AND TONE 3 IN
L2 PRODUCTION AND PERCEPTION
by
Li-Ya Mar
The University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 2016
Under the Supervision of Professor Fred Eckman

This dissertation investigates the occurrence of an intermediate stage, termed a
covert contrast, in the acquisition of Mandarin Tone 2 (T2) and Tone 3 (T3) by adult
speakers of American English. A covert contrast is a statistically reliable distinction
produced by language learners that is not perceived by native speakers of the target
language (TL). In second language (L2) acquisition, whether a learner is judged as
having acquired a TL phonemic contrast has largely depended on whether the contrast
was perceived and transcribed by native speakers of the TL. However, categorical
perception has shown that native listeners cannot perceive a distinction between two
sounds that fall within the same perceptual boundaries on the continuum of the relevant
acoustic cues. In other words, it is possible that native speakers of the TL do not
perceive a phonemic distinction that is produced by L2 learners when that distinction
occurs within a phonemic boundary of TL
The data for the study were gathered through two elicitations of tone production,
a longitudinal analysis, and two perception tasks. There were three key findings. First,
both elicitations showed that most of the L2 participants produced a covert contrast
between T2 and T3 on at least one of the three acoustic measures used in the study.
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Second, the longitudinal analysis reveals that some L2 participants progressed from
making a covert contrast to a later stage of implementing an overt one, thereby
supporting the claim that making a covert contrast is an intermediate stage in the
process of acquiring a L2 phonemic contrast. Third, results of the perceptual tasks
showed no reliable difference in identifying and discriminating Mandarin T2 and T3 on
the part of the L2 learners who produced a covert contrast and those who produced an
overt contrast, indicating that there was no reliable difference in the two groups’ ability to
perceive the target tones.
In all, the occurrence of a covert contrast in the process of acquiring Mandarin T2
and T3 suggests that L2 acquisition of a tonal contrast is a gradient process, one in
which an intermediate step occurs before a L2 learner reaches the final stage of
implementing an overt contrast that is perceived as target-like by the native speakers of
the TL.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the body of research on second language acquisition (SLA), whether a second
language (L2) learner has acquired the production of an L2 phonemic contrast has
largely depended on whether the contrast has been perceived by native speakers of the
target language (Flege, 1987; Eckman & Iverson, 1994). That is, if native speakers do
not perceive the contrast as produced by the L2 learners, it is assumed that the L2
learners have not successfully produced and acquired the contrast. However, it has
been demonstrated that native listeners of a language perceive phonemic differences
categorically, such that within a given category there can be variation in the relevant
acoustic cues as long as the phonemic boundary is not crossed (Liberman et al, 1957;
Goldinger et al, 1996). In other words, it is possible that L2 learners are producing a
reliable, systematic distinction between two target language (TL) phonemes where
native speakers do not perceive these sounds as belonging to distinct categories,
because the acoustic differences produced by the L2 learners fall within a single
phonemic category. In this case, the L2 learners are not perceived as making the targetlike contrast between the two sounds in question.
Some studies in first language (L1) acquisition have shown that in the process of
acquiring their native language, children produce systematic contrasts that are not
perceived by adult listeners (Macken & Barton, 1980; Scobbie, Gibbon, & William, 1996;
Li, Edwards, & Beckman, 2009). Some of these distinctions produced by children have
been shown to be statistically reliable, and illustrate the development of the acquisition
of phonemic categories in L1. This phenomenon in which a statistically significant
1

difference is produced by the learners, but not perceived by native-speaking listeners
has been referred to in the field of L1 acquisition as a “covert contrast”,
Recently, the idea of covert contrasts has been investigated in SLA to see
whether they occur in the process of acquiring target language (TL) phonemes.
Eckman, Iverson and Song (2014) conducted a study on the acquisition of the English
/s/-/z/ contrast by native speakers of Spanish. The study showed that native speakers
of English in some cases did not hear the contrast as produced by several of their L2
participants, who were nevertheless producing a statistically reliably distinction between
the /s/ and /z/ targets. This finding indicates that while the distinction that some of the L2
learners produced was not implemented in a target-like fashion, and thus not overtly
perceived by the native speakers, these participants were implementing a systematic
distinction between /s/ and /z/ in their own interlanguage (IL). What the study also
suggests is that since a systematic distinction has been implemented in their IL, the
participants could eventually make
further progress to where they
implement a target-like contrast. In
other words, native speakers’
perception of L2 production is not
always reliable in determining
whether a L2 learner is able to
produce a TL contrast. The present
Figure 1.1: The pitch contour of Mandarin four
tones produced by a female native speaker in
the study by Hao (2012)

2

study aims to investigate the L2

acquisition of the contrast between two of the tones in Mandarin. Mandarin is a tonal
language which has four lexical tones (T1, T2, T3, and T4). Figure 1.1 shows the pitch
contours of the four tones produced by a female Mandarin speaker in the study
conducted by Hao (2012) . The purpose of this study is to investigate whether L2
learners of Mandarin produce a covert contrast between T2 and T3. Overall, tonal
contrasts have been observed as the most difficult aspect in the L2 learning of
Mandarin. Many studies have reported that among the four lexical tones in Mandarin,
T2 and T3 are found to be the most difficult to discriminate and to produce, for both
native speakers and L2 learners (Shih et al, 2010; Zhang, 2011; Hao, 2012; Shen et al,
2013). This difficulty is presumably due to the similarity of the pitch contour of T2 and
T3. As shown in Figure 1, T2 is an overall rising tone in which the pitch falls slightly at
the beginning, and then rises from about 205 Hz to 250 Hz at the contour offset. T3 is a
“dip-rise” tone which falls significantly at the beginning from 205 Hz to 150 Hz before
rising to 205 Hz at the end. Since the pitch for both T2 and T3 rises at the end of the
contour, it is easy to confuse the two, especially in fast speech in which parts of the
contour are sometimes omitted or shortened by native speakers.
Although a number of studies, as cited above, have investigated the L2
acquisition of T2 and T3, the current study is intended to extend this reseach by
investigating whether L2 learners produce a covert contrast in the acquisition of these
tones. In fact, there have been only a few studies on covert contrast in SLA, and the
study by Eckman et al (2014) was one of the first to have addressed the L2 production
of such a contrast. The current study aims to continue the investigation of the
3

occurrence of covert contrast in L2 acquisition by adding data from the learning of
Mandarin tones. Also, if, as proposed in L1 acquisition (Macken & Barton, 1980), covert
contrast is considered a stage in the acquisition process, an interesting question would
be whether L2 learners would eventually move from making the contrast covertly to
implementing the contrast overtly. Attempting to answer this question requires the
collection of longitudinal data. No published study is known to have conducted a
longitudinal analysis to investigate the development from a covert contrast to an overt
contrast in L2 production. This present study intends to address this question by
gathering longitudinal data on the L2 acquisition of Mandarin tones. Moreover, many
studies have discussed the relationship between perception and production in L2
acquisition, but no studies have looked at the perceptual ability of L2 learners who make
a TL contrast covertly. It will be an empirically interesting question to investigate
whether the perceptual ability of L2 learners who implement a covert contrast differ from
the perception of L2 learners who make an overt contrast or no contrast. Thus, this
study also aims to contribute to the body of research on the relationship between L2
perception and production by analyzing both production and perception data from L2
learners who evidence a covert contrast, specifically in the acquitision of Mandarin T2
and T3.
To recapitulate briefly, the purposes of the study are the following. First, it aims to
report the findings of an investigation of L2 production of Mandarin T2 and T3 and to
determine whether English-speaking L2 learners of Mandarin produce a covert contrast
in the process of acquiring these tones. Secondly, it will report the results of a
4

longitudinal study to document whether a L2 learner may progress from making a covert
contrast to a later stage of implementing an overt one, thereby testing the claim that
making a covert contrast is an intermediate stage in the process of acquiring a L2
phonemic contrast. Thirdly, this study reports the findings of two perceptual tasks on
Mandarin T2 and T3, with the intent of contributing to the discussion on the relationship
between L2 perception and production. More specifically, this study will attempt to
determine whether there is any difference in perceiving Mandarin T2 and T3 between
the L2 learners who produce a covert contrast and those who produce an overt contrast.
The findings of the study are intended to help answer the ultimate big-picture
question of whether L2 phoneme acquisition is a gradient process, in which there may
be an intermediate stage in the IL where L2 learners implement a systemic yet not TLlike contrast before reaching the TL-like stage. If covert contrast is found to be an
intermediate stage in L2 acquisition, then language acquisition would appear to be a
gradient process, one in which an intermediate step occurs between a stage of no
contrast and a stage in which L2 learners produce a TL-like contrast. In addition, the
criterion for whether a L2 learner has acquired a phonological contrast should not
depend solely on whether the contrast is perceived as target-like by native speakers,
but instead should be determined at least in part by what the learner is producing.
The dissertation is structured as follows. Chapter 2 identifies the question that
the current study tries to answer, and provides the context of the current study by
reviewing what has been found and discussed in other studies on covert contrast, on
the distinction between T2 and T3, and on L2 production and perception. The big5

picture question and the current hypothesis in the attempt to answer it, along with the
specific hypotheses for the present study are laid out at the end of Chapter 2. Chapter
3 presents the production experiment with detailed descriptions on its methodology and
results, including the discussion of the longitudinal data. Chapters 4 and 5 introduce
each of the two perception experiments. Chapter 4 concerns the methods emplyed to
gather and analyze data of the identification task of the two Mandarin tones whereas
Chapter 5 lays out the details of the discrimination task. Finally, Chapter 6 provides a
complete discussion by linking the results of all the experiments and addressing the
hypothesis posted and concludes this dissertation.
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Chapter 2
Background
The objective of this chapter is to introduce relevant background information
about L2 production and perception of Mandarin T2 and T3, and to connect to what has
been done in the field of L2 acquisition with respect to how L2 production is evaluated.
This study aims to document the occurrence of a covert contrast in L2 acquisition,
something that has been attested only sparsely and recently. This section will be
presented in the following order: first, Section 2.1 reviews previous findings on covert
contrast in L1 and L2 acquisition. Second, the acoustic measurements that
differentiate Mandarin T2 and T3 in production are laid out.

Section 2.3 describes the

acoustic cues that are employed in perceiving Mandarin tones. Sections 2.2 and 2.3
are crucial in discussing and interpreting the L2 tonal data gathered in the study.
Before stating the hypotheses that are being tested, I present a discussion in 2.4 on the
long-debated relationship between L2 perception and production.

One of the goals of

this study is to contribute to this debate. Finally, the hypotheses that I aim to test are
stated in Section 2.5.

2.1 Covert Contrast
The term “covert contrast” is used to refer to the production of a statistically
reliable acoustic distinction produced by a language learner that is not perceived by
native speakers. The idea of covert contrast was first documented in the field of first
language acquisition (FLA) by Macken and Barton (1980) who measured the VOT of
7

word-initial stops as produced by young children acquiring English. VOT is one of the
most frequently used acoustic cues to distinguish the voicing and aspiration of stops in
the world’s languages (Lisker & Abramson, 1964). The children in Macken and
Barton’s study were able to produce statistically reliable VOT distinctions in the target
stops, but those distinctions all fell within the VOT category of what adult speakers
produced as voiced stops.
More specifically, Macken and Barton identified three stages shown in young
children acquiring a VOT distinction in English word-initial stops.

In the first stage, the

children produced no systematic VOT distinction at all. In the second stage, children
produced a statistically reliable VOT difference between the voiced and voiceless
targets, however these VOT values all fell within the phonetic category that native
speakers of English perceived as a voiced stop. In the third stage, the children
produced VOT differences between the voiced and voiceless targets that were in the
same range as those produced by adult native speakers.
The study by Li et al (2009) investigated the phonological development of
toddlers acquiring the contrast between voiceless alveolar and post-alveolar fricatives in
English and in Japanese. Covert contrasts were also observed in the frequency of the
vowel following the fricatives for both groups of toddlers despite the fact that the
acquisition sequence for the two language groups was the opposite.
In the study of L2 acquisition of English /s/-/z/ contrast as produced by native
speakers of Spanish, Eckman et al (2014) found that some of their participants
produced a statistically reliable difference in the percent of the overlap between the
8

voicing and frication of the /s/ and /z/ targets. The overlap between the voicing and
frication was significantly longer for the /z/-targets than for the /s/-targets, however this
distinction was not perceived by the native speakers of English. Although Eckman et al
did not obtain results that would fully support the occurrences of the three stages
identified by Macken and Barton, they suggested that if their results can be interpreted
similarly to the ones found in research on L1 acquisition and on disordered speech, the
three stages would be expected to occur in the process of acquiring a L2 contrast.
The acquisition stages suggested by Macken and Barton, and by Eckman et al
are the direction that the present study hopes to pursue.

No study has yet reported

investigating whether there is a stage of covert contrast in the development of the L2
acquisition of lexical tones in Mandarin. Neither has any study provided longitudinal
analysis in supporting the occurrence of such an intermediate stage of covert contrast
and how L2 learners proceed in the acquisition process. The goal of the present study
is to examine whether the stage of covert contrast occurs in the T2-T3 contrast from L2
learners’ tonal production. If a covert contrast is attested in the L2 production of the
T2-T3 contrast, this would suggest that an intermediate stage of convert contrast is not
limited only to segments, but can involve suprasegmental levels as well, as in the tonal
level of Mandarin. The hypotheses that the present study aims to test are stated in
detail after all background information is introduced.

2.2 The T2-T3 Contrast in Production
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From the literature, covert contrast can primarily be attested on the continuum of
an acoustic measure. The study by Moore and Jongman (1997) indicates that the
acoustic measures used to distinguish all four Mandarin tones include primarily both the
F0 contour and F0 height. T2 and T3 in
Mandarin are both contour tones in which the
pitch changes to complete the tones. Although
T2 and T3 are confusable because of their
similar rising direction in the later half of the
contour, according to Shen (1990) and to Moore
and Jongman (1997), the two tones are
distinguishable in the F0 difference between the

Figure 2.1: The acoustic measures that
distinguish T2 and T3: The F0 difference
between the contour onset and the turning
point and the time it takes to the turning
point

onset of the contour and the turning point. As
F0 in both T2 and T3 falls in the beginning and then rises later in the contour, the
turning point refers to the point
where F0 stops falling and starts
rising, usually the point with the
lowest F0. The measures of F0
difference and duration to the
turning point are illustrated in
Figure 2.1, taken from Moore and
Jongman (1997). As shown in
Figure. 1.1: The pitch contour of Mandarin four
tones produced by a female native speaker in
the study by Hao (2012)
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Figure 1.1 (repeated here for

convenience), the F0 difference between the contour onset and the turning point is
greater in T3 than in T2. T2 has a smaller drop in F0 before the turning point than
does T3. Also, previous studies (Shen, 1990; Zhang, 2011) show that the duration
(millisecond) to the turning point in T2 and T3 is reliably different. It takes T3 longer to
reach the turning point than it does T2.
In a previous pilot study, the target tones were elicited in naturally-produced
sentences where the F0 difference was the only acoustic measure used. This is
because the durational cue cannot be clearly measured in context where the speech
rate plays a role. Also, the measures of the F0 cues were affected by the neighboring
tones, because coarticulation occurs in tones in context, as shown by several previous
studies (Shen, 1990; Xu, 1994; Jongman et al, 2006). In the current study, target
tones have been elicited in isolation without any proceeding or following tones, which
enabled including the durational cue of time to the turning point in the analysis and
exclude any tone sandhi triggered by the contexts.
In addition to the two acoustic cues discussed above, offset pitch height has
been shown to be another measure that systematically differentiates T2 from T3. Shen
et al (2013) used eye-movement techniques to investigate the acoustical cues for
identifying synthetic T2 and T3 by native speakers of Mandarin; they found that the
judgment on T2 and T3 were determined on the basis of the offset pitch height.
Targets with a high F0 at the end of the contour were systematically identified as T2
more frequently than T3, while tokens ending with relatively lower pitch were recognized
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as T3. In the current investigation, we include offset pitch height as one of the three
acoustic measures to determine the acquisitional stage of T2 and T3.
While many well-known perceptual studies (Liberman et al, 1957; Lisker and
Abramson, 1970; Pisoni, 1973; Pisoni and Tash, 1974; Goldinger et al, 1996) have
suggested that L1 perception of consonants and vowels tends to be categorical,
McMurray et al (2002) used eye-tracking techniques and found that their participants
were, in fact, sensitive to the fine-grained VOT difference in perceiving the English /p//b/ contrast. The categorical nature of phonemic perception shown in many studies
was due to the categories that have been established earlier in life which put the
speakers of a language into a “forced choice task” in most perceptual studies.
However, it seems that humans can actually detect fine-grained acoustic differences.
While many researchers agree that language perception is a categorical process, others
assume that both L2 perception and production are naturally gradient processes.
However, very few studies, except for the ones cited in the previous section of covert
contrast, have shown a gradient nature of language acquisition, especially on a tonal
level. Therefore, below, I state the big-picture question, in (1), and the hypothesis, in
(2), that the study hopes to contribute to the field of language acquisition:
(1) Is L2 acquisition of phonemic categories a gradient or a categorical process?
(2) L2 acquisition is not a completely categorical process with respect to
phonological contrasts.
It is the goal of this study to show that L2 acquisition of phonemic categories is not
completely a categorical process, one in which an intermediate stage does not occur
12

between an initial stage where no contrast is implemented and a stage in which the
production is target-like. Instead, it is a process in which an intermediate stage occurs
between when the contrast is not being overtly produced and when the contrast is being
fully implemented. Therefore, the specific hypothesis that is being tested in the present
study is stated in (3):
(3) L2 learners of Mandarin may implement a measurable, statistically reliable
distinction between T2 and T3 that is not perceived by native speakers of
Mandarin.
Moreover, no longitudinal studies have been conducted to investigate the L2
acquisitional stages in terms of covert contrast and overt contrast in Mandarin. The
current study aims to collect production data for a second time from some of the L2
participants eighteen months after the initial collection, and to conduct an analysis which
will compare the data from the two time points. While the production data at one point
will be able to test the hypothesis of the occurrence of covert contrast, a longitudinal
analysis will allow testing whether a covert contrast is an intermediate stage of
acquisition. That is, with longitudinal data, the study can examine whether any L2
participants made progress during the eighteen months between the first and second
data collection. The hypothesis about the longitudinal analysis is stated in (4).
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(4) Some L2 participants will progress over time from a stage of no contrast to
implementing the T2-T3 contrast covertly, or from implementing the contrast
covertly to one of implementing the contrast overtly.1

2.3 The Perception of T2 and T3
In addition to examining the intermediate stage in the T2-T3 acquisition process
from production data, it is also the purpose of the current study to look at the process of
acquiring T2 and T3 from the perspective of L2 perception.
Many studies, including Howie (1976) and Jongman et al (2006), have shown
that F0 is the primary cue in perceiving Mandarin tones. Howie tested the tone
perception in three pitch conditions with synthetic stimuli. One of the conditions was
generated based on naturally produced F0 movement whereas the other two conditions
had little to no information on the F0 patterns. It was found that the Mandarin native
listeners performed reliably better in identifying the stimuli when the natural F0
information was available than when the little F0 pattern was included in the stimuli. This
shows that the F0 pattern of tones is crucial in perceiving Mandarin tones.
Specifically, on one hand, according to Shen and Lin (1991) and Moore and
Jongman (1997), the perception of T2 and T3 is determined by the F0 change from the
contour onset to the turning point, which involves both F0 height and F0 contour, and
the duration between the onset and the turning point. On the other hand, Blicher, Diehl

The analysis of the data gathered at the initial time point does not reveal any participant with no contrast;
all participants show either a covert contrast or an overt contrast. Therefore, I do not have the necessary data
to test in the proposed longitudinal analysis the cases where a participant can move from no contrast to
covert contrast, as proposed in Hypothesis 4).
1
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and Cohen (1990) suggests that the overall syllable duration also affects the
identification of T2 and T3 by both trained native speakers of Mandarin and English by
conducting a study in which the targets with natural F0 contours were modified in the
syllable duration. From those studies, it seems that both the F0 change between the
onset and the turning point, the time that it takes to reach the turning point and the
overall syllable length all function as factors in perceiving T2 and T3. Nevertheless,
some studies (Moore and Jongman, 1997; Jongman et al, 2006) maintain the view that
F0 typically serves as the predominant acoustic measure in perceiving and producing
Mandarin T2 and T3.

2.4 L2 Perception and Production
In the field of L2 acquisition, there has been a large body of literature examining
the relationship between production and perception of L2 sounds. There are several
models that make proposals to explain the difficulties found in L2 learners’ production
and perception of TL contrast. Among them, the Perceptual Assimilation Model (PAM)
and the Speech Learning Model (SLM) are the two of the most widely known and tested.
PAM focuses on L2 learners’ perceptual ability of a TL phonemic contrast and explains
it on the basis of the way the L2 phonemes are assimilated to L1 phonemic categories.
Specifically, PAM (Best, 1995; Best and Tyler, 2007) predicts that L2 learners will be
able to discriminate two L2 sounds that are categorized into two different L1 phonemic
categories better than two L2 sounds that are categorized as the same one L1
phonemic category. PAM also predicts that if L2 sounds cannot be categorized into any
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L1 phonemic category, the perceptual accuracy will be from fair to good. Best,
McRoberts and Goodell (2001) tested American English native speakers’ perceptual
performance of three Zulu contrasts, namely /ɬ/-/ɮ/ (two L2 phonemes categorized into
two L1 categories), /kʰ/-/k’/ (two L2 phonemes categorized as a good and a bad
example of one L1 phoneme), and /b/-/ɓ/ (two L2 phonemes categorized as equal
examples of one L1 phoneme). They found that the American English participants in
their study discriminated /ɬ/-/ɮ/ better than /kʰ/-/k’/, which was better discriminated than
/b/-/ɓ/. This finding supported PAM. Since the model predicts that perceptual ability is
associated with how L2 sounds assimilate to L1 phonemes, it also implies that the
native language of the participants has an effect on the perceptual patterns of a TL
contrast. However, PAM does not make any predictions on the perception of a L2
phonemic aspect that is not employed contrastively in the native language.
Hao (2012) tried to address this issue by testing the perception of Mandarin
tones by L2 leaners whose native languages are Cantonese or American English. The
L2 learners in his study had learned Mandarin in post-secondary classroom curriculum
for an average of 2.68 years. The study found that the perceptual performances on all
Mandarin tones did not statistically differ between the Cantonese speakers and the
English speakers. The English speakers’ accuracy rate in identifying Mandarin Tone 1
and Tone 4 (around 85% and 90%) was higher than the Cantonese speakers while the
accuracy rate in identifying the other two tones, T2 and T3, did not differ reliably
between the two speaker groups. Hao suggested that this is possibly due to the
discrepancy between the Mandarin tone inventory and the Cantonese tone inventory.
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There are six lexical tones in Cantonese; three level tones, two rising tones and a falling
tone. It is fairly difficult to categorize Mandarin tones into Cantonese tone categories
since some of them may have similar contours at different pitch range and some of
them share similar registers but have different tone shape. This finding indicates that
tones that are contrastively used in Cantonese did not help with the L2 perception of
Mandarin tones. It does not necessarily support or oppose PAM with respect to L2
phonemic contrasts that are not employed in L1 phonology, but shows that L2 learners’
perception on a phonemic distinction that is not used contrastively in the L1 can reach a
certain degree of accuracy.
Another model, the Speech Learning Model (SLM) proposed by Flege (1987;
1995), emphasizes the L2 production of sounds. According to the SLM, whether a L2
learner can successfully learn a L2 vowel and produce it at a native-like level is
determined by how that L2 vowel is classified into the L1 vowel categories. If the given
L2 vowel is different from any L1 vowels, the L2 learner has a greater possibility of
producing that L2 vowel more authentically than other L2 vowels that are more similar to
L1 vowels and, therefore, can be classified into a L1 vowel category. Bohn and Flege
(1997) investigated the SLM through the perception and production of English vowels
/æ/ and /ɛ/ produced by German speakers, and found that their results support the
claims of the SLM in that L2 learners of English can produce native-like English /æ/
when given sufficient exposure.
In addition to supporting the SLM, Bohn and Flege also investigated the
relationship between production and perception. In their study, the results of an
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identification task conducted with synthesized stimuli on the continuum of English /bæt/
and /bɛt/ was compared with the production of the two targets on two acoustic
measures; vowel height and vowel length. They found that, on both of the measures,
the perception and production of /æ/ and /ɛ/ were largely independent of each other.
That is, for both the native control group and the two L2 speaker groups, no clear
correlation was found between perception and production on vowel height and vowel
length. However, one of the findings indicates a different interaction between perception
and production for different acoustic measures. On one hand, when the L2 participants
produced a large difference in vowel height between the two vowels, these participants
also used vowel height as a primary cue to identify the two vowels. This suggests that
there is, to a limited degree, a positive relationship between the perception and
production on this specific acoustic measure of vowel height, even though no clear
correlation was found. On the other hand, when some of the L2 participants produced a
relatively large durational difference between the two vowels, these L2 participants were
likely to make little use of the durational cue perceptually. In other words, there was a
negative relationship between the produced contrast and perceptual cues in vowel
length.
Moreover, Bohn and Flege discussed how being in different stages of the
acquisitional process influences the interaction between perception and production.
They recruited two L2-learner groups who had different amounts of L2 experience in
English; the experienced German learners had been living in the US for more than five
years whereas the inexperienced learners had only recently moved to the US, and had
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been living in the US for an average only a little more than seven months. The results
of this study showed that, for the inexperienced L2 group, the learners could sufficiently
perceive the distinction between /æ/ and /ɛ/, however, they could not systematically
produce the contrast. On the other hand, the experienced L2 group showed a
tendency that the perception of /æ/ and /ɛ/ falls behind production. This finding indicates
that the current stage of a L2 learner in the acquisition process has an effect on how
perception and production interact with each other.
These findings of Bohn and Flege are particular interesting for the present study
in which one of the goals is to test the perceptual ability of two different groups of L2
learners. The two groups of learners in the current study showed the T2-T3 contrast in
Mandarin differently in terms of whether the contrast is perceived overtly by the native
speakers of Mandarin. In the present study, it is also of the interest to discuss the
relationship between perception and production of L2 learners at different stages in
producing T2 and T3 in Mandarin.
Similar to Bohn and Flege regarding the relationship between perception and
production, Peperkamp and Bouchon (2011) examined the acquisition of English /i/ and
/ɪ/ produced and perceived by L2 speakers whose native language was French, and
found no correlation between the production and perception of the target phonemes.
Their study used two measures to access production. Native-speaker judges rated the
productions of the vowel, /i/ and /ɪ/, in terms of accuracy, i.e. whether or not the judges
perceived the contrast, and in terms of the how native-like the productions were. In
addition, this study used an ABX test to measure the L2 participants’ perception. One
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of the findings is that the error rates of the ABX test were not correlated with either of
the assessment measures of the production test. Peperkamp and Bouchon accounted
for this lack of correlation between production and perception in terms of the short interstimulus interval used in the ABX test. According to the authors, during the perception
task, a short inter-stimulus interval hindered the L2 participants’ access to the
phonological information that was used in production. Therefore, the authors
suggested that the way perception and production interact with each other in L2
acquisition largely depends on how much information on L2 phonological categorization
the L2 learners can access during the perception task.
Contrary to the studies that show no clear relationship between perception and
production, some other studies (Ingram and Park, 1997; Bradlow, Pisoni, AkahaneYamada, and Tohkura, 1997) suggest a correlation between these two aspects of L2
acquisition. For example, Ingram and Park (1997) examined the L2 production and
perception of Australian English vowels by native speakers of Japanese and Korean.
The vowels in Japanese differ from those in Australian English in that Japanese lacks
/æ/, and by virtue of the fact that Japanese vowels evidence a duration contrast. Korean
vowels differ from those of Australian English in that Korean lacks /æ/ and /e/, however,
there is no duration contrast in Korean as there is in Japanese. Ingram and Park found
that the Japanese participants identified the targets reliably better than the Korean
participants, especially on /æ/ and /e/. The acoustic analysis of /æ/ and /e/ produced
by the Japanese participants indicated a clear separation between the two targets in
vowel quality plotted by measuring the first formant and the second formant, whereas
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the Korean participants produced these two vowel targets with an overlap between the
first and second formant. Altogether, the Japanese participants produced and
perceived /æ/ and /e/ systematically better than did the Korean participants. This
suggested that the participants’ production mirrors their perception when the
participants are on the basis of their L1, which, in turn, indicates that there is not a weak
positive correlation for the groups between the perception and the production of the
vowels.
Bradlow et al (1997) obtained a finding that is similar to Ingram and Park (1997)
based on the L2 perception and production of English /r/ and /l/ by Japanese speakers.
Different from Ingram and Park, which collected one-time data, Bradlow et al. with data
gathered at two time points focused on investigating the effect of perceptual training in
both perception and production ability. The authors conducted a pretest and a post-test,
both of which included a perception task and production task. The perception tests
were simple identification tasks in which the L2 learners listened to the production of
native speakers of American English and identified whether they heard /r/ or /l/. The
participants’ production ability was determined using two different judgment tasks. The
first was a preference task in which native speakers of English listened to the same
tokens produced in the pre-test and the post-test, and then picked a “better”
representation of the target English word shown on the screen. The second test was a
simple identification task in which the native speakers transcribed the L2 production of
/r/ and /l/. In order to investigate the effect of perceptual training on the participants’ L2
production and perception, the participants were given, between the pre-test and the
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post-test, a lengthy training period consisting of 45 sessions. The results showed that
the perceptual training given to the L2 participants between the pre-test and the posttest helped improve not only the perceptual but also the production performance. In
addition, a positive correlation between the overall accuracy in perceptual identification
and the overall accuracy of native speakers’ identification of the L2 learners’ production
was found regardless of some individual variations. That is, a high accuracy in one
indicates that the L2 participant is likely to reach a high accuracy in the other aspect.
In addition, the central finding from Bradlow et al. that perceptual training actually
helped improve the L2 participants’ production of /r/ and /l/ suggests that there is a link
between L2 perception and production. Instead of being independent from each other,
this study suggests that the perception and production of a non-native contrast share a
common mental representation that operates integrally on the tasks of perception and
production.
One point that is worth noting is that although Bradlow et al. found a positive
relationship between the overall accuracy of perception and production, no clear
relationship was found between the improvement of perception and production from the
pretest to the post-test.

The L2 participants showed individually different rates of

improvement on identifying and producing the targets. This suggests that more data
need to be gathered in order to decide how improvement on one aspect helps the other
improve. One plausible way to approach this issue is to examine L2 production and
perception from a different perspective, instead of using the classic identification tasks
which are categorical in nature. As summarized earlier in the section, it has been
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shown that language users sometimes have the ability to detect a fine-grained
difference on an acoustic measure that is relevant in making a contrast in their
languages (McMurray et al, 2002). Also, studies in both L1 and L2 have suggested that
language learners can at times produce a statistically reliable contrast that is not
necessarily perceived by the native speakers of the TL. Perhaps, whether or how L2
learners can perceive the fine-grained acoustic difference on the acoustic measure
relevant to a L2 contrast can provide new information on L2 perception and its
relationship to production in general. Although no clear hypothesis can be proposed and
tested in terms of the relationship between improvement in perception and production
(as raised by Bradlow et al), a production test which aims to examine a covert contrast
within a longitudinal analysis can possibly shed some light on the interaction of the
improvement between perception and production.
Several other studies (Flege and Schmidt, 1995; Flege, MacKey, and Meador,
1999; Kluge, Rauber and Reis, 2007) have also suggested a positive relationship
between L2 production and perception. Flege and Schmidt (1995) investigated the
effect of speech rate on the L2 acquisition of the English aspirated voiceless bilabial
stop [pʰ] by native Spanish speakers. English and Spanish voiceless bilabial stops differ
in their VOT in that Spanish /p/ is produced with short-lag VOT (roughly from 0 to 25
milliseconds between the release of the plosive and the onset of voicing) whereas the
English /p/ (i.e., the allophone [ph]) is produced with a long-lag VOT (roughly 60 to 100
milliseconds between release of the closure and the onset of voicing). In the Flege &
Schmidt study, L2 participants were divided into two groups labeled “proficient” and
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“non-proficient” by a group of English native speakers, based on the amount of foreign
accent that was detected on the basis of their L2 production of some stimulus
sentences. The participants then listened to several examples of synthesized /p/ stimuli
which differed in VOT values. The synthesized stops occurred in syllables of two
durations, 125 and 325 milliseconds. The participants were asked to give a rating to
each stimulus in terms of how representative it was of English [pʰ]. Schmidt and Flege
showed in this study that the long lag allophone of English /p/ shows more variation than
the short lag /p/ of Spanish as a function of the speech rate. Therefore, it was expected
that the perception of English /p/ by the monolingual Spanish speakers would be less
affected by the speech rate. The authors found that the goodness ratings of
synthesized stimuli with different VOT values of /p/ that were assigned by both the
native group and the proficient L2 group were significantly affected by the syllable
duration, but the ratings given by the non-proficient L2 group showed no effect of
syllable duration. In other words, the proficient group of Spanish speakers resembled
the English native speakers group in the effect of speech rate on the perception of
English /p/ while the non-proficient group showed little resemblance to the native
speakers of English. This finding indicates a somewhat positive correlation between the
Spanish speakers’ production of English and their perceptual rating of English /p/. As
the production of the proficient L2 learners was judged as having less trace of foreign
accent than the non-proficient L2 learners, their perceptual goodness rating resembled
the native speakers of English more than the non-proficient group.
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The method that Flege and Schmitd used to assess their L2 learners’ proficiency
in production has been widely used in the field of L2 acquisition. It is plausible to
evaluate L2 production based on the degree of foreign accents rated by the native
speakers of the TL, since the judgment of these native speakers serves as the most
straightforward method to determine how native-like the production of a L2 learner is.
In addition, such an approach is presumably one of the only few ways to assess L2
learners’ natural production in the TL. The current study will also use a similar method,
native speakers’ transcription, as one of the ways to investigate L2 production.
However, this method, which requires native speakers to give ratings on a scale of the
amount of foreign accent or to transcribe L2 production, seems like a relatively
subjective approach, which might be affected by other factors, including the native
speakers’ language exposure and language preferences. Given that the rating of L2
production by TL native speakers can be subjective, it is not always reliable to depend
solely on this approach when assessing L2 learners’ productions. Therefore in this
study, L2 learners’ productions will be analyzed for the implementation of a covert
contrast, not only on the basis of native speakers’ transcriptions, but also in terms of
acoustic measurements.
As there are studies on both sides of the debate over whether there is a clear
relationship between L2 perception and production, the present study hopes to
contribute to the discussion by examining production data from the point of view of a
covert contrast, and by analyzing perception data using the production results as a
criterion to group L2 participants.

Last but not least, no studies have investigated the
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relationship between L2 perception and production from the perspective of a stage of L2
acquisition in which a learner produces a statistically reliable contrast that is not overly
perceived by the native speakers. Nor have any studies looked at this stage of covert
contrast in the acquisition of Mandarin T2 and T3. The significance of this study lies in
providing insights into the ongoing debate on L2 perception and production from an
approach that assesses L2 learners’ production acoustically.

2.5 Hypotheses
The hypotheses that the current study aims to test are stated in this section.
First, the hypothesis for the production test is listed here again for convenience as (3):
(3)

L2 learners of Mandarin may implement a statistically reliable acoustic
distinction between T2 and T3 that is not perceived by native speakers of
Mandarin.

In addition to (3), as mentioned previously in this section, I also gathered longitudinal
data from some of the L2 participants. The hypothesis that the longitudinal analysis will
test is repeated as (4).
(4) Some L2 participants will progress from not showing any contrast to
implementing the T2-T3 contrast covertly, or from implementing the T2-T3
contrast covertly to implementing the contrast overtly.
Based on (3), the present study is also interested in how the perception differs
between the learners who produce an overt contrast and the learners who produce a
covert contrast between the target tones. In order to address this question for T2 and
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T3, two perception tasks have been carried out: an identification task and a
discrimination task.
In the identification task, the L2 participants were asked to transcribe the targets
which were naturally produced by a native speaker of Mandarin. The relevant
hypothesis is stated as in (5).
(5) The L2 participants who produce an overt contrast between T2 and T3 will
identify the T2 and T3 statistically better than the L2 participants who
implement the contrast covertly.
In the discrimination task, the L2 participants were asked to listen to a pair of stimuli that
were pitch-modified at the turning point and the contour offset, and to decide if the
stimuli of the pair were the same or different. The discrimination task was conducted to
test the hypotheses stated in (6) and (7):
(6) The performance on the discrimination task by L2 participants who produce
an overt contrast between T2 and T3 on the production task will not be
reliably different from the performance on the discrimination task of the native
speakers of Mandarin.
(7) The performance of L2 participants who implement a covert contrast will be
systematically different from that of the native speakers of Mandarin.
The rationale for (6) and (7) is the expectation that the L2 participants who produce an
overt contrast will show results that approximate that of the native speakers since their
L2 production of T2 and T3 has been overtly perceived as target-like. I except to the L2
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overt participants demonstrate a systematically different result on the discrimination task
from the participants who produce a covert contrast.
This study consists of one production and two perception tasks. The overall
design of the study is in four parts: 1) L2 learners were recorded producing T2 and T3
targets which were later analyzed acoustically to see if they have been implementing a
statistically reliable distinction between the two tones; 2) in the longitudinal analysis, the
results have been compared with data that have been collected from some of the
current L2 participants who participated in a previous study of their production of T2 and
T3; 3) L2 learners were tested on an identification task which consisted of targets
containing T2 and T3 produced by native speakers, in which data were analyzed in
conjunction with the production data to see if L2 learners whose production was
transcribed as target-like by native speakers also perceive T2 and T3 statistically better
than learners who produce the contrast covertly. And finally, 4) a discrimination task
with pitch-modified targets was conducted to both groups of the L2 participants, native
speakers of Mandarin and American English speakers with no exposure to Mandarin
tone, to investigate if there is any a reliable difference among the results of the different
participant groups.
In the next three chapters, the tasks are presented in sequence. Chapter 3
concerns the production task, reporting the methods of data collection and the analyses
of its results, including the longitudinal analysis. Chapter 4 describes the methods and
findings of the identification task. Details of the discrimination task and its results are
presented in Chapter 5. The methods of all the tasks are reported in terms of the details
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of the participants, stimuli, procedures, acoustic analyses and the approaches of the
statistical analyses.
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Chapter 3
Production
This chapter reports the methodology of the production data and findings of the
investigating the occurrence of an intermediate stage in L2 learners’ acquiring the T2-T3
contrasts in Mandarin. First, in Section 3.1, the methods that were used to obtain the
production data are described in details. Secondly, Section 3.2 and 3.3 each reports the
analytic details and findings of Analysis 1 and Analysis 2. Note that the production data
were gathered during two elicitations in order to perform a longitudinal analysis. The
data gathered at each time point were analyzed twice, namely according to the criteria
of Analysis 1 and Analysis 2, which are discussed in detail later in the chapter. Finally,
the last section of the chapter 3.4 discusses the findings of the longitudinal analysis,
concerning whether the L2 speakers made a longitudinal progress from the first
elicitation to the second elicitation.

3.1 Methodology
3.1.1 Participants. Tonal productions were elicited from sixteen L2 learners of
Mandarin, all of whom have studied Mandarin at the same university in the Midwest for
at least two years. Among the sixteen L2 participants, six have participated in the
production tasks conducted at both points in time for the longitudinal analysis. At the
first elicitation, four other L2 learners participated, for a total of ten L2 participants. In the
eliciting production data at the second time points, six new participants were recruited,
which gave total of twelve L2 learners at the second time. All of the L2 participants are
native speakers of American English. They were undergraduate students at the time of
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the task; seven are females and nine are males. None of them has reported any
disorder related to speaking, listening or learning. All L2 participants can read tone
marks and pinyin, which is the alphabetic spelling system used in the field of teaching
Chinese as a second language. They are not linguistically trained and were not
informed of the purpose of the study.
The L2 participants have been assessed by the Oral Proficiency Interview (OPI)
guidelines of the American Council of the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL). OPI
provides a standardized guideline to evaluate the global functional speaking proficiency
of foreign language learners. It is also the most used and recognized proficiency
assessment in foreign language curriculum in the United States. During an OPI test, an
ACTFL certified OPI tester interviews a foreign language learner in a face-to-face or
telephonic setting. There are usually multiple communication tasks in which the tester
compares a leaner’s speaking ability with others’ at different proficiency levels on the
guidelines. Although the primary goal of the OPI is to assess a learner’s functional oral
proficiency, instead of a non-native accent, a learner’s nativeness and accuracy of
pronunciation also affects one’s functional ability and listeners’ understanding of the
non-native speech. There are eleven proficiency levels on the OPI guideline;
distinguished, superior, advanced-high, advance-mid, advanced-low, intermediate-high,
intermediate-mid, intermediate-low, novice-high, novice-mid, and novice-low. An OPI
tester at a Midwestern university ranked the L2 participants in the study between
Intermediate-mid to Advanced-mid, suggesting that their Mandarin proficiency is at or
above the intermediate level. Learners at this level were chosen to participate in the
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study because it is assumed a stage of covert contrast is most likely to be attested by
learners at an intermediate level or higher. Moreover, as mentioned, six of the L2
participants have participated in the production task at the first elicitation, which was
seventeen months prior to the second elicitation. From the production data gathered at
the first time, the preliminary results support this assumption that learners at an
intermediate level or higher show a tendency of implementing the T2-T3 contrast
covertly. This design allows a longitudinal analysis of the data from the six L2
participants who participated at both time points, and may show their progress from one
stage to another in the acquisition of the contrast.
Two native speakers of Mandarin participated as the judges to determine
whether they perceived the participants’ productions of the tones as target-like. Both of
the judges are native speakers of Mandarin from Taiwan.
3.1.2 Stimuli. Identical stimuli were used in both of the elicitations, which are all
monosyllabic words with a CV phonetic structure. Both elicitations used only CV
structures because nasals, which are the only consonant category that is allowed in the
coda position in Mandarin, are known to affect the vowel quality and fundamental
frequency in many world languages, including Mandarin (Ohala, 1975; Chen, 2000).
The vowel in the CV syllable was always one of the followings: /i/, /a/, /u/, /ü/ and /ʌ/.
Monosyllabic words were chosen in order to avoid any tonal effect carried from
neighboring tones in context. The stimuli list consisted of 39 minimal pairs of the T2-T3
contrast, 78 targets in total with 78 fillers, which are T1 and T4 monosyllabic and some
disyllabic words. In total, 156 words were produced by each participant at both
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elicitations and the six participants who participated in both of the elicitations produced
the same list of words.
Two randomized lists were created for the L2 speakers to read. There were ten
practice items on each list before the start of the target word list. None of the practice
items were on the target list. All stimuli were typed in pinyin with tone marks in order to
elicit the best possible pronunciation, as Chinese characters do not provide any tonal
information. Tone marking in Mandarin, in fact, indicates the contour of the pitch of the
tone, respectively mā for T1 (high level), má for T2 (rising), mǎ for T3 (dip-rise) and mà
for T4 (falling). Therefore, tonal information was given to the speakers as much as
possible for both production tasks in order to collect the data with learners’ best and
most careful pronunciation.
3.1.3 Procedures. All of the L2 speakers were recorded individually in a sound
proof recording booth or a quiet room using the computer program, Audacity. During
the recording the L2 speakers were asked to read one of the two lists and to pronounce
the items on the list with a normal speech rate. They were instructed to read the
practice items before reading the words on target list. They were also requested to
pause at least one second between each item in order to avoid context effect that would
affect tone contour.
After collecting all the recordings, noise reduction was conducted on Audacity.
Individual words were then cut out from the recordings and organized using Praat. In
the task involving native speakers’ judgment, the individual sound files of targets were
played to the native listeners. The listeners were given answer sheets numbered with
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the items prior to the task and requested to write down what tone they think they hear
intuitively without thinking about what the speaker had intended to say. The data of the
native speakers’ judgment were entered and organized in an Excel file.
3.1.4 Analysis: The data were analyzed according to two different methods,
leading to two analyses. The reason for conducting two analyses is that if covert
contrast can be attested through different analytical methods, we thereby can be more
certain of our documentation of this intermediate stage. The two analyses differ in the
following two ways. First, the criterion for scoring a token as target-like based on the
transcription results is different. Below I will describe the details and the reasons
behind using different criteria. Second, a criterial threshold was established in Analysis
2 for L2 learners’ target-like production. In Analysis 1, there was no criterial threshold
set for whether a participant has produced the contrast according to the transcribers.
The data were analyzed based on whether L2 targets are overtly perceived by the
native transcribers or not. In Analysis 2, L2 participants were credited with producing
the contrast if their production reaches the criterial threshold of being target-like.
In the following sections, the methods are reported for each of the corresponding
analyses; factors concerning the acoustic and statistical analysis and the criteria of
scoring the transcription are detailed before presenting the results in each analysis. In
each analysis, the results of the two elicitations are reported separately, beginning with
Analysis 1. Lastly, a longitudinal comparison of Analysis 1 is presented before
proceeding to Analysis 2.
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3.2 Analysis 1
3.2.1 Analysis Method
Variables.

The predictor conditions, sometimes known as the independent

variables, are the input, which in this study are the T2 and T3 targets. Four outcome
variables (i.e. the dependent variables), the output, were investigated in the present
study. Specifically, they are the percentage of tones being overtly perceived by the
native-speaking judges, the differences between the F0 frequencies, the duration
between the contour onset and the turning point, and lastly, the offset pitch height.
Native listeners’ transcription.

A covert contrast is defined as a statistically

reliable acoustic distinction that is not perceived by native speakers of the TL. The
criterion for scoring a token as target-like was initially that at least one of the native
transcribers heard it as intended. However, in an analysis conducted under this
criterion no statistically reliable difference was found, either for the group results or the
individual scores. Therefore, another analysis was conducted using a stricter criterion: a
target is considered target-like when both native transcribers heard it as target-like.
The results presented in Analysis 1 were obtained under the stricter criterion.
Acoustic analysis.

The acoustic measures were analyzed using Praat. As

described above in the section on outcome variables, three acoustic measures were
used: F0 difference, the duration to the turning point and the offset pitch height. The
turning point is defined as the point in time where the F0/pitch stops falling and starts
rising. In order to get the F0 difference, the lowest F0 in the contour and the highest
F0 before the turning point were both measured using Praat. F0 difference was
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obtained by subtracting the lowest value from that of the highest F0 before the turning
point. The point where the lowest F0 occurs is the turning point. Praat scripts were
used to obtain these acoustic measures along with the offset pitch height. The F0/pitch
setting were set differently for male and female participants. Pitch range was set from
75 to 300 Hz for males and from 100 to 500 Hz for females. The measurement of the
duration to the turning point was normalized with the total duration of the pitch contour
shown on the spectrograms. For most targets, pitch contour appears only in vowel
segments; therefore, the total duration of the pitch contour approximates the vowel
length. However, for targets whose onset consonant is a nasal, the onset of the pitch
contour was measured at the nasal onset, given that nasals carry a pitch themselves,
and it is difficult to separate the onset of the nasal from the nasalized vowel.
Statistical analysis.

In order to determine the implementation of a covert

contrast, paired-sample t-tests that compare the means of T2 and T3 would ideally be
conducted to determine whether the distinction in the acoustic measures between T2
and T3 is statistically significant. However, the sample sizes of NT2 and NT3 are
different for each participant, as are the sample sizes of the overtly perceived tokens of
T2 and T3, and paired-sample t-tests cannot be used without compromising some data
points. Therefore, a linear model (sometimes referred as regression), which enables an
analysis with uneven sample sizes, were used to determine whether each of the four
outcome variables was a function of target tone. In other words, a linear model tests
whether an outcome variable was predicted by the target tone. Linear model tests were
also used to analyze whether a variable was reliably predicted by all the intended target
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tones and the tones that were overtly identified and perceived. A 95% confidence
interval is set for this study to determine the significance of a respective statistic model.
In the longitudinal analysis, which investigated if there is a change in the native
transcription between the two elicitations and if there is any interaction between the
tones and the elicitations, two statistical methods were used. I used McNemar’s test to
determine if the native transcriptions show a significant change for each participant’s
target-like productions. Also, a linear model with two predictor variables, tones and
elicitation, were employed to see if there’s an interaction between tones and elicitations.
The results will be discussed in view of the production hypothesis, as stated in
the previous chapter, namely, that L2 learners of Mandarin will implement the contrast
between T2 and T3 in a way that is not perceived by native speakers of Mandarin. In
testing this hypothesis, we will use the results from individual participants rather than
aggregated data, because we are asking whether the tones in question have been
acquired. In so doing we are inquiring as to the state of a participant’s interlanguage
grammar. An interlanguage grammar is constructed individually in every L2 learner’s
mind, and as such must be viewed individually. Therefore, only individual results were
presented for the discussion of L2 production.

3.2.2 Results: First Elicitation
This section reports the data of each L2 participant from the first elicitation. I will
first present the results of the native speakers’ transcription on the L2 productions of
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tones, followed by the results of the statistic analysis of the target tones that were not
transcribed as target-like and the ones that were overtly perceived.
Native Transcription. For each individual L2 learner, the percentage of the
targets that were overly perceived was presented in Figure 3.1. There are three points
that are worth noticing from the figure. First, every participant showed a lower
percentage of T3 being overly perceived than T2. Secondly, eight of the participants
produced at least 80% of the target-like T2 while only one participant produced targetlike T3 on more than 50% of the attempts. The first two points are consistent with those
of some of the studies on T2 and T3 (Shen, 1989; Elliott, 1991) as well as my own
observation in L2 Mandarin instruction. That is, it is more difficult to produce target-like
T3s than to produce target-like T2s for most Mandarin L2 learners. Most of the T3 that
were not perceived as target-like were transcribed as T2 by the native transcribers,
which provides an ideal context for investigating whether there is a statistically reliable
difference between the T2 and the non-target-like T3. Lastly, all participants showed a
great difference between the percentage of target-like T2 and that of target-like T3,
especially Participant BHR and Participant LKL. All of the T2 Participant BHR produced
were transcribed as target-like, but only 5% of his T3 attempts were perceived as targetlike. A similar situation occurred with Participant LKL.
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Figure 3.1 Percentage of targets that were overtly perceived by the native transcribers (First elicitation:
November, 2013)

Statistical Analysis. This section reports the statistical results of individual
participants for each variable. Each participant’s data was analyzed independently from
each other, and a table that reports the statistics details was created for each participant
(Appendix A). Table 3.1 is an example of the statistics details of Participant DSY’s
production, illustrating how the statistics results were presented in detail for each
participant. For the convenience, a summary table (Table 3.2) was created here for
presenting the significance of the results. It summarized the statistical results of each of
the acoustic variables measured from each L2 participant’s production.
In Table 3.1, the first column lists the three acoustic variables tested as functions
of the target group pairs, listed in the next column. The three pairs are 1) NT2 and NT3,
2) Overt T2 and Overt T3, and 3) all T2 and all T3. The third column from the left is the
mean value of the acoustic variable measured for the target group. And lastly, the last
column reports the significance value of the linear model constructed for the respective
target pair. Cells were shaded to indicate a significant p value. For example, from the
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first two rows below the header row, the linear model of F0 difference as a function of
target tone for the pair of NT2 and NT3 is not significant, with a p value of 0.9. However,
I also conducted a model of duration to the turning point as a function of NT2 and NT3
(the first two rows of the variable duration to the turning point), and this model is
significant (t(40)=2.302, p = 0.02, p<.05).
Table 3.1 Participant DSY: Data for each variable of the pair of NT2 and NT3, overt T2 and T3,
and All T2 and T3
Variable
Pair
Mean
Significance test
F0
NT2
39.4
t=0.115, p=0.9, p>.05
Difference
NT3
41.4
(Hz)
Overt T2
20.9
t=2.362, p=0.024, p<.05
Overt T3
39.4
All T2
24.7
t=2.08, p=0.04, p<.05
All T3
41.1
Duration to
NT2
0.23742
t=2.302, p=0.02, p<.05
the Turning
NT3
0.32778
Point
Overt T2
0.19913
t=2.764, p=0.009, p<.05
Overt T3
0.35564
All T2
0.20699
t=5.1, p=0, p<.05
All T3
0.33135
Offset
NT2
291.05
t=-1.545, p=0.13, p>.05
Pitch(Hz)
NT3
275.55
Overt T2
306.98
t=-3.3, p=0.002, p<.05
Overt T3
262.87
All T2
303.71
t=-4.9, p=0, p<.05
All T3
273.92

To sum up the details from Table 3.1, for the NT2 and NT3 produced by
Participant DSY, only the duration to the turning point was reliably predicted by the
target tones, but not the other two variables. For her overt T2 and overt T3, all the three
variables were statistically reliable as functions of the tones, so as for the pair of all T2
and all T3. The description above is the summary of Participant DSY’s data, and a
summary for each participant was transformed to a single row in Table 3.2. For the
detailed results of the statistics test for other nine participants, please refer to Appendix
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A, which provides nine independent tables that presents the results in the same fashion
as Table 3.1.
In Table 3.2, each row summarizes the significance of the linear model
constructed for the three target pairs on the three variables. The first column at the left
side is the participant (DSY, BHR…to LKL). The second header row from the top is the
pair of targets, respectively NT2 and NT3, Overt T2 and Overt T3, and All T2 and T3.
The row below the target pair lists the three variables for each pair. Finally, the results of
the significance test were presented by plus marks, indicating significance, and minus
marks, showing insignificant models.

In other words, a plus mark shows that the linear

model of the variable as a function of target tones is significantly reliable, whereas a
minus mark indicates that there is no significance found for the linear model.
Table

Acoustic Measures: Are the variables reliably predicted by the target

3.2

tones?

Pair

NT2 vs NT3

Particip
ant
DSY

F0
Diff
-

Duratio
n
+

BHR

N/A

XLX

Overt T2 vs Overt T3

All T2 vs All T3

-

F0
Diff
+

Duratio
n
+

Offse
t
+

F0
Diff
+

Durat
ion
+

N/A

N/A

+

+

+

-

+

+

-

-

-

+

+

+

+

+

-

WZW

-

-

-

+

+

+

+

+

+

FZT

+

+

-

+

+

+

+

+

+

WYZ

-

-

-

+

-

+

+

-

-

CBR

-

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

NJ

-

-

-

+

+

-

+

+

-

MXS

-

+

-

+

+

+

+

+

+

LKL

-

-

-

+

-

+

+

+

+

Offset
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Offset
+

Before discussing the general findings of the participants, note that there is no
data shown for the pair of NT2 and NT3 produced by Participant BHR. This is because
that all of his T2 productions were transcribed overtly by the native transcribers, which
can be seen from Figure 3.1 in the previous section.
Let us now proceed to discuss the L2 participants’ statistic results on the acoustic
variables. First, we look at the NT2 and NT3 pair. Any plus marks in the columns of NT2
and NT3 would support the hypothesis of the occurrence of an intermediate stage of
covert contrast in acquiring the L2 Mandarin T2-T3 contrast. Four (DSY, FZT, CBR and
MXS) of the ten participants showed at least one acoustic variable significantly
predicted by the target tone even though the tones were not transcribed as target-like. It
is shown that all four of them made the contrast in the duration variable, which is a
statistically reliable function of target tone. In addition to the duration variable,
Participant FZT also implemented the contrast in the F0 difference, as it is reliably
predicted by the contrast. Participant CBR’s result shows that his NT2 and NT3 also
significantly predict the offset pitch. The other five participants’ acoustic measurements
do not indicate any significance in being a function of the contrast in cases where the
target tones were not transcribed as target-like.
We now look at the columns under the Pair Overt T2 and Overt T3. These
columns show the statistic results of the acoustic variables of the targets that were
transcribed as target-like by the native transcribers. First, in this target pair, the results
show, for all participants, a statistically reliable model of the F0 difference as a function
of the contrast. That is, the contrast, whether the target is T2 or T3, significantly predicts
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the F0 difference between the contour onset and the turning point. All participants
produced significantly larger F0 drop between the contour onset and the turning point.
Second, in addition to F0 difference, eight of the participants also produced a significant
distinction in the duration variable that was predicted by the overly-perceived T2 and T3.
The overt targets produced by Participant WYZ and LKL do not show significance in the
duration variable. In terms of the last acoustic measures for the overt targets, nine
participants produced offset pitch height that is significantly predictable according to the
contrast, Overt T2 and Overt T3. Participant NJ’s overt targets do not indicate any
significant linear relationship between the target and the offset pitch.
To sum up the statistical results of the overt targets, seven of the participants
produced overt targets that significantly predict all three acoustic variables. For all
participants, F0 difference serves as a linear function of the overt targets. This finding
preliminarily suggests that in order for the targets to be transcribed as target-like, a L2
participant needs to produce F0 difference that is linearly predicted by the targets,
whether it is a T2 or T3. Also, the finding that three of the participants show a linear
prediction of only two acoustic variables predicted by the overt targets might suggest
that it is not required to have all three acoustic variables significantly predicted by the
contrast. From the three participants (WYZ, NJ, and LKL), producing tones whose two
acoustic variables are statistically reliable functions of the targets is sufficient.
The next section reports the data of individual L2 participants from the second
elicitation, which was seventeen months after the first elicitation. As described in the
methodology section, not all ten L2 participants were recorded for the second elicitation.
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Six of them participated again, with another six newly-recruited L2 learners. The results
of the second elicitation will be presented in the same way of the first elicitation, with the
native transcription presented first, followed by the statistical results of the acoustic
variables for each target pairs.

3.2.3 Results: Second Elicitation
Native Transcription. Figure 3.2 illustrates the results of the native transcription
for each L2 participants in the percentage of targets being transcribed as target-like.
The results of the six participants who have participated in both elicitations were
displayed at the right-hand side of the figure, in the same order as shown in Figure 3.1
of the first elicitation. Identical to Figure 3.1, the striped bars are the T2 target-like
percentage and the solid bars are the T3 target-like percentage. Among twelve L2
participants, ten showed similar results to the first elicitation in terms of which tone is
more likely to be transcribed as target-like than the other one. Those ten participants
produced more T2 than T3 that were transcribed as target-like by the native transcribers,
which conforms with the result of the first elicitation and the overall observation in L2
Mandarin acquisition. Two participants’ data showed the opposite. From Participant LJ
and NJ’s production, more T3 were transcribed as target-like than T2. For LJ, most
(97.5%) of the targets he produced were perceived as target-like, 95% for T2 and 100%
for T3 respectively. For NJ, 72% of the T2 and 85% of the T3 she produced were
transcribed as target-like. Participant FMY did not produce any T3 that was transcribed
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as target-like as there is no solid bar visible from the figure in her column. Therefore,
there will be no statistical analysis conducted for her overt targets.

Figure 3.2 Percentage of targets that were overtly perceived by the native transcribers (Second elicitation:
April 2015)

Also, compared to the first elicitation, there were more participants producing
target-like T3 over 50% of the time. There were four participants (LJ, NJ, MXS and LKL),
as opposed to only one in the first elicitation, and three of them participated in both of
the elicitations.
Statistical Results. The result of each individual participant was organized in the
same way as in the first elicitation, as shown in Table 3.1 in the previous section. All of
the detailed individual results were attached in Appendix B. The individual results were
summarized in Table 3.3 below, presented and organized in the same way as in Table
3.2.
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Table 3.3

Second Elicitation
Acoustic Measures: Are the variables reliably predicted by the target tones?
NT2 vs NT3
Overt T2 vs Overt T3
All T2 vs All T3

Pair
Participa
nt
KL

_

Duratio
n
_

HL

_

_

_

+

_

_

+

_

_

JK

_

_

_

+

_

_

_

+

_

LWQ

_

_

_

+

+

_

+

+

_

FMY

+

_

_

N/A

N/A

N/A

+

+

_

LJ

N/A

N/A

N/A

+

+

+

+

+

+

FZT

+

_

+

+

+

+

+

_

+

WYZ

_

_

_

+

+

_

+

+

_

CBR

_

_

_

+

+

_

+

+

+

NJ

_

_

_

+

+

+

+

+

+

MXS

N/A

N/A

N/A

+

+

+

+

+

+

LKL

+

_

+

+

+

+

+

_

+

F0 Diff

Offset

F0 Diff

_

+

Duratio
n
_

Offset

F0 Diff

_

_

Duratio
n
_

Offset
_

First, we look at the results of the linear models conducted individually for each
participants’ NT2 and NT3. Note that MXS and LJ have no data for NT2 and NT3
because MXS’s T2 and LJ’s T3 were all transcribed as target-like. Among the ten
participants who produced targets that were not transcribed as target-like, three of them
(FMY, FZT, and LKL) showed at least one acoustic variable significantly predicted by
the target tone even though the tones were not transcribed as target-like. All of the three
participants showed a linear relationship between F0 difference and the targets. Two
(FZT and LKL) of the three participants showed a significant relationship in which the
offset pitch was predicted by the targets. No statistically reliable relationship has been
found between the duration and the targets from any participants’ production of NT2 and
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NT3. This is particularly interesting because from the first elicitation, among the three
acoustic variables, duration is the one that shows being significantly predictable by the
targets for more participants (four participants) than the other two variables (one
participant each).
To sum up the results of the linear models of the acoustic variables as functions
of NT2 and NT3, two participants made a statistically reliable contrast on two of the
acoustic measures and one made a significant distinction between NT2 and NT3.
Next, we turn to the overt targets. As mentioned in the last section, Participant
FMY did not produce any T3 that were transcribed as target-like by both of the
transcribers. Therefore, there is no statistical data shown for her overt targets. The
results show that all eleven participants produced overt T2 and T3 that significantly
predict the F0 difference between the contour onset and the turning point. This complies
with one of the results of the overt tones gathered from the first elicitation, which finds
that in order for the production to be transcribed as target-like, the F0 difference is
required to be a statistically reliable function of the target tones. In addition, among the
eleven participants, eight produced the duration as a statistically reliable function of the
overt T2 and overt T3. And five of them were found to have the offset pitch significantly
predicted by the targets. Three participants, KL, HL and JK’s overt tones show only one
acoustic variable in F0 difference as the function of the contrast. Three participants,
LWQ, CBR and WYZ, showed two acoustic measures (F0 difference and duration)
reliably predicted by the contrast. Lastly, five made a statistically reliable distinction on
all three acoustic variables between the overt T2 and overt T3.
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We now compare the overt and the covert tones in terms of how the significance
of the acoustic variables as functions of the target affects the target-likeness. From
Figure 3.3, it shows that a L2 participant can make a significant distinction on an
acoustic variable between NT2 and NT3 only if he/she made a distinction on the same
variable between target-like T2 and T3, but not vice versa. No participant made a
statistically reliable distinction on one measure between NT2 and NT3, but not between
overt T2 and overt T3. This finding holds true for both of the elicitation.

3.2.4 Longitudinal Analysis
The production data were elicited at two different time points in an identical way
in order to investigate whether any participants have made any progress in producing
T2 and T3 between the two elicitations. This section discusses the finding of the two
elicitations together by comparing the results of the six L2 speakers who participated in
both of the elicitations.
Native Transcription. First, we compare the percentage of target-like
transcription of the elicitations. Figure 3.3 presents the target-like productions, T2 and
T3 altogether, scored base on the scoring criterion of Analysis 1, in which a target was
scored as target-like when both of the transcriber perceived it as target-like, in both
elicitations. The results are presented in bars of two different patterns for the two
elicitations. Among the six participants, on one hand, five exhibited an increase in the
target-like T2 and T3 production over the two elicitations. On the other hand, Participant
WYZ showed an overall decrease in terms of the target-like targets transcribed by the
transcribers. McNemar’s test was conducted to determine the significance of the change
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in the target-like percentage. The increase in the target-like production by FZT is
statistically significant (X2(1, N=78)=5.0256, p<.05), as well as those MXS (X2(1,
N=78)=10.562), p<.05) and LKL(X2(1, N=78)=15.559, p<.05). The decrease found in
WYZ’s target-like production is also significant (X2(1, N=78)=4.558, p<.05).

Figure 3.3 Percentage of target-like productions in Analysis 1

Figure 3.4 Percentage of target-like T2 in Analysis 1

Figure 3.4 illustrates the target-like T2 transcription scored base on the scoring
criterion of Analysis 1. Since from the discussion earlier in the chapter, it was observed
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that most participants produced T2 targets at a mostly target-like percentage, and thus
have a relatively limited room for improvement, we assume little and limited change in
the percentage of target-like T2 production. As seen from Figure 3.4, three participants
(FTZ, CBR and MXS) exhibited a slight increase over time in the target-like T2
transcribed by the native transcribers, but McNemar’s test shows that the changes are
not significant. Three other participants (WYZ, NJ and LKL) have exhibited a decrease
from the first elicitation to the second elicitation. While McNemar’s test does not suggest
that there is a significant decrease in LKL’s target-like T2 production over time, it
indicates the decrease found in NJ and WYZ’s T2 production is statistically reliable. For
WYZ, the target-like T2 percentage has decreased 34%, which is found significant (X2(1,
N=39)=8.47, p<.05). For NJ, the 21% decrease is also statistically reliable (X2(1,
N=39)=4.08, p<.05).

Figure 3.5 Percentage of target-like T3 in Analysis 1.

Figure 3.5 displays the results of target-like T3 across the elicitations in the same
format as the previous two figures. Similar to what has been found from the longitudinal
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results of T2 and T3 altogether, as shown in Figure 3.3, five participants exhibited an
increase in the percentage of target-like T3 from the first to the second elicitation.
Among the five of them, the increase observed in the production by FZT, NJ, MXS and
LKL is statistically reliable. The increase CBR exhibited and the decrease found in
WYZ’s target-like T3 production have not been found significant. The detailed statistics
of the McNemar’s test conducted to compare the target-like production based on the
strict transcribing criterion is reported in Table 3.4 below. Cells are shaded to indicate a
statistically significant change from the first elicitation to the second one.
Table 3.4 The results of McNemar’s test that compares the target-like production
based on the strict scoring transcribing criterion
Participant
All
T2
T3
FZT
WYZ
CBR
NJ
MXS
LKL

2

X (1, N=78)=5.0256,
p<.05
2
X (1, N=78)=4.558,
p<.05).
2
X (1, N=78)=0.7619,
p>.05).
2
X (1, N=78)=2.702,
p>.05).
2
X (1, N=78)=10.562,
p<.05).
2
X (1, N=78)=15.559,
p<.05

2

X (1, N=39)=0.19,
p>.05
2
X (1, N=39)=8.47,
p<.05
2
X (1, N=39)=0, p>.05
2

X (1, N=39)=4.08,
p<.05
N/A
2

X (1, N=39)=0.16,
p>.05

2

X (1, N=39)=6.72,
p<.05
2
X (1, N=39)=0.03,
p>.05
2
X (1, N=39)=0.75,
p>.05
2
X (1, N=39)=12.96,
p<.05
2
X (1, N=39)=8.64,
p<.05
2
X (1, N=39)=22.32,
p<.05

Statistic Results on Acoustic Variables. Next, let us investigate the acoustic
data of NT2 and NT3 statistically across the two elicitations. I used multiple linear
regression models with two predictor variables to examine the interaction between the
tones and the elicitations. Table 3.5 shows an example of the report of the main effects
of tones and of elicitations, and the interaction effect between the tones and the
elicitations of Participant FZT on the three acoustic variables. Each row reports the
results of one acoustic variable. Within each row, the last column reports the
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significance value of the effect of the row. For example, it was found that the tone effect
is significant on F0 difference with a p-value of 0.0246, but there was no main effect of
elicitation (p=0.8943) and no interaction between the segment and the elicitation
(p=0.355). Essentially, in the longitudinal analysis, we are mainly concerned about the
interaction of the tones and the elicitations because it informs us about whether the
difference between NT2 and NT3 changes significantly from Time 1 to Time 2. From
Table 3.5, regarding the acoustic variable of Duration, there was a main effect of tone
and elicitation, but no interaction between the tone and the elicitation. It suggests that
there was a significant distinction found between NT2 and NT3 and between the first
and the elicitation on the duration, but the effect of tone is independent of the elicitations.
On offset pitch, no main effect of tone was found, but there was a main effect of
elicitation and an interaction between the tone and the elicitation, indicating that the
distinction between NT2 and NT3 changed significantly from the first elicitation to the
second elicitation.
Among the six participants, only one participant has shown an interaction
between the tone and the elicitation on one acoustic variable, and that is the participant
shown in Table 3.5, FZT. She exhibited a significant change of the difference between
NT2 and NT3 on offset pitch from the first elicitation to the second one. Figure 3.6
illustrates this interaction. In the first elicitation, the difference between NT2 and NT3 is
not significant, but the difference increased significantly in Time 2 as the two lines in the
figure is more farther apart from each other.
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Table 3.5: The results of the linear model constructed for the three acoustic variables from
Participant FZT’s longitudinal productions.
F0 Difference
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept)
40.059
9.002
4.450 2.78e-05 ***
SegmentTone3
25.524 11.139 2.291 0.0246 *
ElicitationTime2
1.786 13.395 0.133 0.8943
SegmentTone3:ElicitationTime2
15.866 17.069 0.930 0.355
Duration
(Intercept)
SegmentTone3
ElicitationTime2
SegmentTone3:ElicitationTime2
Offset
(Intercept)
***
SegmentTone3
ElicitationTime2
SegmentTone3:ElicitationTime2

Estimate Std. Error
0.29872 0.03473
0.09379 0.04298
0.18418 0.05168
-0.10208 0.06586

t value
8.601
2.182
3.564
-1.550

Pr(>|t|)
5.85e-13 ***
0.032053 *
0.000624 ***
0.125120

Estimate Std. Error
303.630
8.528

t value
35.603

Pr(>|t|)
<2e-16

-6.416
-27.788
-39.269

10.553 -0.608
12.690 -2.190
16.171 -2.428

0.5450
0.0315 *
0.0174 *

Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.01 ‘*’

!

Figure 3.6 The interaction of tones and elicitation on offset pitch of Participant FZT

No other participants have demonstrated such an interaction between the tone
and the time on any of the acoustic variables. It indicates that for the other participants,
the distinction between NT2 and NT3 did not change significantly from Time 1 to Time 2.
The detailed results of the linear models constructed for each individual were reported
in Appendix C.
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3.2.5 Interim Summary
In summary, Analysis 1 adopts a stricter method in scoring the transcription, in
which a target is considered target-like when both of the native transcribers perceived it
as target-like. Results from both of the elicitations show that most participants produced
more target-like T2 than target-like T3 while two participants from the second elicitation
produced a higher percentage of target-like T3 than target-like T2. In addition, from the
linear model conducted for each individual, four of the ten participants in the first
elicitation produced targets that were not transcribed as target-like but a significant
distinction was made between NT2 and NT3 on at least one of the acoustic variables. In
the second elicitation, three participants made a statistically reliable distinction between
the non-target-like tones on at least one of the measures. This indicates that while some
participants produced tones that were not perceived overtly by the transcribers, their
non-target-like productions actually show some acoustic distinction to a certain degree
that is statistically significant. Also, it is observed that all participants in both elicitations
produced target-like contrast, which always demonstrates a statistically reliable
distinction in F0 difference, but not necessarily the other two acoustic variables.
Next, from the longitudinal analysis on the native transcription, it was found that
three of the six participants have made a statistically reliable improvement on producing
target-like T2 and T3, combined. Specifically, for them, the improvement was from the
statistically more target-like T3 produced in the second elicitation than in the first one.
Interestingly, two participants have produced significantly less target-like T2 at Time 2,
as compared to Time 1. Lastly, one participant has exhibited an interaction between the
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tone and the time on one of the three acoustic variables, the offset pitch, suggesting
that the distinction between NT2 and NT3 produced by this participant has changed
significantly from Time 1 to Time 2 on offset pitch.

3.3 Analysis 2
3.3.1 Analysis Method
As stated previously, Analysis 2 differs from Analysis 1 in that a criterial threshold
was established for L2 learners’ target-like production. In order to decide on the basis
of the transcription whether a L2 learner has systematically produced the contrast
between T2 and T3, a participant’s score on the transcription has to reach the 80%
criterial threshold of being target-like for both T2 and T3. That is, a L2 participant was
considered to have the contrast between T2 and T3 only when at least 80% of the
targets were perceived by the native speakers.

For L2 participants whose target-like

production fails to reach the 80% criterion on one or both of the tones, their
interlanguage (IL) is judged as lacking the contrast. In this case, all intended T2 and
T3 productions were included in the statistical analysis, regardless of whether the
tokens were perceived as target-like or not.
In addition to setting the threshold of 80% criterion of target-like transcription, the
criterion for scoring a token as target-like in Analysis 2 is different from Analysis 1. In
Analysis 1, the criterion for scoring a token as target-like was originally that at least one
of the native transcribers heard it as intended. But Analysis 1 did not adopt this
criterion because of the insufficient data points for statistical tests under this criterion. In
Analysis 2, the issue of unequal sample sizes, as encountered in Analysis 1, was not
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present since all intended T2 and T3 were included in the statistical test when a
participant’s target-like production failed to reach the 80% criterion.
The last methodological difference between Analysis 1 and 2 is the statistical
methods. As mentioned in Analysis 1, paired-sample t-tests were not used in Analysis 1
because it cannot analyze data with unequal sample sizes without compromising some
data points. However, Analysis 2 takes all data produced by a L2 participant into
account, so there is no concern of unequal sample sizes. As a result, I used pairedsample t-test in Analysis 2, in deciding whether a participant made a statistically reliable
distinction on the acoustic variables between T2 and T3. Also, if a statistically reliable
distinction can be shown and by two different statistical methods, the occurrence of
covert contrast could be better supported. All of the other factors regarding the method
of Analysis 2 remain identical to the ones in Analysis 1.

3.3.2 Results: First Elicitation
Native Transcription. Analysis 2 adopts a looser scoring criterion than Analysis
1 for the native transcription, so it is expected that the target-like percentage will be
higher than Analysis 1. Figure 3.7 below shows the percentage of targets that were
transcribed as target-like according to the looser scoring criterion. All of the gray striped
bars are reaching near the top, indicating that most T2 targets produced by the
participants were transcribed as target-like. The T3 results, plotted by the solid bars, are
showing more participants reaching a higher percentage of target-like transcription.
Recall that from Analysis 1, only one participant (MXS) produced more 50% target-like
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T3. By scoring the transcription in a looser criterion in Analysis 2, Figure 3.7 shows that
five participants (FZT, CBR, WYZ, MXS and NJ) produced more than 50% of T3 that
were transcribed as target-like, and another one participant (XLX) has near 50% of
target-like T3 production. However, what remains unchanged is that the target-like
percentage of T2 is still higher than that of T3.

It indicates that the regardless of how

the transcription was scored, T2 were transcribed as target-like more than T3, thus
suggesting it is more difficult for L2 learners to produce target-like T3 than target-like T2.

Figure 3.7 Percentage of targets that were transcribed as target-like by the looser scoring criterion
(First elicitation: November 2013)

With the 80% criterial threshold of target-like production transcribed by the native
judges, two participants (MXS and NJ) have been crediting with having acquired the
contrast. Both of their production of T2 and T3 have reached at least 80% of being
perceived as target-like. Their production has exhibited overt contrast between T2 and
T3. The other eight participants’ target-like T3 percentage did not reach 80%. Thus, they
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were not considered as having acquired the contrast and the purpose of the statistical
analysis was to determine whether the participants lacking overt contrast made a
statistically reliable distinction between the targets on the acoustic variables.
Statistical Results. Table 3.6 below presents the results of the pair-sample t-tests
that compare all T2 and T3 on each acoustic variable for each participant. The first
column lists the participants. The data of the two participants with overt contrast are
presented together at the bottom of the table and the rest of the participants’ are shown
above them. Each of the rest of the columns reports the t-test result on an acoustic
variable for the participant of the row. The cells are shadowed to indicate a statistically
reliable distinction between all T2 and T3 on the specific acoustic variable. To exemplify
the numbers in the table, we look at the first row, results of Participant CBR. The
distinction between the pitch difference of all T2 and all T3 is significant with a p value of
0.035. On both the normalized duration and offset pitch height, the distinction between
the T2 and T3 he produced is also statistically reliable with a significance value of 0.
The t-test models we constructed show that more participants have made a
statistically reliable distinction between all T2 and T3 on the duration variable than on
the other two. There were nine participants making a statistically reliable distinction on
the normalized duration, consisting of both ones who exhibited an overt contrast and all
but one of the participants whose production lacks of an over contrast. Six of the nine
participants who made a statistically reliable distinction on the duration also
implemented a significant distinction on the offset pitch. In terms of the F0 difference, six
participants, four without an overt contrast and both ones exhibiting an overt contrast,
have made a statistically reliable distinction.
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Table 3.6: Paired sample t-test results and significant value of all T2 and all T3 for each L2 speaker
Participant

F0 difference

Normalized Duration

Offset Pitch Height

Participants without overt contrast
CBR

t(38)=-2.186, p=.035, p<.05

t(38)=-7.478, p=0, p<.05

t(38)=4.951, p=0, p<.05

DSY

t(38)=-1.942, p=.06, p>.05

t(38)=-5.539, p=0, p<.05

t(38)=5.523, p=0, p<.05

BHR

t(38)=-1.223, p=.229, p>.05

t(38)=-4.126, p=0, p<.05

t(38)=4.268, p=0, p<.05

XLX

t(38)=-1.948, p=.059, p>.05

t(38)=-3.393, p=.002, p<.05

t(38)=-.901, p=.373, p>.05

FZT

t(38)=-3.601, p=.001, p<.05

t(38)=-3.469, p=.001, p<.05

t(38)=4.005, p=0, p<.05

LKL

t(38)=-2.15, p=.038, p<.05

t(38)=-2.942, p=.006, p<.05

t(38)=1.862, p=.07, p>.05

WYZ

t(38)=-4.532, p=0, p<.05

t(38)=-1.698, p=.098, p>.05

t(38)=1.57, p=.125, p>.05

WZW

t(38)=-1.763, p=.086, p>.05

t(38)=-3.422, p=.002, p<.05

t(38)=3.079, p=.004, p<.05

Participants exhibiting overt contrast
NJ

t(38)=-7.112, p=0, p<.05

t(38)=-3.302, p=.002, p<.05

t(38)=1.429, p=.161, p>.05

MXS

t(38)=-5.8, p=0, p<.05

t(38)=-6.604, p=0, p<.05

t(38)=7.04, p=0, p<.05

Table 3.7 summarized the results shown in Table 3.6 with the percentage of
target-like productions (as shown in Figure 3.7), arranged according to whether the L2
participants produced an overt contrast, based on the 80% threshold of the
transcriptions, and whether acoustic analysis show a statistically reliable distinction. The
acoustic variables are arranged in the order of the hypothesized trajectory of
implementing the contrast, which states that a L2 participant will make a statistically
reliable distinction on the duration before making one on the offset pitch and the F0 and
that a L2 participant will implement the contrast covertly on the offset pitch before
making a reliable distinction on the F0 difference. Therefore, on the right-hand side of
the table, the acoustic variables are listed from left to right as duration, offset pitch, and
lastly, F0 difference. In addition, for the ease of data presentation and interpretation, the
participants are rearranged based one how they implemented the contrast acoustically
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according to the hypothesized trajectory. That is, Table 3.7 lists the participants in the
order of whether their acoustic production follows the trajectory. Participants whose
production generally follows the proposed order are listed before the others from the
bottom of the table. The two participants exhibiting an overt contrast are presented at
the bottom.
Table 3.7: L2 speakers’ production, according to transcriptions and acoustic
measures
Percentage of target-like production (80%
threshold)
T2

T3

Acoustic measures with statistical
results

Transcription

Duration

Offset pitch

F0 Diff.

Participants without overt contrast
WYZ

98%

75%

No

-

-

+

XLX

93%

49%

No

+

-

-

LKL

100%

21%

No

+

-

+

WZW 98%

29%

No

+

+

-

DSY

94%

41%

No

+

+

-

BHR

100%

26%

No

+

+

-

FZT

100%

54%

No

+

+

+

CBR

98%

64%

No

+

+

+

Participants exhibiting overt contrast
NJ

98%

80%

Overt

+

-

+

MXS

98%

80%

Overt

+

+

+

To exemplify how to read Table 3.7, we look at Participant WYZ and CBR. WYZ
did not produce an overt contrast between T2 and T3 because his target-like T3
production does not reach 80% while 98% of his T2 were perceived as target-like. He
is listed on the top above all the other participants because he produced a statistically
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reliable distinction between T2 and T3 on the measure of F0 difference, but not on the
other two measures, which was not predicted by the proposed trajectory. On the other
hand, CBR’s result is listed at the bottom along with the participants without an overt
contrast because his T2 and T3 measurements are statistically different from each other
on all three acoustic variables, which follow the hypothesized trajectory.
Now, let us look at the results in detail. From Table 3.7, it is found that all L2
speakers made a contrast covertly in at least one of the three acoustics measures.
Three participants (MXS, CBR, and FZT) produced a statistically reliable distinction on
all three variables. Among them, MXS’s productions were systematically transcribed
as target-like by the native transcribers. Five participants exhibited a covert contrast in
two acoustic measures. Three of them (BHR, DSY and WZW) demonstrated a reliable
distinction in both the duration measure and offset pitch. The other two (NJ and LKL)
show the contrast in the F0 difference and the normalized duration variables.
Surprisingly, NJ’s production was overtly perceived as target-like by the native
transcribers while a statistically reliable distinction was found in two acoustic variables,
instead of three like MXS’s. It might imply a suggestion similar to what Analysis 1 finds,
that a L2 participant who systematically exhibits an overt contrast between T2 and T3
does not necessarily have to implement a statistically reliable distinction on all three
acoustic variables. Lastly, two participants show the distinction only on one acoustic
measure; XLX contrasted T2 and T3 in the normalized duration while WYZ made a
significant distinction in the F0 drop occurring before the turning point.
Regarding the order of acoustic variables in which L2 participants made a
significant distinction, all six participants (MXS, CBR, FZT, BHR, DSY and WZW) who
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made a statistically reliable separation on the offset pitch also showed a significant
distinction on the normalized duration to the turning point. However, not all participants
who implemented the contrast on the F0 difference also showed a similar distinction on
the other two variables. Among the six who implemented the contrast on the F0
difference, half of them (MXS, CBR and FZT) also have made a reliable distinction on
the first two acoustic variables. The other three did not significantly implement the
contrast on the offset pitch, including a participant, WYZ, whose production neither
show any statistic difference between T2 and T3 on the durational variable. In other
words, three out of ten L2 participants did not produce the targets that precisely follow
the trajectory I proposed but the other seven did.
To sum up, in the first elicitation, Analysis 2 indicates that two participants
exhibited a covert contrast based on the 80% threshold for acquisition. The other eight
participants all made a statistically significant distinction on at least one of the acoustic
measures. The next section presents the same analysis of the second elicitation where
six participants from the first elicitation also participated, with another six participants.

3.3.3 Results: Second Elicitation
Native transcription. Figure 3.8 on the next page shows results by scoring the
native transcriptions in the looser method. Similarly to the first elicitation, the results
were shown in percentage of the T2 and T3 targets that were transcribed as target-like.
A similar pattern was found from the previous elicitation; in general, most participants’
T2 targets reach near target-like transcription. All of the participants produced T2 that
were transcribed as target-like more than 90% of the attempts. Three participants’ T2
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(JK, CBR and MXS) were all perceived as target-like. Also, it is shown that the ten of the
twelve participants have a higher percentage of target-like T2 than target-like T3; two
(LJ and NJ) produced more target-like T3 than T3. This result agrees with what has
been found in Analysis 1. The different scoring criterion does not change this finding,
that most L2 learners produced target-like T2 more easily than target-like T3.
Observing the percentage individually, some participants’ transcriptions show
similar results. First, the results of KL, JK and FMY seem to behave similarly. While
their T2 were transcribed as target-like near or over 95% of the time, the T3 they
produced were only perceived as target-like by chance, even with the criterion that a
target is considered target-like when at least one of the two transcribers perceived it as
target-like. HL and LWQ’s productions show similar transcription results. Both of their T2
targets attain nearly 95% of target-like attempts, and about 70% of the T3 were overtly
perceived. Since the five participants discussed above failed to produce target-like T3 at
a minimum of 80% of the attempt, it is concluded that they have not acquired the T2-T3
contrast.

Figure 3.8 Percentage of targets that were transcribed as target-like by the looser scoring
criterion. (Second elicitation: April 2015)
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The other seven participants were all credited with having acquired the T2 and
T3 contrast with the 80% criterial threshold of target-like production transcribed by the
native judges. All of their productions of T2 and T3 have reached at least 80% of being
perceived as target-like; therefore, we consider that their production has exhibited overt
contrast between T2 and T3. Below I present the statistical analysis investigate whether
the participants lacking an overt contrast made a statistically reliable distinction on the
acoustic variables and how the statistically reliable distinctions on acoustic variables
were implemented by each participant.
Statistical Analysis. Table 3.8 reports the paired-sample t-test results with the
significance value p, for each participant on each acoustic variable. The participants
were grouped and listed on the basis of whether they have exhibited an overt contrast
according to the 80% criterial threshold. The seven participants whose production
exhibits an overt contrast between T2 and T3 are listed in the bottom of the table
whereas the data of the five who lack of the contrast are presented on the top. With in
the groups, with or without an overt contrast, the participants are organized in a
sequence determined by whether the production follows the trajectory of implementing
the distinction on the acoustic variables. Cells of the table were shaded when the pvalue indicates a significant result.
Table 3.9 combines Table 3.8 with the percentage of productions that were
transcribed as target-like for each individual participant. First, we look at the participants
exhibiting an overt contrast. Among seven of them, four participants (CBR, NJ, MXS
and LJ) have made a statistically reliable distinction between T2 and T3 on all three
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acoustic variables. One of them (CBR) produced target-like T3 at 80% of the attempts
while the other three participants’ T3 productions were overtly perceived more than 95%
of the time. The other three participants (LKL, FZT and WYZ) with an overt contrast
have implemented a significant distinction between T2 and T3 on two of the three
acoustic variables. Specifically, LKL and FZT made a statistically reliable distinction on
the offset pitch and the F0 difference. WYZ’s T2 and T3 productions contrasted each
other significantly on the duration variable and the F0 difference. What all seven
participants credited with an overt contrast share is that all the T2 and T3 they produced
contrast with each other on the F0 difference. It corresponds with what was found in
Analysis 1, that all the overt T2 and T3 statistically predict the F0 difference produced by
each participant.
Table 3.8: Paired sample t-test results and significant values of all T2 and all T3 for each L2
speaker in the second elicitation
Participant

F0 difference

Normalized Duration

Offset Pitch Height

Participants without overt contrast
KL

t(38)=-1.28, p=0.2, p>.05

t(38)=0.04, p=0.9, p>.05

t(38)=-0.6, p=0.5, p>.05

HL

t(38)=-2.75, p=0.008, p<.05

t(38)=0.2, p=0.7, p>.05

t(38)=0.01, p=0.9, p>.05

JK

t(38)=-0.63, p=0.5, p>.05

t(38)=-3.43, p=0.006, p<.05

t(38)=0.19, p=0.84, p>.05

LWQ

t(38)=-6.98, p=0, p<.05

t(38)=-5.68, p=0, p<.05

t(38)=0.8, p=.38, p>.05

FMY

t(38)=-4.11, p=0, p<.05

t(38)=-2.83, p=.007, p<.05

t(38)=1.28, p=0.2, p>.05

Participants exhibiting overt contrast
LKL

t(38)=-5.79, p=0, p<.05

t(38)=-1.5633, p=0.12, p>.05

t(38)=6.13, p=0, p<.05

FZT

t(38)=-4.32, p=0, p<.05

t(38)=-1.95, p=0.058, p>.05

t(38)=3.71, p=0, p<.05

WYZ

t(38)=-3.32, p=0.001, p<.05

t(38)=-3.81, p=0, p<.05

t(38)=1.02, p=0.3, p>.05

CBR

t(38)=-5.55, p=0, p<.05

t(38)=-5.17, p=0, p<.05

t(38)=2.32, p=0.02, p<.05

NJ

t(38)=-6.657, p=0, p<.05

t(38)=-2.45, p=0.01, p<.05

t(38)=-4, p=0, p<.05

MXS

t(38)=-9.09, p=0, p<.05

t(38)=-2.612, p=0.01, p<.05

t(38)=3.03, p=0.004, p<.05

LJ

t(38)=-8.5, p=0, p<.05

t(38)=-8.37, p=0, p<.05

t(38)=7.28, p=0, p<.05
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Table 3.9: L2 speakers’ production, according to transcriptions and acoustic measures in the
second elicitation
Percentage of target-like production
(80% threshold)
T2

T3

Acoustic measures with statistical results

Transcription

Duration

Offset pitch

F0 Diff.

Participants without an overt contrast
KL

93%

49%

No

-

-

-

HL

93%

75%

No

-

-

+

JK

100%

54%

No

+

-

-

LWQ

95%

70%

No

+

-

+

FMY

98%

52%

No

+

-

+

Participants exhibiting an overt contrast
LKL

100%

95%

Overt

-

+

+

FZT

98%

85%

Overt

-

+

+

WYZ

98%

95%

Overt

+

-

+

CBR

100%

80%

Overt

+

+

+

NJ

90%

95%

Overt

+

+

+

MXS

100%

95%

Overt

+

+

+

LJ

98%

100%

Overt

+

+

+

Now, we proceed to the statistical results of the five participants whose
productions fail to show an overt contrast between T2 and T3. On one hand, four of
them made a statistically reliable distinction on at least one of the acoustic variables.
Particularly, LWQ and FMY made a significant difference on two of them, the
normalized duration and the F0 difference. JK and HL statistically implemented the
contrast on one yet different acoustic variable; JK’s T2 and T3 productions contrast in
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duration whereas HL made statistically reliable distinction on the F0 difference. On the
other hand, there is one participant, KL, whose productions do not exhibit any statistical
distinction on neither one of the three acoustic variables investigated in the current
study. With her production showing no statistically significant contrast, she has not been
credited with making the T2-T3 contrast covertly.
In addition, from the five participants who did not exhibit an overt contrast, no one
has made a reliable distinction on all three acoustic variables, nor has one of them
implemented the contrast acoustically on the offset pitch variable. One thing notable to
be mentioned is that HL and LWQ’s T3 target-like production is nearly the 80% criterial
threshold, respectively 75% and 70%, they also both implemented a reliable contrast on
the F0 difference, which is found to be the acoustic variable implemented distinctively by
all participants with an overt contrast.

3.3.4 Longitudinal Analysis
Similar to Analysis 1, this section compares and reports the results of the first
and the second elicitation in Analysis 2. We conducted McNemar’s test to see if the
native transcriptions have changed significantly from Time 1 to Time 2. In addition, since
we have set the 80% criterial threshold for target-like transcription to determine whether
a participant has acquired the contrast or not, we were able to investigate whether a L2
participant has made a progress from having no contrast between T2 and T3 to
implementing the target tones covertly, or from implementing a covert contrast to being
credited with acquiring the contrast. Lastly, we compare the acoustic variables in which
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each participant has made a statistically reliable difference in Time 1 with those in Time
2. In this case, we can understand how a participant’s acoustic implementation of the
contrast differs across the elicitations as he/she made a progress from having no
contrast to making a covert contrast or from making a covert contrast to implementing
the contrast overtly.
Native Transcription. We now look at the longitudinal change on the target-like
productions scored based on the loose scoring criterion, which a target is considered
target-like when at least one transcriber perceived it as target-like. Figure 3.9, 3.10 and
3.11 show the percentage of target-like productions, respectively of all targets, for T2,
and for T3, categorized by the elicitations. Table 3.10 reports the detailed results of the
McNemar’s test that were conducted to determine whether the change, if there is any, in
the target-like production is significant or not.
From Figure 3.9, when we look at the percentage of target-like T2 and T3
combined, all six participants seemed to have made a progress in that all of their
percentage of target-like production has increased. Each of them has produced more
targets that were perceived as target-like by the transcribers. Two of the participants
produced a statistically reliable increase from the first elicitation to the second elicitation.
LKL produced 31% more target-like T2 and T3 combined, which is a significant increase
(X2(1, N=78)=27.034, p<.05). The McNemar’s test also shows significance for MXS’s
3.5% increase (X2(1, N=78)=4, p<.05). No significance was found for other participants’
results.
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Figure 3.9 Comparison of percentages of target-like productions of T2 and T3 together scored
based on the loose criterion
Table 3.10. The results of McNemar’s test that compares the target-like production based
on the loose scoring transcribing criterion.
Participa
All
T2
T3
nt
2
2
FZT
X (1, N=78)=3.3684,
N/A
X (1, N=39)=3.76, p=.052,
p>.05
p>.05
2
2
2
WYZ
X (1, N=78)=3.5, p>.05). X (1, N=39)=0, p>.05
X (1, N=39)=4.08, p<.05
2
2
CBR
X (1, N=78)=1.25,
N/A
X (1, N=39)=1.25, p>.05
p>.05).
2
2
2
NJ
X (1, N=78)=0.307,
X (1, N=39)=0.8, p>.05 X (1, N=39)=3.125, p>.05
p>.05).
2
2
MXS
X (1, N=78)=4, p<.05).
N/A
X (1, N=39)=3.125, p>.05
2
2
LKL
X (1, N=78)=27.034,
N/A
X (1, N=39)=27.03, p<.05
p<.05

Figure 3.10 and 3.11 show the comparison of target-like T2 and T3 for each
participant in the two elicitations. As seen from Figure 3.10, there is no visibly significant
decrease or increase in the percentage of target-like T2. Four of the six participants
maintained the same target-like percentage of T2. As shown in the middle column of
Table 3.9, the 8% decrease found in NJ’s T2 production and the 2% increase of MXS’s
result is not statistically significant.
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Figure 3.10 Comparison on the percentages of target-like T2 in Analysis 2.

Figure 3.11 Comparison on the percentages of target-like T3 in Analysis 2.

From Figure 3.11, it is found that when the transcription was scored in the
criterion of Analysis 2, all participants have exhibited an increase in target-like T3.
Specifically, LKL has produced 74% more target-like T3 in the second elicitation than in
the first one. The increase for her is found to be significant (X2(1, N=39)=27.03, p<.05).
WYZ’s production has demonstrated a statistically significant improvement (X2(1,
N=39)=4.08, p<.05) in that 20% more T3 were scored as target-like in the second
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elicitation. For FZT, she has shown a 31% increase of target-like T3 from the first to the
second elicitation. The increase is, although not statistically significant, actually near
significant (p=0.52), as seen from the last column in Table 3.10.
In conclusion, regarding the results of the native transcription, five of the six
participants (FZT, LKL, MXS, NJ and WYZ) have produced significantly more target-like
T3 in second elicitation than in the first one. Among them, four exhibited the increase
when the transcription was scored in a way that a target is scored as target-like when
both transcribers perceived it as target-like, and one shows the increase when the
transcription was scored in the method that at least one transcriber had to perceived it
as target-like. In terms of longitudinal change in producing T2, two participants (NJ and
WYZ) produced significantly less target-like tokens when the transcription is scored by
the strict criterion. The next section discusses what’s observed from the longitudinal
results in terms of whether the participants’ target-like production reach 80% of the
attempts, and thus if they have made any progress from implementing the T2-T3
contrast covertly to making an overt contrast.
Progress from Covert to Overt Contrast

Below, Table 3.11 shows the six

participants’ results of the target-like production percentage from both elicitations. The
left side of the table presents the results of the first elicitation with whether the
participant produced an overt contrast based on the 80% threshold of the transcription.
The right side mirrors the presentation of the left, showing the results of the second
elicitation for the purpose of comparison. Cells are shaded to indicate an overt contrast
produced systematically by a participant at the minimum of 80% of attempts.
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Table 3.11: L2 speakers’ production, according to transcriptions and acoustic measures
Percentage of target-like production (80% threshold)
First Elicitation
T2

T3

Second Elicitation
Transcription T2

T3

Transcription

WYZ

98%

75%

No

98%

95%

Overt

LKL

100%

21%

No

100%

95%

Overt

FZT

100%

54%

No

98%

85%

Overt

CBR

98%

64%

No

100%

80%

Overt

NJ

98%

80%

Overt

90%

95%

Overt

MXS

98%

80%

Overt

100%

95%

Overt

It is shown that in the first elicitation, among the six participants, four participants
listed on the top did not get credited with producing an overt contrast as their target-like
T3 failed to reach the 80% threshold. Two (NJ and MXS) have exhibited an overt
contrast between T2 and T3. However, it is found that from the data elicited seventeen
months later, all of the six participants have produced target-like T3 at least 80% of the
attempts while their target-like T2 production remain near to 100%. That is, while the
two participants who have produced an overt contrast in the first elicitation still remain
producing an overt contrast, the other four participants have made a progress from
failing to produce an overt contrast to exhibiting an overt contrast between T2 and T3.
Acoustic Implementation of the Contrast. Table 3.12 summarizes the
transcription results with the statistical results of the acoustic variables.
Table 3.12. Both Elicitation: L2 speakers’ production, according to transcriptions and acoustic
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measures
Elicitation

LKL

FZT

WYZ

CBR

NJ

MXS

Percentage of target-like
production (80% threshold)
Transcription

Acoustic measures with statistical
results

T2

T3

Duration

Offset pitch

F0 Diff.

First

100%

21%

No

+

-

+

Second

100%

95%

Overt

-

+

+

First

100%

54%

No

+

+

+

Second

98%

85%

Overt

-

+

+

First

98%

75%

No

-

-

+

Second

98%

95%

Overt

+

-

+

First

98%

64%

No

+

+

+

Second

100%

80%

Overt

+

+

+

First

98%

80%

Overt

+

-

+

Second

90%

95%

Overt

+

+

+

First

98%

80%

Overt

+

+

+

Second

100%

95%

Overt

+

+

+

The first column lists the six participants. There are two rows of results for each
participant. With the results of the first elicitation shown in the first row of each
participant, the results of the second elicitation are presented in the row directly below
for the convenience of comparing. Overall, throughout the two elicitations, it is found
that all the six participants have made a statistically reliable distinction between all the
T2 and T3 targets on the F0 difference. Among them, two (CBR and MXS) of the
participants’ acoustic measurement shows no change in which acoustic variables
present a reliable distinction. Both of them acoustically implemented the contrast on all
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the three variables in the first and the second elicitation. The other four participants
present different patterns of the acoustic implementation of the contrast, which I will
discuss in the following paragraphs.
First, Participant LKL made a statistically reliable distinction between T2 and T3
on the duration to the turning point and F0 difference in the first elicitation, but it was
found that her second production did not show such a distinction on the duration.
Instead, a reliable difference between T2 and T3 was found on the offset pitch. As her
production developed from implementing a covert contrast to exhibiting an overt
contrast between T2 and T3, she made the contrast acoustically on two variables which
always include F0 difference and another one, that changed across the elicitations.
Secondly, FZT implemented the contrast on all three variables in the first elicitation, but
did not show the similar reliable distinction on the duration variable in the production
seventeen months later. Interestingly, her target-like T3 production has increased 31%
(near significance, from 54% to 85%), but the number of the acoustic variable she
implemented the contrast decrease from three to two. Next, Participant WYZ and NJ
both made a statistically reliable distinction on one more acoustic variable in the second
elicitation than in the first one. From WYZ’s production, a significant distinction was
found only on F0 difference in the first elicitation. In the second elicitation, he has also
produced the reliable contrast on the duration to the turning point, in addition to F0
difference. Neither of his productions has shown any reliable difference between T2 and
T3 on the offset pitch.
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Lastly, we turn to NJ’s results of the statistical analysis on the acoustic variables.
NJ was one of the two participants who have exhibited an overt contrast in the first
elicitation. In the first elicitation, she made a statistically reliable distinction on the
duration and the F0 difference, but not on the offset pitch. In the second elicitation,
when her production still exhibits an overt T2-T3 contrast systematically according to the
80% threshold, it was found that she has also acoustically implemented the contrast on
the offset pitch, with a significant distinction on the other two variables that she initially
have made. In other words, while the 15% increase of her target-like T3 was not
considered statistically significant, she has made a progress that is statistically reliable
from implementing the contrast on two acoustic variables to making a significant
distinction on all three acoustic variables.

3.3.5 Interim Summary
Data gathered from the first elicitation shows that two participants have exhibited
an overt contrast as both of their T2 and T3 productions were transcribed 80% or more
of the attempts. The acoustic analysis of their productions showed that the T2 and T3
were statistically different from each other on two or all acoustic variables. The other
eight participants were not credited with having acquired the T2-T3 contrast overtly
because their target-like T3 did not reach the 80% criterial threshold. However, all of
them made a statistically reliable distinction between the T2 and T3 attempts on at least
one of the three acoustic variables measured in this study. That is, although the T2 and
T3 they produced were not considered an overt contrast yet, they implemented the
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contrast that is statistically significant but not systematically enough to be perceived as
target-like by the native transcribed.
The second elicitation found seven participants exhibiting an overt contrast with
the same 80% target-like criterion. All seven of them have made a statistically reliable
distinction at the minimum of two acoustic variables, which always include a significant
distinction on the F0 difference. Among the five participants whose productions do not
exhibit an overt contrast between T2 and T3, four of them made a statistically reliable
distinction on at least one acoustic variable. It is shown one participant shows no
reliable acoustic distinction.
In terms of which acoustic variable was implemented covertly by most
participants, the first elicitation showed that nine of the ten participants made a
significant distinction on the normalized duration to the turning point, which is the most
implemented variable in the first elicitation. The second elicitation found F0 difference to
be the one that was most frequently implemented, with ten of the twelve participants
making a reliable distinction.
Lastly, longitudinal analysis found that the four participants who did not show an
overt contrast between T2 and T3 from the native transcription in the first elicitation
exhibit an overt implementation of the contrast in the second elicitation. In the first
elicitation, although they did not implement the T2-T3 contrast overtly, they made a
statistically reliable distinction on one or more acoustic variables; thus, they could be
considered to have exhibited a covert contrast. Therefore, these four participants have
made a longitudinal progress from implementing the contrast covertly to exhibiting an
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overt contrast. The two participants who have acquired an overt contrast in the first
elicitation have remained at the overt stage in the acquisition of the T2-T3 contrast.
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Chapter 4
Identification Task
This chapter describes the methodology of data collection and analysis, and the
findings of the identification task. From the production test, as discussed in the previous
chapter, the participants have shown different results in terms of whether they have
produced an overt contrast or a covert contrast. Accordingly, the identification task, as
well as the discrimination task in the next chapter, aimed at comparing the performance
of the two groups of L2 participants, namely the overt group and the covert group. The
identification task investigated whether such a difference, as found in their production, is
also present in the participants’ perception in identifying T2 and T3. For convenience,
the hypothesis that the identification task aimed to test is repeated as the following:
(5) The L2 participants who produced an overt contrast between T2 and T3 will identify
T2 and T3 statistically better than the L2 participants who implement the contrast
covertly, who will then identify T2 and T3 statistically better than the participants who
demonstrated no contrast at all.
The chapter will proceed as follow. Section 4.1 presents the detailed
methodology of data collection and analysis, including participants’ background, stimuli,
procedures, the scoring method and the analysis of the data. Section 4.2 reports the
results of the participant groups and statistical analysis of the comparison between the
participant groups.

4.1 Methodology
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4.1.1 Participants. The participants who were recruited for the second elicitation
of the production task also participated in the perception task. There are twelve
participants in total. From the results of the production task, the participants were
grouped based on whether they implement the T2-T3 contrast overtly, or covertly, from
Analysis 2, resulting in two groups of participants; one that shows an overt contrast
(overt), and one that has yet to produce an overt contrast but has shown a statistically
reliable distinction (covert). Among the twelve participants, seven participants were
grouped into the overt participant group, and four belong to the covert group. There was
one participant who produced no contrast at all, whose production I have excluded in
the statistical test.
4.1.2 Stimuli. The targets that were used in the perception task were identical to
those in the production experiment, which are 78 CV-structured monosyllabic words,
from 39 minimal pairs of the T2-T3 contrast. The identical targets were used because
the study aimed to investigate the relationship between production and perception of the
same target stimuli. Also, nasals, the only consonant category allowed in the coda
position in Mandarin, were not used in the coda position due to the fact that they affect
the vowel quality in many languages, including Mandarin. The target list consisted of
156 items: each of the 78 targets was repeated once.
A female native speaker of Mandarin was recorded in a quiet room reading the
target list, in which the items were randomized. The reason that a female speaker was
recorded for producing stimuli is that male speakers usually have lower pitch range than
females, which might affect the perception of T3, which is known for its very low pitch
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(creaky voice). All the stimuli were presented in Chinese characters as all native
speakers of Mandarin have internalized the tones of most of the commonly used
characters. This method of stimuli presentation is different from how the stimuli were
presented to the L2 learners in the production task, in which the stimuli were typed with
tone marks to give the L2 learners as much tonal information as possible.
After the recording, noise reduction was conducted using Audacity for the
recording. Individual syllables were then extracted from the recording and organized on
Praat. The two native speakers of Mandarin who served as the native judges in the
production task also listened to the produced stimuli. One perceived 100% of the targets
as the intended tones while the other native speaker identified over 98% of the targets
as intended. Therefore, we can assume that the stimuli used in the current task are
target-like and unbiased.
4.1.3 Procedure. The participants completed the identification test by using a
script on Praat. Each L2 participant listened to the individual stimuli produced by the
native speaker and was instructed to identify what tone they think they heard by
choosing one of the tone options that appeared on the screen. Each participant
completed two sessions in which the procedures and stimuli were identical to each other.
The only difference was the tone options shown on the screen. The participants were
presented with four tone options in the first session whereas in the second session, the
participants chose from only two options, T2 and T3. During each session, each of the
stimuli was presented twice, giving 156 items, in a randomized order for the L2 learners.
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4.1.4 Analysis. As we recall the two analyses of the production task, Analysis 1
focuses on the stimuli that were not overtly perceived and does not categorize
participants based on whether they are credited with having acquired the contrast. On
the other hand, Analysis 2 enables the discussion of participants who were considered
to have an overt contrast, a covert contrast, or lastly no contrast. Since the perception
data were analyzed based on whether a L2 participant implements the T2-T3 contrast
overtly or covertly, only the results from Analysis 2 in the production task were used as
the criterion for grouping in the perception task.
There are three predictor variables in the current task; one is determined by the
types of contrast that was implemented by the L2 participants, namely an overt contrast
or a covert one. The second variable is the tone: T2, T3, or all targets (T2 and T3
combined). And the third variable is the session, which differed in the number of the
options given to the participants, respectively four tones or two tones. Two outcome
variables serve as the indicator of the participants’ ability to identify the targets: the
percentage of correctly perceived targets and the reaction time (RT). The reaction time
was collected separately for the targets that were correctly identified and the ones that
were not. Only the RT for the correctly identified stimuli were included in the analysis.
Different from the production analyses, which primarily examined individual data for
each L2 participant, the identification task here analyzed the aggregated data for testing
the hypothesis in (5). Thus, the statistical analysis was constructed to compare the
means among the participant groups. Three-way ANOVA was employed to complete
the following comparison: 1) whether there is a main effect of participant groups in the
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overall percentage of correctly perceiving the target tones and the reaction time, 2)
whether there is a main effect of the target tones in the outcome variables, 3) whether
there is a main effect of the tones provided to the participants to choose from, and 4)
whether there is an interaction among the predictor variables on correctly perceiving the
tones and on the reaction time.

4.2 Results
Table 4.1: The mean percentage of correct identification and the reaction time of the
correct and incorrect identified targets, presented in the participant group, the target
tones and the options provided to choose from
Participant
Target Options to
Percentage of
Reaction
Reaction Time:
Group
tones
choose
correct identification
Time:
incorrectly
from
of the targets
correctly
identified targets
identified
targets
L2 Overt
T2
4 tones
92%
1.855864345
2.142802427
contrast (7
2 tones
97%
1.420366407
1.649599903
participants)
T3
4 tones
33%
2.413306089
2.258402004
2 tones
98%
1.471249373
1.385186264
Both
4 tones
62%
1.967037229
2.285094647
2 tones
98%
1.445077159
1.515119231
L2
T2
4 tones
74%
2.018708068
2.171651735
Covert
2 tones
75%
1.502391975
2.026475581
contrast (4
T3
4 tones
18%
1.940841594
2.305430731
participants)
2 tones
74%
1.591049006
2.009937445
Both
4 tones
46%
2.049751824
2.272600985
2 tones
74%
1.5543077
2.045662508
The
T2
4 tones
64%
2.966712918
3.706012658
participant
2 tones
93%
2.438879152
3.881468813
who showed
T3
4 tones
2%
3.950137019
2.468647069
no contrast.
2 tones
96%
2.612711258
4.64324371
Both
4 tones
33%
3.004536922
2.801783958
2 tones
95%
2.527569002
4.135393778

4.2.1 Percentage of Correct Identification. In this section, we first discuss the
results on the percentage of correct identification of T2 and T3 from the speaker groups.
Then we will examine the reaction time for the comparison. Table 4.1 below reports the
mean percentage and the mean reaction time of each participant group in identifying T2,
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T3, and T2 and T3 together. Data were reported separately for the two sessions, when
the participants were given four or two options to choose from. The first column of the
table lists the two participant groups as well as the only participant with no contrast at
the bottom. The target tones are listed in the second column for each participant group.
The third column is the options that the participants were given in the sessions, followed
by the two outcome variables in the last three columns, namely the percentage of
correct identification of the targets, and the reaction time for the correctly identified
targets and the falsely identified ones.
The data of the percentage of correct identification is shown in Table 4.1 are
presented graphically in Figure 4.1 and 4.2. We first examine the percentage of correct
identification of the targets from the two participant groups when they were provided
with four tone options to choose from, as shown visually in Figure 4.1. The participant
groups are labeled by the bars of different patterns. From the first two bar clusters, it is
shown that both groups identified T2 more correctly than T3, and the participant who
has no contrast also shows a similar pattern. However, this finding does not hold true
when the identifying options of tone were limited to two for the participants. Figure 4.2
shows the mean percentage of T2 and T3 targets correctly identified by the participant
groups. We can see that when the options were limited to two for the participant to
choose from, the percentage of the T2 that were correctly identified are approximately
equal to that of the correctly identified T3. Such findings are supported by the statistic
results obtained from the 3-way ANOVA test, which is presented in Table 4.2. It is
indicated that there is a main effect of tone with a p-value close to 0. Also, there is a
significant interaction found between the option condition and tone with a p-value close
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to 0 as well. It indicates that the percentage of correctly identifiying T2 and T3 changes

The percentage of correct identification of the
targets

significantly when different options of provided, as shown in Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.1: The mean percentage of correct identification of
targets from each participant group when given 4 tones to choose.
1.00

0.92

0.90
0.80
0.70

0.74
0.64

0.62
L2 Overt

0.60
0.46

0.50
0.40

0.33

0.33

0.30

0.18

0.20
0.10

The 1 participant with no
Contrast

0.02

0.00
T2#

T3#

L2 Covert

T2&T3#

Targets#
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Table 4.2 Three-way ANOVA results of the percentage of correct identification (Speaker Group
x Tones x Option Conditions)
Error: Speaker
SpeakerGroup
Residuals

Df
1
9

Sum Sq
0.4046
1.5671

Df
1
1
9

Sum Sq
0.9184
0.0001
0.1615

Mean Sq
0.4046
0.1741

F value
2.323

Pr(>F)
0.162

Error: Speaker:Tone
Tone
SpeakerGroup:Tone
Residuals
---

Mean Sq
0.9184
0.0001
0.0179

F value Pr(>F)
51.168 5.35e-05 ***
0.008 0.93

Error: Speaker:Options
Df
1
1
9

Sum Sq
1.1733
0.0126
0.4595

Mean Sq
1.1733
0.0126
0.0511

F value Pr(>F)
22.983 0.000982 ***
0.246 0.631659

Df
Options:Tone
1
SpeakerGroup:Options:Tone 1
Residuals
9
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’

Sum Sq
0.9476
0.0018
0.1742

Mean Sq
0.9476
0.0018
0.0194

F value Pr(>F)
48.956 6.35e-05 ***
0.092 0.768

Options
SpeakerGroup:Options
Residuals
--Error: Speaker:Tone:Options

Secondly, we compare the two speaker groups in the percentage of correct
identification in the four-option condition. From the first bar cluster in Figure 4.1, the
overt group correctly identified 92% of T2 while the covert group identified 74% of the
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T2. For T3, 32.6% were correctly identified by the overt group and 18% by the covert
group. Similarly, from Figure 4.2, in the two-option condition, the overt group correctly
identified 97% of the T2 and 98% of the T3 while the numbers by the covert group only
falls at 74.5% for T2 and 73.7% for T3. For both option situations, and for both tones, a
tendency has been shown; the overt group has correctly identified both the T2 and T3
better than the covert group. However, such a difference found between the two
speaker groups is not statistically reliable with a p-value of 0.162.

The statistically insignificant results can be explained by pointing out one of the
participants from the covert group. Figure 4.4 and 4.5 show the percentage of correct
identification for the two groups across the target tones and across the option conditions.
Notice that the variation of the speakers in the overt group is small, but the speakers in
the covert group varies in the percentage of correct identification. Specifically,
Participant 3 (P3) from the covert group had an extremely low percentage of correct
identification (10%) while the other participants in the same group have correctly
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identified 60% to 90% of the targets. When including P3’s data, the covert group has
correctly identified 60% of the targets, which is 19% lower than the overt group’s 79%. If
we exclude P3 in the analysis, the covert group has correctly identified 76% of the
targets which is only 3% lower than the overt group. The above comparisons were
illustrated in Figure 4.6, in which the percentage of correct identification of the overt
group, the covert group including P3 and excluding P3’s data. The average P3’s low
percentage of correct identification has greatly lowered that of the covert group, which
has a percentage that is seemingly a lot lower than the overt group. Neverthless, the
trend that the overt group correctly identified the target tones better than the covert
group still holds true while the difference between the two groups is not statistically
significat.

Percentage)

Figure%4.6:%Average%percentage%of%correct%identiCication%of%the%overt%group covert%
group and%the%covert%group%with%P3's%data%
0.9%
0.8%
0.7%
0.6%
0.5%
0.4%
0.3%
0.2%
0.1%
0%

0.79%

0.76%
0.6%

Overt%%

Covert%%

Covert%without%P3%

Participant)group)

Now, we turn to investigate the main effect of the option conditions. Figure 4.7
below shows the percentage of correct identification of both target tones combined for
each of the participant groups across the option conditions. From the figure, we see that
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the percentage of correct identification of targets is 63% for the overt group in the fouroption condition, and it has increased by 34.5% in the two-option condition to 97.5%. A
similar increase has been found from the covert group of participants, who have
correctly identified 46% of the targets in the four-option condition and 74% of the targets
in the two-option condition. Such an increase from the four-option condition to the twooption condition was found to be statistically reliable with a p-value close to 0.

Lastly, we turn to the interaction between the participant groups and the other
two predictor variables: tones and options. No significant interaction is found between
the tones and the speaker groups with a p-value of 0.93. The difference between the
percentage of correct identification of T2 and that of T3 does not change significantly
across the speaker groups. Figure 4.8 below shows the relationship between the
speaker groups and the tones. Also, the relationship between the speaker group and
the options was not statistically reliable (p=0.63), which means that the percentage of
correct identification does not change across the speaker groups when the number of
the options provided changes. Figure 4.9 demonstrates such a relationship. Lastly, no
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interaction was found among the three predictor variables on the percentage of correct
identification.

To briefly summarize the results of the percentage of correct identification, there
is a main effect of tone, as well as option condition. The effect of speaker groups is not
significant. Regarding the interaction among the predictors, it has been shown that there
is a statistically reliable interaction between the tone and the option condition, but no
other interaction was found to be significant.
4.2.2. Reaction Time
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Now, let us turn to the outcome variable, reaction time (RT), and how RT varies
across the conditions of the three predictor variables. In this analysis, we have
excluded the data of the participant who has been categorized in the covert group but
showed a very different pattern from the other members of the group. The RT was
computed separately for the items that were correctly identified and incorrectly
identified. Figure 4.10 and 4.11 each illustrates the mean reaction time the correctly
and incorrectly identified T2 and T3 by each group, respectively in the 4-option condition
and the 2-option condition. The bars of different patterns represent the two speaker
groups and the one participant who made no contrast, and the x-axis lists the correct
T2, incorrect T2, correct T3 and incorrect T3.

First, we examine Figure 4.10, which shows the results of the four-option
condition. In general, the overt group shows a mean RT that is a little shorter than the
covert group except for the correctly identified T3. When identifying the T3 target
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correctly, the overt group took about 0.5 second longer in average than the covert
group. Comparing identifying T2 and T3, the overt group took a little longer when
listening to T3 targets. The covert group did not show a clear pattern in T2 and T3, but it
took them less time to identify targets correctly than incorrectly. However, the
differences observed and reported from Figure 4.10 seem fairly small. I will present the
results of the significance test later to decide whether they are sufficient enough to be
considered significant. As for the one participant who did not show any acoustic
contrast, her mean RT is noticeably higher than the two L2 groups, regardless of the
target tone and whether the targets were correctly identified.
Second, we now look at the RT that the participants took to identify the target
tones when given 2 tones to choose from. Comparing the two groups, it is observed that
the covert group shows a longer RT than the overt group in both identifying T2 and T3
correctly and incorrectly. On the one hand, both groups took longer when T2 tones were
incorrectly identified than correctly perceived. On the other hand, the groups show
different pattern in the identification of T3. The covert group still took less time in the
correct identification than in incorrect response; however, the overt group reacted to T3
faster when the response was correct than incorrect. Regarding the differences
between perceiving T2 and T3, both groups failed to show a clear pattern. When the
tones were correctly identified, the overt group spent an average of 1.42 second on T2,
which is 0.05 second faster than on T3 (1.47 second). The covert group also shows a
faster RT for T2 than for T3 in correct identification. However, when the target is
incorrectly identified, both groups have a longer RT for T2 than for T3 targets.
Specifically, the overt group demonstrated a mean RT of 1.65 seconds for T2 targets,
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which is 0.26 seconds slower than T3 targets. Similarly, the covert group has a longer
mean RT to T2 than to T3.

Now we turn to the results of the significance test. Only the correctly identified
items were being analyzed in the ANOVA test, for the following two reasons: 1) the
interpretation of the incorrect responses is unclear itself, and 2) it would further
complicate the already-complex statistical model with three predictor variables. The
hypothesis the test was deigned to test concerns whether the two groups differ
significantly from each other in identifying the targets. ANOVA shows that the effect of
speaker group is not statistically reliable with a p-value of 0.872, which suggests that
the reaction times of the two groups are not significantly different.
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Table 4.3 Three-way ANOVA (Speaker Group x Tones x Option Conditions)
results of the reaction time (RT)
Error: Speaker
SpeakerGroup
Residuals

Df
1
8

Sum Sq
0.011
3.182

Mean Sq
0.0110
0.3978

F value
0.028

Pr(>F)
0.872

Df
1
1
8

Sum Sq
0.4844
0.1650
0.7830

Mean Sq
0.4844
0.1650
0.0979

F value
4.949
1.685

Pr(>F)
0.0568
0.2304

Error: Speaker:Tone
Tone
SpeakerGroup:Tone
Residuals
--Error: Speaker:Options
Options
SpeakerGroup:Options
Residuals
---

Df
1
1
8

Sum Sq
3.838
0.112
1.631

Mean Sq
3.838
0.112
0.204

F value
18.831
0.549

Df
1
1
8

Sum Sq
0.2098
0.2743
1.2641

Mean Sq
0.2098
0.2743
0.1580

F value
1.328
1.736

Pr(>F)
0.00248 **
0.47990

Error: Speaker:Tone:Options
Options:Tone
SpeakerGroup:Options:Tone
Residuals

Pr(>F)
0.282
0.224

Signif. codes: 0.001 ‘**’

!
The significance test also reveals an insignificant, yet near-significant, effect of
the tone with a p-value of 0.056. Figure 4.12 visualizes the reaction time in identifying
T2 and T3 regardless of the speaker groups in the two option conditions. As seen, the
correct T2 targets required less time than the correctly identified T3 in both conditions.
However, the RT difference between identifying T2 and T3 is not statistically reliable.
Next, a main effect of the option condition has been shown, suggesting that the average
RT in the two option conditions are reliably different from each other. Specifically, Figure
4.12 indicates that the participants spent a significantly longer time in the 4-option
condition than in the 2-option condition. This result was expected because a smaller
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number of options available limited the distraction of the participants and generated a
faster reaction in correctly identifying the targets. Aside from the main effect of option
conditions, no interaction among the predictor variables was found.

4.2.3 Interim Summary
This section summarizes the findings of the identification test. First of all, from
the percent of correct identification, both groups of participants correctly identified T2
targets statistically better than the T3 targets. There is also a significant main effect of
the option condition, which indicates that the participants’ correct identification is
statistically better in the 2-option condition than in the 4-option condition, particularly in
identifying the T3 targets. There is a trend that the overt group identified the targets at a
higher percentage than the covert group; nevertheless, the discrepancy between the
two groups is not statistically reliable. An interaction was found between the tone targets
and the option conditions, suggesting that the difference between correctly identified T2
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and that of T3 changes significantly in the two option condition. Specifically, the
participants correctly identified T3 reliably better in the 2-option conditions than in the 4option condition, while the correct identification of T2 does not vary across the two
conditions.
Secondly, from the results of the reaction time (RT), there is a main effect of the
option conditions, which shows that participants correctly identified the targets within a
significantly shorter time when only two options were available than when given four
options. No other main effect was revealed from the statistical test on RT; however, the
effect of tone was tested at a near significant confidence level. The results also do not
indicate any reliable interaction among the three variables.
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Chapter 5
Discrimination Task
5.1 Introduction and Hypotheses
As reviewed in Chapter 2, several studies have shown that L2 learners can
perceive an L2 contrast before they can produce it. Under this assumption, it is probable
that the L2 participants who produce the T2-T3 contrast covertly can perceive the
contrast at a degree that is similar to the L2 participants who produce the contrast
overtly. From the identification task, no significant difference has been found between
the overt group and the covert group, which suggests that the overt group and the
covert group have similar perceptual ability in identifying T2 and T3 targets. I conducted
a perceptual discrimination task in order to further investigate the participants’
perception in discriminating the two target tones. Pitch-manipulated productions of T2
and T3 were used as the perception stimuli, which differ systematically on the
continuum of the acoustic measures.
The discrimination task aims to look for the subtle difference in perceiving T2 and
T3 between the overt group and the covert group. That is, its goal is to investigate
whether one group of the participants is more sensitive to the subtle difference in the
pitch changes on the T2 and T3 continuum than the other participant group. There are
two possibilities for the results. The first one is that the L2 participants who implemented
the contrast overtly can distinguish stimuli with fine-grained pitch differences statistically
better than the covert group. The rationale behind this possibility is the assumption that
the participants who implemented an overt contrast may be more tuned in to the subtle
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pitch difference, as it is the primary acoustic distinction between T2 and T3 productions.
Another possibility is that the L2 participants who implemented the contrast covertly can
distinguish stimuli with fine-grained pitch differences statistically better than the overt
group. The reason that such a result is possible is that according to categorical
perception, the target-like tone categories the overt group has established in their
interlanguage which, in turn, enable them to produce target-like productions, might well
hinder their ability to perceive the pitch difference that is not employed in the
categorization of target-like tones in Mandarin.
Since both results are in principle plausible, the hypotheses that the
discrimination task aims to test are formulated as below:
(6) The performance on the discrimination task by L2 participants who produce
an overt contrast between T2 and T3 on the production task will not be
reliably different from the performance on the discrimination task of the native
speakers of Mandarin.
(7) The performance of L2 participants who implement a covert contrast will be
systematically different from that of the native speakers of Mandarin.

5.2 Methodology
5.2.1 Participants. The same group of L2 participants participated in the
discrimination task. In addition, there were also two control groups: a group of twentyfour native speakers of Mandarin and a group of five American English speakers who
have no previous exposure to any tonal languages.
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5.2.2 Stimuli. The non-pitch-modified stimuli recorded for the identification task
were used as the baseline of the stimuli in the discrimination task. Specifically, the
same 39 minimal pairs of T2 and T3 were systematically manipulated at two points in
the pitch contour. The first manipulation is the F0 value at the turning point, which is the
lowest in the entire contour, and the second is at the offset pitch height. On both
acoustic measures, the two ends of the continuum are the F0 values of T2 and T3.
The continuum was divided into three intervals, which makes four stimuli for each
minimal pair (see Figure 5.1 below), where the stimulus with the highest F0 at both the
turning point and offset pitch point is the values of an actual T2, and the stimulus with
the lowest F0 at the measuring points was extracted from a T3. This procedure made
the middle two stimuli the ones that are pitch-manipulated. In order to make the four
stimuli equal in terms of the pitch manipulation, the stimuli at the two ends were also
manually set at the pitch values measured from the actual T2 and T3. Since the F0
values at the contour onset for T2 and T3 are relatively close, which in turn do not serve
as a contrasting cue for the two tones, the F0 values at the contour onset will not be
included in the pitch manipulation. The stimuli were created by manipulating both of
the T2 and T3 of each minimal pair, which served as the baselines in the pitch
manipulation. That is, there were two sets of manipulated tokens for each minimal
pair; one set was manipulated from the T2 as the baseline, whereas the other set was
manipulated from the T3. Two sets of stimuli for each minimal pair were created to
avoid any effect caused by the baseline stimuli.
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T2 baseline: tú1
tú2
tú3
tú4

Figure 5.1 The four pitch-modified stimuli on the continuum of T2 and T3 in F0 at the turning point
and offset.

For each minimal pair, the difference of the F0 value at the turning point between
a T2 and a T3 (for instance, between má and mǎ) was divided into three intervals. The
offset F0 was also adjusted by the same procedure. Then, when creating the set of
stimuli from the T2 as the baseline, the pitch contour of má was manually manipulated,
making another contour with a lowest F0 value that is a turning point interval lower than
the lowest F0 of má, and an offset F0 that is an offset interval lower than the offset F0 of
má. This procedure created the first manipulated pitch contour of each minimal pair.
All stimuli were manipulated in the same way, by subtracting the corresponding interval
to the F0 value at the turning point and the offset. The other set of the minimal pair used
T3 as the baseline and was modified by adding a turning point interval to the lowest F0
of the T3, and by adding an offset interval to the offset F0 of the T3.
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All of the pitch

manipulation was performed on Praat by using the pitch manipulation function in which
the pitch points between the onset and the turning point and between the turning point
and the offset were removed. And then the F0 values at the turning point and offset
were adjusted according to method described above. The baseline tones for each set
were modified slightly in pitch by removing the pitch points between the onset and the
turning point and between the turning point to the offset so that all stimuli of each same
minimal pair systematically form a continuum. The manipulation procedure made four
stimuli for each set of a minimal pair; má1, má2, má3, and má4, for the set with T2 as
the baseline and mǎ1, mǎ2, mǎ3, mǎ4 for the set in which the stimuli were modified
based on the T3. The pitch-manipulated monosyllabic stimuli for each minimal pair were
paired with one other stimulus created from the same set of the same minimal pair with
an inter-stimulus interval of one second for the discrimination task. This makes 6 paired
stimuli, respectively, má1-má2, má2-má3, má3-má4, má1-má3, má2-má4, and má1má4 for the set based on T2. Among the paired stimuli, the first three pairs are one
interval apart whereas the fourth (má1-má3) and fifth (má2-má4) are two intervals apart,
and the last one is separated (má1-má4 ) by three intervals. Figure 5.1 above shows
the T2-T3 continuum of F0 value at the turning point and the offset. The figure was
plotted on the basis of stimuli that were manipulated based on the T2 of /tu/, where the
black line is the T2 and red line is the T3 after manipulation. The distance between any
two of the four lines is equal at the turning point and at the contour offset.

With 39

minimal pairs, there would be 1248 paired stimuli in total. Specifically, there are 39
minimal pairs with 6 pairings of different stimuli for each minimal pair, with the orders
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counter-balanced plus 4 pairings of the identical stimuli for each minimal pair, giving a
subtotal of 624. There are two sets of pairings from the manipulation baselines, giving a
grand total of 1248 tokens (39 x ((6 x 2) + 4) x 2 = 1248). In order to avoid fatigue
during the task, only ten minimal pairs for a total of 320 stimuli were used for the
discrimination task for all the participants (10 x ((6 x 2) + 4) x 2 = 320). The ten
minimal pairs used in the discrimination task consisted of a stop consonant (/b/, /d/, /p/
and /t/) and a monophthong (/a/, /i/, /u/). The rational of choosing stops and excluding
other consonants is that sonorants, such as nasals and laterals, are known for
potentially affecting the quality of the following vowels. Stop consonants tend to have
no effect on the following vowels. Also, if all 936 stimuli were to be included in the task,
the perceptual sensitivity would likely decrease as the task gets excessively lengthy.
The discrimination task did not involve testing the sensitivity of the fine-grained
acoustic difference on the durational cue that has been investigated in the production
test. This is due to the large number of stimuli that are already included in the task.
Also, the technical complexity involved in manipulating partial duration of a contour may
impede gathering informative results. Testing the sensitivity on the durational cue will be
a goal for future study.
5.2.3 Procedures. All participants listened to the paired stimuli and were
instructed to indicate whether the two monosyllabic tones in each stimulus are the same
or different. The task was completed on Praat by each of the participants, with the
items being randomized for each participant by using a Praat script.
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5.2.4 Analysis. There are three predictor variables in the discrimination task. The
first one is the speakers’ group; whether the participants are native speakers of
Mandarin, American English speakers with no exposure to tonal languages, L2 learners
who produce the target contrast overtly, or L2 learners who produce the contrast
covertly. The second predictor variable is the number of interval between the two items
in the paired stimuli. The distance between them is zero, one, two, or three intervals.
That is, this predictor variable is how fine-grained an acoustic difference the participants
can perceive. The last predictor variable, which is only for the purpose of avoiding
baseline tone effect, is whether the stimuli are manipulated from the T2 baseline or T3
baseline of the minimal pair.
The outcome variable is the percentage of correct response. The average
percentage of correct response was computed for each participant, when the stimuli are
different intervals apart (4 interval distances: 0, 1, 2, or 3), and for each of the 2 baseline
tones (T2 or T3). Therefore, we have eight (1 x 4 x 2 = 8) data points from each
participant. Two analyses are presented; one for the items where the paired stimuli are
acoustically identical (interval=0), and one for the items in which the stimuli are
acoustically different (interval=1, 2, or 3). Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was used to
investigate the effect of each predictor variable and the interaction among the variables.
Results of the items with identical stimuli are presented as Analysis 1, in which two-way
ANOVA was perform with two predictors since data does not vary in terms of the
interval. Analysis 2 reports the results of the items with different interval differences,
and three-way ANOVA with an error term was employed in testing the significance of
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the predictor effects. The error term in the ANOVA test accounts for the repeated
measure that every participant has completed the discrimination of items of different
intervals and different baseline tones. When ANOVA showed significance of a main
effect or an interaction between the predictors, a post-hoc general linear model was built
to reveal the occurrence of the significant effect. In both analyses, the major goal is to
determine if there is a significant difference in the percentage of correct response
among the participant groups, especially between the L2 overt group and L2 covert
group. In addition, it is also the intention to see if the result of L2 overt contrast group
resembles the participant group of native speaker and if the result of the L2 covert
contrast group is more similar to the participant group of non-tonal language speakers.
Similar to the identification task, we are interested in how the speaker groups differ from
one another; therefore, aggregated data were analyzed.

5.3 Analysis 1: Results of the items with identical stimuli
This section reports the results of different speaker groups in response to
identical stimuli created from two baseline tones. Table 5.1 shows the average percent
of correct response, which is also the percent of “same” response. And Figure 5.2
visualizes Table 5.1. From Table 5.1 and Figure 5.2, all four groups identified more than
90% of the items with paired identical stimuli correctly, as the same tones. Specifically,
three groups, Mandarin Native, L2 Overt and L2 Covert, have shown very similar
outcomes; each of them correctly perceived the pairs as the same at 97.5%, 98% and
99% of the time. The group of non-tonal language speakers showed a slightly lower
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percentage of correct responses at 94%. Table 5.2 reports the outcome of the two-way
ANOVA showing no significance in the effect of speaker groups with a p-value of 0.095.
Table 5.1 Percent of correct responses of different speaker groups in listening to identical stimuli
from T2 and T3 baseline.
Participant
group
Baseline
Tone
% of
“correct”
Overall %
of
“different”

Mandarin Native

L2
Overt contrast

L2
Covert contrast

Non-tonal Language
Speakers

T2

T3

T2

T3

T2

T3

T2

T3

0.97

0.98

0.98

0.98

0.98

1

0.91

0.96

0.975

0.98

0.99

0.94

Now, let us examine the outcome separately for the two baseline tones. From
Figure 5.2, we see that, while the L2 overt group demonstrated same percentages for
both the T2-based and T3-based stimuli, the other three participant groups perceived
the T2-based identical stimuli more correctly than the T3-based stimuli. On the one
hand, the difference between the correct responses of T2-based and T3-based stimuli is
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only 1% apart for the Mandarin NS, and 2% for the L2 covert group. On the other hand,
the non-tonal speaker group showed a 5% difference between the two baseline sets
with 91% of T2-based paired stimuli and 96% of T3-based ones perceived correctly.
Regardless of speaker groups, the percent of correct response of T2-based stimuli is
96.7%, and that of the T3-based is 98.3%. As reported in Table 5.2, ANOVA shows a
significant main effect of the baseline tones with a p-value of 0.0038, suggesting that the
T3-based paired stimuli were perceived as the same tone significantly more than the
T2-based ones.
Table 5.2 The Output of the two-way ANOVA (Speaker Group x Baseline tones)
Error: Speaker
Df Sum Sq
3 0.01327
35 0.06769

SpeakerGroup
Residuals
---

Mean Sq
0.004424
0.001934

F value
2.287

Pr(>F)
0.0956

Df Sum Sq
Mean Sq
1 0.005008 0.005008
3 0.003943 0.001314
35 0.018262 0.000522

F value
9.598
2.519

Pr(>F)
0.00383 **
0.07392 .

Error: Speaker:Baseline
Baseline
SpeakerGroup:Baseline
Residuals
Signif. codes:

0.001 ‘**’

Also, there is no significant interaction found between the speaker group and the
baseline tone. This indicates that the difference observed in percent of correctness
between the two baseline tones does not change significantly among the speaker
groups. However, the significance value of the interaction is 0.07, which is approaching
significance. This can be accounted for by the non-tonal speaker group’s response. As
discussed above, from outcomes obtained by the Mandarin NS, L2 overt and L2 covert,
we expect a non-significant interaction between the baseline tones and the group.
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However, the non-tonal speaker group shows that they perceived T2-based stimuli 5%
less accurately than the T3-based stimuli. That is, the non-tonal group specifically
demonstrates a different result from the other three groups in terms of perceiving the
two baselines stimuli. Nevertheless, the speaker groups and the baseline tones do not
significantly interact with each other.

5.4 Analysis 2: Results of discriminating stimuli that are different
This section reports the results of the four speaker groups in discriminating two
acoustically different stimuli. The outcome variable is the same as in Analysis 1, the
percentage of correct response; however its indication is different from Analysis 1 when
we discussed the results of identical stimuli. The percentage of correct in Analysis 1 is
the percentage of “same” response, whereas in Analysis 2, it is the “different” responses
that are “correct” when the two perceived stimuli were acoustically different. In this case,
what can be expected is that as the interval increases between the two stimuli, the
easier the participants can discriminate them; thus, the percent of correct response
increases as well. We will first discuss the results of T2-based stimuli, which are
presented in Figure 5.3, and then proceed to the findings of T3-based stimuli, as
illustrated in Figure 5.4.
In Figure 5.3 and 5.4, the four groups are listed on the x-axis and their average
percentage of correct responses is presented in the three bars of different filled patterns.
First, we observe the interval effect. From Figure 5.3, we see that all four groups show
the results we expected, which is that as the greater the intervals are between the two
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stimuli, the higher the percent of correct responses. Specifically, for the stimuli groups
with one interval apart, Mandarin NS group shows the lowest percent of correct
responses at 41% while the other three groups each show a percentage of correct
responses that is between 56% to 60%. This suggests that among the four speaker
groups, the Mandarin NS has the hardest time to discriminate two different stimuli when
they are one interval apart, while the other three groups distinguished such stimuli pairs
at chance level. When perceiving stimuli with two intervals apart, all groups showed
above 80% of correctly discriminating the stimuli. When the stimuli are three intervals
different, the non-tonal speaker group shows the highest percent (95%) of correctly
discriminating the sounds with the L2 overt group showing the lowest at 86%.

Figure 5.4 displays a very similar trend to that of Figure 5.3, in the way that the
stimuli with one interval apart were least correctly discriminated and the ones with 3
intervals apart were most successfully distinguished for all four speaker groups. But the
overall percent of correct responses to T3-based stimuli is lower than to T2-based
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stimuli. This holds true for all four speaker groups and for all interval stimuli. For all
three stimuli groups, the non-tonal speaker group shows the highest percentage of
correct responses among the four stimuli groups, with the Mandarin NS group trailing
behind. The two L2 groups show very similar patterns; they perceived 4% of the oneinterval pairs, around 10% of the two-interval ones, and 17-20% of the three-interval
stimuli as different.

Table 5.3 reports the results of the three-way ANOVA test. First, it reveals a
significant main effect of interval (p=0). A post-hoc general linear model, in which the
results are reported in Table 5.4, indicates a statistically reliable difference between the
one-interval and the two-interval stimuli, and between the one-interval and the threeinterval, but the distinction between the two-interval stimuli and three-interval stimuli is
not significant. This suggests that the amount of acoustical difference, F0 value at the
turning point and the offset, in fact, reliably alters participants’ ability to distinguish two
tones, but the participants’ perceptions do not differ reliably between when the two
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tones are two intervals apart and three intervals apart. In order to illustrate what this
means, Figure 5.5 was plotted for different intervals for the four speaker groups,
regardless of the baseline tones. From the figure, we see that when the stimuli are one
interval apart, the Mandarin NS participants considered them as different 23% of time
with the other three groups considering them different at 30 to 37% of the attempts.
When the stimuli are two intervals apart from each other, the percent of “different”
response increase significantly to 49% for the Mandarin NS, 44% for the overt group,
47% for the covert group, and 57% for the non-tonal speakers. In discriminating tones
that are three intervals different, the percentage of correctness increases nonsignificantly to 61% for the Mandarin NS group, around 53% for the L2 groups and
around 70% for the non-tonal speaker group. This indicates that, although no
categorical perception is clearly shown here as the percentage of correct does not reach
the ceiling, from the significance test, it is evident that there is a “boarder” between the
one-interval stimuli group and the two-interval stimuli group that statistically
differentiates the participants’ likelihood of actually perceiving two acoustically different
tones as distinct. That is, when acoustic distinction is two or three intervals apart, the
participants were more likely to perceive two tones as different.
Secondly, the significance test shows no significance in the effect of speaker
groups, and the post-hoc test indicates no reliable difference is found between any of
the two speaker groups in terms of correctly discriminating two acoustically different
tones. Thirdly, the main effect of baseline tones is statistically reliable. Comparing
Figure 5.3 and 5.4, we see an apparent difference between the T2-based and T3-based
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sets. Participants distinguished T2-based stimuli statistically better than the T3-based
ones. That is, T3-basd stimuli were perceived more frequently as the same tones by the
participants.
Table 5.3 Output of the three-way ANOVA to test the significance of the predictor
variables (Speaker Group x Baseline Tones x Interval)
Error: Speaker
Speaker.Group
Residuals

Df
3
35

Sum Sq
0.2431
2.8923

Df
1
3
35

Sum Sq
19.353
0.129
1.033

Df
2
6
70

Sum Sq
4.338
0.178
0.590

Mean Sq
0.08103
0.08264

F value Pr(>F)
0.981 0.413

Error: Speaker:Basetone
Basetone
Speaker.Group:Basetone
Residuals
---

Mean Sq
19.353
0.043
0.030

F value Pr(>F)
655.688 <2e-16 ***
1.462
0.242

Error: Speaker:Interval
Interval
Speaker.Group:Interval
Residuals
---

Mean Sq
2.1689
0.0297
0.0084

F value
Pr(>F)
257.371 < 2e-16 ***
3.528
0.00416 **

Error: Speaker:Basetone:Interval
Basetone:Interval
Speaker.Group:Basetone:Interval
Residuals
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’

Df
2
6
70

Sum Sq
0.7072
0.0625
0.7205

Mean Sq
0.3536
0.0104
0.0103

F value
34.357
1.012

Pr(>F)
4.02e-11 ***
0.425

Table 5.4 Output of the post-hoc test on the main effect of intervals and the baseline
tones.
Linear Hypotheses:
Interval 2 - Interval 1
Interval 3 - Interval 1
Interval 3 - Interval 2
Linear Hypotheses:
T3 - T2
Signif. codes:

Estimate
0 0.27077
0 0.34577
0 0.07500

Std. Error
0.08183
0.08183
0.08183

z value Pr(>|z|)
3.309 0.00266 **
4.226 < 1e-04 ***
0.917 0.62979

Estimate
0 -0.47088

Std. Error
0.08183

z value Pr(>|z|)
-5.755 8.69e-09 ***

0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’
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Next, let us examine the interactions between and among the three predictor
variables. There is a significant interaction found between the speaker groups and the
intervals (p=0.00416) from Table 5.3, suggesting that the difference found between two
speaker groups changed significantly when discriminating stimuli of different intervals.
Figure 5.6 below plots the interaction between the speaker groups and the interval. And
Table 5.5 presents the results of the post-hoc test of the interaction between the
speaker groups and the interval. The first half of Table 5.5 reports the significance of the
difference between two intervals within each speaker group, the second half holds the
same interval and tests the distinction between two speaker groups.
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On the one hand, the post-hoc test shows no significant effect of speaker groups
within each of the four intervals. On the other hand, there is some statistically reliable
effect of interval within a certain speaker group. Table 5.5 reveals that the percent of
correct response differs significantly between one-interval stimuli and three-interval
stimuli within the Mandarin NS group, and such a significant distinction was also
revealed for the L2 Overt group. In other words, the Mandarin NS group and the L2
Overt group resemble each other regarding the effect of interval, especially between
one-interval and three-interval. It is interesting that the other two groups did not have
such an effect as the interval main effect found between one-interval and three-interval
is extremely reliable. One possible reason is that the participant number in the L2 covert
group and the non-tonal speaker group is relatively small, which can lessen the
significant value of the predictor effect.
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Table 5.5 Output of the post-hoc test of the interaction between the speaker
group and the interval
Within each speaker group, the difference among the intervals:

Non-tonal
Non-tonal
Non-tonal
L2Covert
L2Covert
L2Covert
L2Overt
L2Overt
L2Overt
Mandarin NS
Mandarin NS
Mandarin NS

Interval 2 - Interval 1
Interval 3 - Interval 1
Interval 3 - Interval 2
Interval 2 - Interval 1
Interval 3 - Interval 1
Interval 3 - Interval 2
Interval 2 - Interval 1
Interval 3 - Interval 1
Interval 3 - Interval 2
Interval 2 - Interval 1
Interval 3 - Interval 1
Interval 3 - Interval 2

Estimate
-0.1355
0.2031
0.3386
-0.3787
-0.5542
-0.1754
0.3178
0.5786
0.2609
0.3178
0.5786
0.2609

Std. Error
0.1294
0.1694
0.1294
0.1694
0.2132
0.2132
0.3453
0.2067
0.2494
0.3453
0.2067
0.2494

z value
-1.047
1.199
2.616
-2.236
-2.600
-0.823
0.920
2.800
1.046
0.920
2.800
1.046

Pr(>|z|)
0.8605
0.7757
0.0612
0.1569
0.0641
0.9475
0.9158
0.0367 *
0.8610
0.9158
0.0368 *
0.8610

Within each interval, the difference among the speaker groups:

Interval 1 L2Covert - EN
Interval 1 L2Overt - EN
Interval 1 NS - EN
Interval 1 L2Overt - L2Covert
Interval 1 NS - L2Covert
Interval 1 NS - L2Overt
Interval 2 L2Covert - EN
Interval 2 L2Overt - EN
Interval 2 NS - EN
Interval 2 L2Overt - L2Covert
Interval 2 NS - L2Covert
Interval 2 NS - L2Overt
Interval 3 L2Covert - EN
Interval 3 L2Overt - EN
Interval 3 NS - EN
Interval 3 L2Overt - L2Covert
Interval 3 NS - L2Covert
Interval 3 NS - L2Overt
--Signif. codes: 0.01 ‘*’

Estimate
Std. Error
-0.060038
0.169420
-0.065216
0.150174
-0.135475
0.129396
-0.005179
0.150174
-0.075437
0.129396
-0.070259
0.102921
-0.034375
0.150174
0.438562
0.272304
0.431292
0.234551
0.472937
0.260766
0.465667
0.221051
-0.007271
0.182994
0.270804
0.329638
0.120625
0.376118
0.260854
0.249379
-0.150179
0.212379
-0.009949
0.165337
0.140229
0.245234

z value
-0.354
-0.434
-1.047
-0.034
-0.583
-0.683
-0.229
1.611
1.839
1.814
2.107
-0.040
0.822
0.321
1.046
-0.707
-0.060
0.572

Pr(>|z|)
1.000
1.000
0.942
1.000
0.998
0.995
1.000
0.644
0.482
0.499
0.310
1.000
0.985
1.000
0.943
0.994
1.000
0.999

Lastly, we turn to the interaction between the intervals and the baseline tones.
From Table 5.3 in one of the earlier pages, the interaction between the intervals and
baseline tones were revealed to be very robust (p=0). It suggests that the baseline
tones have a statistically different effect depending on the intervals between the stimuli
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in question for discrimination. Figure 5.7 illustrates the interaction between the two
predictor variables. First of all, it shows the baseline tone main effect, that participants
discriminated stimuli created from T2 better than T3. Secondly, the more intervals
between the stimuli, the better the discrimination by the participants. When holding the
interval set constant, it is seen that for all three stimuli, the percent of correct
discrimination of the T2-based stimuli is much higher than that of T3-based. This is
confirmed by the post-hoc test (reported in the first half of Table 5.6), which shows a
statistically significant effect of the baseline tone within each interval set (p=0).
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Table 5.6 Output of the post-hoc test of the interaction between the baseline
tone and the interval
Within each interval, the difference among the baseline tones:
Linear Hypotheses:
Interval 1:T3 - T2
Interval 2:T3 - T2
Interval 3:T3 - T2

Estimate
0.43628
0.76258
-0.82873

Std. Error
0.02706
0.02706
0.05413

z value
16.12
28.18
-15.31

Pr(>|z|)
<2e-16 ***
<2e-16 ***
<2e-16 ***

Within each baseline tone, the difference among the intervals:
Estimate
T2:Interval 2 - Interval 1
0.43628
T2:Interval 3 - Interval 1
-0.42053
T2:Interval 3 - Interval 2
-0.85681
T3:Interval 2 - Interval 1
0.19027
T3:Interval 3 - Interval 1
-0.63846
T3:Interval 3 - Interval 2
-0.82873
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’
(Adjusted p values reported -- single-step method)

Std. Error
0.02706
0.02706
0.02706
0.03827
0.02706
0.05413

z value
Pr(>|z|)
16.121
< 1e-06***
-15.538
< 1e-06***
-31.659
< 1e-06***
4.971
2.1e-06***
-23.591
< 1e-06***
-15.311
< 1e-06***

What the post-hoc test also shows is that within the T2-based stimuli group, the
discrepancy between any two intervals on the percent of correct response is statistically
significant (p=0). The same results were also found for the T3-based; the difference
between any two intervals was confirmed reliable. No interaction among the three
predictor variables was found.

5.5 Interim Summary
To conclude this chapter, I have briefly summarized the findings obtained from
the discrimination task. First, there is a strong main effect of the baseline tones for both
the acoustically identical stimuli and the different stimuli, which indicates that
participants perceived T3-based stimuli more as the same than T2-based stimuli. No
significant effect of the speaker groups was shown, suggesting that the four speaker
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groups did not show a statistically reliable distinction among one another in correctly
discriminating pitch-modified stimuli. However, for the stimuli that are acoustically
different, the interaction between speaker groups and the interval was revealed
significant. The significance occurs in the Mandarin NS group and the L2 Overt group,
which have demonstrated a reliable distinction between stimuli that are one interval
apart and ones that are three intervals apart. Such a distinction was not present in the
results of the L2 covert group and the non-tonal language speaker group. In addition, for
acoustically different stimuli, there is also a significant interaction between the baseline
tones and the interval sets. It suggests that the difference of the participants’
discrimination on the different interval sets is dependent on the baseline tones.
The next chapter presents a general discussion of the findings of this
dissertation, and focuses on the discussion of the hypotheses proposed for the three
experiments: the production tests, the identification task and the discrimination tasks.
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Chapter 6
Discussion
This chapter presents a discussion of the results obtained from each of the three
tasks and how these results help support the proposed hypothesis. I will attempt to
account for these results from the perspectives of the L2 participants’ interlanguage
systems and the implications of previous studies on L2 acquisition. Taking both of the
production analyses together, Section 6.1 primarily concerns the following three aspects
from the production task: 1) the occurrence of a covert contrast, 2) the acoustic
measures that were implemented in the T2 and T3 productions, and 3) the longitudinal
progress that the L2 participants have made. Section 6.2 presents a general discussion
on the identification task, in which the primary objective is to see if the L2 participants at
different stages of T2-T3 production identified T2 and T3 differently. Section 6.3 lays out
the implications of the discrimination tasks on the basis of the perceptual sensitivity to
subtle acoustic details. Each of the sections will address each of the hypotheses
proposed for the relevant task. Lastly, Section 6.4 discusses the general implications of
the findings of the current study.

6.1 Production Results
6.1.1 The Occurrence of a Covert Contrast
One of the primary goals of this dissertation is to attest the occurrence of a covert
contrast in the acquisition process of Mandarin T2 and T3 by L2 learners. In Chapter 3, I
have presented two different analyses of the L2 data of T2 and T3 production, differing
in the scoring criterion and the use of the 80% target-like threshold. Both of the
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analyses have shown that in cases where the target tones were not perceived as targetlike by the native transcribers, some of the L2 participants implemented a statistically
reliable distinction between their T2 and T3 production on at least one of the acoustic
measures used in the study. Specifically, Analysis 1 shows that four participants in the
first elicitation, and three participants in the second elicitation implemented a minimum
of one acoustic distinction that is statistically significant between the T2 and T3 targets
that were not perceived as target-like by the native Mandarin transcribers. Analysis 2
reveals that in the first elicitation, all of the participants whose target-like productions did
not reach 80% of all of the targets elicited made a statistically reliable distinction
between their T2 and T3 productions, and in the second elicitation, all but one
participant made such a distinction. Taking both analyses together, the findings
suggests that the L2 participants have produced non-target-like T2 and T3 that in fact
are reliably different from each other; in other words, they produced a covert contrast
between T2 and T3.
The occurrence of a covert contrast can be accounted for from the perspective of
the interlanguage system of the L2 participants. According to Selinker (1972), an
interlanguage is a linguistic system that L2 learners construct in their mind, which is
dependent upon the individual language background of each L2 learner, including their
L1 and L2 experience. Since interlanguage is individually built in every learner’s mind
on the basis of an individual learner’s language experience, it must be treated
individually and independently from the target language. The occurrence of a covert
contrast on the production task is evidenced as a stage in which the L2 participants’
production of a contrast is not perceived as target-like but is systematically established
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in their IL. The occurrence of such a contrast indicates that in a L2 learner’s
interlanguage, the difference between the phonemes of the target contrast has been
established and reliably implemented in the relevant acoustic cues, but before the
distinction reaches the point in which it can be perceived by the native speakers of the
target language, the contrast is considered to remain not target-like. This finding points
out one of the problematic aspects of the commonly used criterion to determine whether
a L2 learner has acquired the production of an L2 phonemic contrast, which mainly
depends on whether the contrast has been perceived by native speakers of the target
language. Such a criterion fails to take the nature of L2 acquisition into account, that L2
acquisition is an ongoing process and that L2 learners might have implemented a
distinction that is not yet audible to the native speakers. In many cases, a L2 learner
who produces a covert contrast is not given credit for making a contrast because the
perceptual ability of the native speakers of the target language has been sensitive only
to the phonemic categories that are relevant to the target language, failing to recognize
the covert contrast that might fall within a single category in the target language. Similar
to how an interlanguage is viewed independently from the target language, how a L2
learner implements a contrast ought to be treated independently from whether the
contrast is audible to the native speaker of the target language. As L2 acquisition is
often assumed to be an ongoing process, a covert contrast produced by L2 learners in
their interlanguage should be viewed as an essential stage that is between the stage of
no contrast and a stage where a target-like contrast is implemented.

6.1.2 The Acoustic Measures Implemented in the Contrast
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A statistically reliable contrast was implemented by the participants with different
patterns of the three acoustic measures. That is, some participants showed a reliable
contrast on only one of the three acoustic measures whereas some have implemented it
on different combinations of two or all of the acoustic measures. From the first elicitation,
Analysis 1 shows four participants making a covert contrast; two of them have shown it
on two acoustic measures and the other two made such a contrast on one acoustic
measure. What the four participants’ non-target-like productions shared is that they all
have demonstrated a reliable distinction on the duration between the contour onset and
the turning point. A similar pattern was seen from Analysis 2 as well, where all
participants, except for one, have made a statistically reliable distinction between T2
and T3 production on the duration cue, regardless of what other measure was also
employed to implement the contrast. It suggests that from the first elicitation, in the
cases that the T2 and T3 productions were not considered target-like, most participants
have implemented the contrast covertly in the duration measure. This indicates that
when acquiring tones, L2 learners might pay more attention to the time cue because it is
easier for them to implement the contrast. This finding can be attributed to the L1
influence on the L2 learners’ interlanguage phonology. Tarone (1976, 1978) and Sato
(1983) have indicated that L1 phonological structures have showed effect on L2 syllable
production. So (2006) also demonstrated that L1 prosodic background play a role the
L2 production of Mandarin tones. Here, the finding that the L2 participants from the first
elicitation have largely implemented a covert contrast between T2 and T3 on the
durational cue can be explained by the temporal contrasts of consonants and vowels in
their L1, American English. Some studies suggest that the temporal cue is employed in
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the production and perception of American English vowel (Hillenbrand et al 1995), and
VOT, also a temporal measure, is a primary acoustic feature of stop consonants in
American English (Liberman et al, 1957; Lisker and Abramson, 1970). The participants
tend to use the temporal cue in producing a non-native contrast in the first elicitation
more often because they are more familiar with the temporal cue, which is widely used
in making a phonemic contrast in the participants’ L1. Given that it is widely used in the
L1, we can assume that the temporal measure is easier to acquire than the pitch
contour (F0 difference) and the fixed pitch point (offset pitch height). As a result, this
suggests that the L1 might have an effect in producing Mandarin T2 and T3. However,
Hao (2013) shows that L1 background does not necessarily play a role in tone
production, especially for the contrast between T2 and T3. There might be other
factors which influence the acquisition of T2-T3 contrast. The finding of the second
elicitation might provide some support for some other aspects that can influence the
acquisition of T2 and T3 production here by showing a different pattern of the acoustic
measure employed in the implementation of a covert contrast. This is discussed below.
The second elicitation shows a different pattern in terms of the acoustic
measures implemented by the L2 participants. From Analysis 1, three of the twelve
participants in the second elicitation made a significant distinction between the nontarget-like T2 and T3, but none of them implemented it on the duration cue. Instead, the
acoustic measure that all three of them used to implement such a contrast is the F0
difference. Two of them have also implemented a reliable distinction on the offset pitch
height. Analysis 2 shows that both the F0 difference and the duration cue were both
employed by three participants (out of the five whose target-like production did not
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reach 80%). The pattern observed in the first elicitation, that the majority of the
participants implemented a covert contrast on the duration measure, was not found in
the second elicitation, which was eighteen months after the first one. However, no
indication can be drawn based on the different patterns observed here because of the
following two reasons. First, in Analysis 1, the four participants who implemented a
covert contrast in the first elicitation are not completely the same as the ones in the
second elicitation. Among the four in the first elicitation, only one was found to
implement such a contrast in the second elicitation. Her production will be discussed in
detail later. Second, in Analysis 2, all of the participants that were not given credit for
acquiring the T2-T3 contrast in the first elicitation have produced at least 80% target-like
T2 and T3; thus, they were then credited with having acquired the contrast in the
second elicitation. The participants without being credited with having acquired the
contrast in the second elicitation were all later enrolled. Therefore, no comparison can
be made to the different groups of participants on the acoustic measures used.
Nevertheless, we can discuss the participant who has made a covert contrast in both of
the elicitations from Analysis 1.
Table 6.1 puts together Participant FZT’s results from the first and the second
elicitation in Analysis 1, in terms of the acoustic measures that she made a covert
contrast with the target-like percentages of T2 and T3. On the one hand, we see that in
the first elicitation, she made a statistically reliable distinction between the non-targetlike T2 and T3 on the duration to the turning point and the F0 difference. At that time,
57% of the T2 and 18% of the T3 were perceived as target-like. On the other hand, her
production from the second elicitation reveals that she implemented a covert contrast on
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the F0 difference and the offset pitch, but not on the duration measure, where 64% of
T2 and 49% of T3 were identified as target-like by the native transcribers. Both
elicitations show a covert contrast in the F0 difference, but as the target-like percentage
significantly increased (shown in Chapter 3, Table 3.4) from the first to the second
elicitation, especially target-like T3, the statistically reliable distinction found in her nontarget-like production has shifted from the duration measure to another pitch measure.
One possible way to account for this is that as this participant continued to receive
exposure in Mandarin during the eighteen months between the two elicitation, she has
acquired the offset pitch as one of the acoustic cues to produce contrasting T2 and T3.
Her IL grammar has developed from being influenced by her L1 to an IL grammar that is
more similar to the target language, in which pitch and F0 measures are essentially the
primary characteristics of tones (Moore and Jongman, 1997).
Table 6.1: The acoustic measures in which Participant FZT’s non-targetlike productions show a covert contrast from Analysis 1.
Participant
Percent of Percent of
NT2 vs NT3
FZT
target-like
target-like
T2
T3
F0 Diff
Duration
Offset
First
+
+
57%
18%
Elicitation
Second
+
+
64%
49%
Elicitation

The above explanation might also be applicable to the similar pattern of the nontarget-like productions observed from the other participants in the first and the second
elicitation. The finding that all four participants with a covert contrast in the first
elicitation have implemented such a contrast in the duration measure while all three in
the second elicitation showed it in the F0 difference may suggest that when participants
made a covert contrast between the non-target-like tones, they may use the duration as
a primary measure before acquiring the F0 contrast when receiving sufficient exposure
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in the target language. It is not our intention to define sufficient exposure as we do not
have the data to do so.
Now we turn to the relationship between the acoustic measures in the
implementation of the contrast and the perception of the native judges. The question
that I intend to answer here is if a participant has to implement a reliable contrast on all
three acoustic measures in order for the T2 and T3 productions to be perceived as
target-like by the native transcribers. From the analysis of the overt tones from Analysis
1, the overt T2 and T3 produced by all participants significantly contrast with each other
on the F0 difference, but not all participants made a reliable distinction on the other two
measures. Similar results were seen from Analysis 2, where all of the participants
credited with having acquired the contrast show a statistically reliable distinction on the
F0 difference, but not necessarily the other two acoustic measures. This indicates that a
L2 participant does not necessarily have to make a statistically reliable distinction on all
three acoustic measures to produce target-like tones. The results from Analysis 1
suggest that a statically reliable contrast of the F0 difference is necessary for the target
tones to be overly perceived. And Analysis 2 conforms with this by showing that all of
the participants from both elicitations whose T2 and T3 were perceived as target-like
made a statistically significant distinction on the F0 difference. As this finding has been
attested by two different analytic methods, we suggest that the F0 difference between
the contour onset to the turning point is the most crucial acoustic cue to the native
transcribers’ perception.
In addition to the F0 difference, on the one hand, all participants who have been
credited with having the acquired the contrast also showed a reliable distinction on at
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least one of the other two acoustic measures. Both the duration and the offset pitch are
fairly equally used by the participants as the additional acoustic measure. On the other
hand, in the second elicitation of Analysis 1, three participants (KL, HL, and JK, from
Table 3.3 in Chapter 3) showed a reliable distinction between the target-like T2 and T3
only on the F0 difference. No contrast was found on the other two measures for those
three participants, but the tones were still transcribed as target-like. As a result, we are
not certain of the effect of a statistically reliable contrast on an additional acoustic
measure in producing a contrast that is transcribed as target-like, but what we can be
certain of is that in order to produce target-like T2 and T3 , a L2 participant has to make
a distinction on the F0 difference to an extent that is not only statistically significant, but
also target-like in the perspective of the native speakers transcription.

6.1.3 Longitudinal Progress
In this section, I will discuss the progress that six participants have made from
the first to the second elicitation. This progress or difference between the two elicitations
will be presented in terms of two aspects; the percentage of target-like productions will
be based on Analysis 1, and the progress of a participant moving from producing no
contrast to a covert contrast, or from producing a covert contrast to an overt contrast
between T2 and T3 will be examined on the basis of Analysis 2.
First, Analysis 1 shows that out of the six participants who participated in both
elicitations, three have demonstrated a statistically higher percentage of target-like T2
and T3 productions in the second elicitation, compared to the initial elicitation.
Specifically, statistically more T3 produced by these three participants were identified as
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target-like by the native judges in the second elicitation, suggesting that their T3
productions have significantly improved between the two elicitations. In addition, one
other participant has also made reliable progress in her target-like T3. Analysis 2 found
two participants produced more target-like T3 in the second elicitation, as compared to
the first one. The discrepancy regarding the number of participants who have
demonstrated a significant improvement between the two analyses is due to the fact of
different scoring criteria on the transcription. Analysis 2 adopts a criterion for scoring the
transcription, in which a tone was considered target-like when at least one of the native
judges transcribed it as target-like, whereas in Analysis 1, a tone was viewed as targetlike when both native judges perceived it as target-like. The looser criterion adopted in
Analysis 2 naturally results in a higher percentage of target-like productions, thus there
is less room for improvement, as compared to Analysis 1.
Overall, the longitudinal analysis suggests that some of the participants have
made significant progress in terms of their target-like production; specifically, the
improvement mostly arose from the observation that these participants have produced
statistically more target-like T3 in the second elicitation, which is eighteen months after
the first elicitation.
Next, we move to the discussion of the stages of the participants in the
acquisition process. Previous studies (Macken and Barton, 1980; Eckman et al, 2014)
have suggested the occurrence of three stages in L1 and L2 acquisition. The three
stages are 1) a participant produces no contrast at all, 2) a participant produces a
statistically reliable acoustic distinction between the targets, which is yet to be perceived
as target-like by the native transcribers, and 3) a participant produces a distinction that
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is perceived as target-like by the native transcribers. One of the hypotheses that the
current study aims to test is if any of the participants makes longitudinal progress from
producing a contrast in one stage to another stage in the two elicitations. That is, we are
interested in discussing if any L2 participants progress from not showing any contrast to
implementing the T2-T3 contrast covertly, or from implementing the T2-T3 contrast
covertly to implementing the contrast overtly. Below, I present a discussion of this
progress from the findings of Analysis 2.
Table 6.2: L2 speakers’ production, according to transcriptions and acoustic measures
Percentage of target-like
production (80% threshold)
Participant
WYZ

LKL

FZT

CBR

NJ

MXS

Elicitation

T2

T3

Acoustic measures with statistical
results

Transcription

Duration

Offset pitch

F0 Diff.

First

98%

75%

No

-

-

+

Second

98%

95%

Overt

+

-

+

First

100%

21%

No

+

-

+

Second

100%

95%

Overt

-

+

+

First

100%

54%

No

+

+

+

Second

98%

85%

Overt

-

+

+

First

98%

64%

No

+

+

+

Second

100%

80%

Overt

+

+

+

First

98%

80%

Overt

+

-

+

Second

90%

95%

Overt

+

+

+

First

98%

80%

Overt

+

+

+

Second

100%

95%

Overt

+

+

+
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Table 6.2 above reports the results of the six participants who participated in both
elicitations with the percentage of target-like T2 and T3 and the acoustic measures in
which a statistically reliable distinction was found. The first column lists the participants,
followed by the elicitation in the second column. The third column presents the
percentage of target-like productions and whether a particular participant was credited
with having acquired the contrast based on the 80% target-like threshold for scoring the
transcription. The last three columns show whether the acoustic analysis reveals a
statistically reliable distinction on the acoustic measures.
From the table, it is seen that the first four participants were not credited with
having acquired the contrast in the first elicitation because they failed to produce at least
80% of target-like T3. But the acoustic analysis indicates that they all have made a
statistically reliable distinction on at least one of the measures. Therefore, in the first
elicitation, those four participants were in the intermediate stage proposed by the
previous studies, where they did not produce the target-like contrast, but produced a
covert contrast between T2 and T3. In the second elicitation, all four of them produced
at least 80% target-like T3; thus, they have been given credit for having acquired the
contrast. In this case, according to the assumption that a participant is considered
producing an overt T2-T3 contrast when he/she is credited with having acquired the
contrast, it is suggested that they have made progress from implementing the T2-T3
contrast covertly to implementing it overtly based on the two elicitations. Regarding the
two participants who have presented an overt contrast between T2 and T3 in the first
elicitation, their target-like T2 and T3 both remained more than 80% of all the targets
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produced in the second elicitation. To briefly conclude, all six participants who have
participated in the longitudinal analysis have been credited with having acquired an
overt contrast between T2 and T3 at the end of the second elicitation.
Let us proceed to discuss the longitudinal changes in the implementation of the
contrast on the acoustic measures. Four of the participants have shown different
patterns of the acoustic implementation of the contrast between the two elicitations
while the other two have implemented the contrast significantly on all three acoustic
measures in both elicitations. Two (WYZ and NJ) of the four participants with different
implementation patterns have made a covert contrast on one more acoustic measure in
the second elicitation than in the first one. WYZ initially only shown a reliable distinction
on the F0 difference, but have also shown such a distinction on the duration measure in
the second elicitation as his target-like T3 exceeded the 80% threshold. NJ, who was
considered to have acquired the contrast in the first elicitation but only showed a reliable
acoustic contrast on two of the measures, implemented the contrast statistically on all
three measures. The other two participants (LKL and FTZ) with different patterns of the
acoustic implementation between the elicitations did not shown any additional acoustic
measure in making a reliable contrast. Instead, LKL showed such a contrast on two
acoustic measures in both of the elicitations. In addition to the F0 difference, which
remains as a contrastive measure in both elicitations, she also implemented the
contrast on the additional duration measure in the first elicitation, but only on the
additional offset pitch in the second elicitation. FZT showed a covert contrast on all
three measures in the first elicitation, but only implemented it on two measures, the
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offset pitch height and the F0 difference in the second one in which she was credited
with having acquired the contrast.
The finding that the six participants demonstrated various patterns of change in
the systematic implementation of the contrast in terms of the acoustic measures shows
that there is not a uniform trajectory in terms of which acoustic measure will be
implemented before or after another. Yet, this finding demonstrates the nature of L2
participants’ IL: systematicity and variability. The tone productions from all six L2
participants are systematic because every participant shows a statistically reliable
distinction on at least one measure in the first elicitation and on at least two measures
eighteen months after the initial elicitation, which always includes a contrast in the F0
difference. They are individually variable in that some participants implemented the
contrast on different combinations of the measures and they changes the patterns of the
acoustic implementation between the elicitations when their target-like productions have
improved longitudinally. It supports that IL of every L2 participant must be viewed
independently from one another, in which is the only way that its variability can be
analyzed.

6.1.4 Addressing the Hypotheses from the production task
To conclude the discussion of the production findings, we address the two
hypotheses proposed in Chapter 2, which are repeated here for convenience as (3) and
(4):
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(3) L2 learners of Mandarin may implement a statistically reliable acoustic
distinction between T2 and T3 that is not perceived by native speakers of
Mandarin.
(4) Some L2 participants will progress from not showing any contrast to
implementing the T2-T3 contrast covertly, but not vice versa; or from
implementing the T2-T3 contrast covertly to implementing the contrast overtly,
but not vice versa.
As discussed in the previous section, the findings we gathered from the
production task support both of the above hypotheses. Hypothesis (3) is strongly
supported in that two analyses show that some participants in both elicitations have
implemented the T2-T3 contrast acoustically to an extent that is statistically reliable
when the contrast is not perceived as target-like by the native transcribers. Hypothesis
(4) is also supported by the finding that all four participants who participated in both
elicitations and were not credited with an overt T2-T3 contrast initially have developed a
longitudinally from implementing the T2-T3 contrast covertly to implementing the
contrast overtly. As in the first elicitation there was no participant who exhibits no
contrast at all, we can not draw any conclusion on whether a participant can progress
from making no contrast at all between T2 and T3 to implementing the contrast covertly.
However, it is plausible to argue the occurrence of such a progress because the
occurrence of an intermediate stage of covert contrast is attested in the current study.
One can logically assume that a L2 learner who at the very beginning possesses no
knowledge of pitch movements or tone would be able to progress to making the T2-T3
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contrast covertly, if given sufficient exposure. Nevertheless, it essentially depends on
the IL of a L2 learner and how the IL develops. In the next section, the findings of the
identification tasks will be discussed.

6.2 Identification Task
The goal of the identification task was to investigate whether the L2 participants
who produced an overt contrast identified T2 and T3 statistically better than the L2
participants who produced a covert contrast. The findings indicate no significant
difference in the percentage of correct identification of the targets between the L2 overt
group and the L2 covert group, suggesting that the participants credited with an overt
contrast did not identify T2 and T3 more accurately than the participants who
implemented a covert contrast. With this finding, the hypothesis proposed for the
identification task, stated below in (5), is falsified.
(5) The L2 participants who produce an overt contrast between T2 and T3 will
identify the T2 and T3 statistically better than the L2 participants who
implement the contrast covertly.
In other words, while the two groups of participants were at different stages in terms of
the production of T2 and T3, it is shown that their perception is not statistically different.
While the covert groups’ production lags behind the overt group, their perception
accuracy of T2 and T3 does not significantly fall behind. This lack of any significant
difference between the overt and the covert participant can be accounted for from the
perspective of the relationship between the perception and the production of a L2
contrast. Some studies (Sheldon and Strange, 1982; Bradlow et al, 1997) have
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suggested that in the relationship between L2 production and perception, one aspect
will precede the other aspect. Since we found that L2 participants at different production
stages demonstrated a difference that is not statistically reliable in identifying T2 and T3,
what this might suggest is that the perception and the production of the T2-T3 contrast
may develop in different fashions. The correct T2 and T3 identification of both groups is
at least 80% when two options were given to the participants, which indicates that the
covert participants have identified T2 and T3 at a similar accuracy level as the overt
participants. In other words, the covert participants can sufficiently and correctly
perceive T2 and T3, but their production, especially T3 production fails to exhibit an
overt contrast. One plausible explanation is that for the covert participants, the
perception of T2 and T3 may develop faster than the production. The finding is
consistent with the results of Bohn and Flege (1997), where the authors found that
when compared to the experienced L2 learners, the inexperienced L2 learners
sufficiently distinguished the English /æ/ and /ɛ/ while they can not systematically
produce the contrast.
In terms of the discrepancy between correctly identifying the two tones, the
finding aligns with the production results. It is not the intent of the current study to assert
a correlation between the perception and production of the T2-T3 contrast, but a clear
pattern can be seen here. From the production of most of the participants, more T2
were perceived as target-like than T3 by the native transcribers, which indicates it is
easier to produce T2 than T3 in a target-like fashion. From the identification task, when
the participants were given four tone options to choose among, T2 targets were
correctly identified statistically better than T3 targets for both groups. This suggests that
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as the participants have more difficulty producing target-like T3 than T2, they also tend
to have more difficulty in correctly identifying T3 than T2. What this pattern might be
suggesting is that how accurately L2 participants identified T2 and T3 and how targetlike the participants’ production were perceived may be related, but we do not have
sufficient data and analysis to further support the observation.
On the other hand, when the participants were given only two options, T2 and T3,
to choose from, the correct identification of T3 increased significantly to a percentage
that is similar to the correct identification of T2, which remained similar in both option
conditions. That is, when only provided with T2 and T3 to choose from, both groups
successfully identified T3 at a significantly higher percentage than in the four-option
condition. Specifically, the overt group reached 98% of the correct identification and the
covert group correctly identified approximately 75% of the T3. Since the two groups
did not choose T2 to label the T3 targets, respectively at 98% and 75% of the attempts,
it suggests that they can differentiate T3 from the T2. This indicates that discriminating
the two target tones is easier than identifying the target tones. This finding can be
crucial because it may suggest that there is another tone other than T2 and T3 that the
L2 participants choose to label as the T3 targets in the four-option condition. For eleven
of the twelve participants, over 80% of the incorrect responses in the T3 identification
were identified as T4. Among the eleven, eight labeled over 90% of the incorrectly
identified T3 as T4. From the misidentification of T3, we can see that instead of T2, T4
is the tone that was most frequently confused with T3 in the perception of most
participants in this study. Without detailed analysis of the acoustic similarity of T3 and
T4, no conclusion can be drawn to account for this finding. However, this unexpected
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finding can perhaps be accounted for by the acoustic similarity of the partial contour of
T3 and T4. T3 is a contour tone that falls in the first half of the contour before hitting the
turning point and rising at the end, and T4 is a falling tone that starts high and falls
through the entire contour. Although T3 and T4 start at different pitch heights, both of
them fall in the contour, partially or completely. This factor may attribute to the confusion
between T3 and T4. Also, other studies (Li et al, 2006; Sanders, 2008) have argued that
in some dialects of Mandarin, including Taiwanese Mandarin, T3 is in fact a low falling
tone, in which the rising part of the contour in the Beijing dialect is not implemented. The
speaker of the stimuli in the perception tasks is a native speaker of Taiwanese
Mandarin. Therefore, this is assumed to be a factor that affects the perception of the L2
participants, which led to the confusion of T3 and T4 by some of them. Nevertheless,
without further investigation of the relationship between L2 perception and acoustic
variations of T2, T3 and T4, we cannot suggest any additional reason for the confusion
between T3 and T4.
The next section discusses the findings of the discrimination task that tested the
participants’ perceptual sensitivity to subtle F0 distinction on the continuum of the T2
and T3 contrast.

6.3 Discrimination Task
This section presents a discussion of the key findings of the discrimination task
and bears on the hypothesis proposed to investigate the participants’ perceptual
sensitivity to fine-grained acoustic differences. First, we found a main effect of the base
tone. All four participant groups showed very similar results in terms of how the base
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tone affects their perceptual discrimination. The participants discriminated the T2-based
stimuli statistically better than the T3 based stimuli. When two T3-based stimuli that are
three intervals apart were paired, the participants always perceived them as different
tones in less than 50% of the attempts, while two T2-based stimuli which are three
intervals apart were perceived as different tones at 90% or higher in the attempts. The
discrepancy of the responses to the two base tones suggests that there is some
auditory information in T2 or T3 as a base tone that affects the participants judgment on
the stimuli. Specifically, one possible reason that can contribute to the discrepancy is
that some acoustic feature of T3 that remains in the stimuli after the pitch manipulation
that hindered the participants’ ability to perceive the F0 difference in of the stimuli.
Mandarin T3 is widely realized as a laryngealized low tone with a creaky voice quality,
and many studies have agreed that the creaky quality is a useful perceptual cue in tonal
recognition (Davidson, 1991; Yu, 2010). As the stimuli used in the discrimination task
were only modified on the F0 contour, but not on the voice quality, it is likely that such a
laryngealized feature of T3 remained in the T3-based stimuli after pitch manipulation.
Also, the discrimination task revealed an interaction between the interval and the
speaker groups. A significant distinction in the percent of correct distinction was found
between stimuli one interval apart and stimuli three intervals apart, for the NS Mandarin
group and the L2 overt group. That is, the NS Mandarin speakers and the L2 overt
participants are similar to each other in that when two stimuli are three intervals apart,
they were statistically more likely to perceive the stimuli as different than when the
stimuli distance was one or two intervals. However, such an effect was not present in
the L2 covert group and the non-tonal speaker group. The stimuli that are three intervals
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apart essentially have the identical F0 values of a real T2 and T3, which suggests that
only the NS and L2 overt group can reliably discriminate T2 and T3 when the two tones
were presented in parallel. The L2 covert group and the non-tonal speaker group failed
to reliably distinguish stimuli that resemble an actual T2 and T3. Since no significant
main effect of the speaker groups was found, it may seem that the hypothesis that the
performance of L2 participants who implement a covert contrast will be systematically
different from that of the native speakers of Mandarin is falsified. However, in spite of
the lack of statistically significant difference among the groups, the L2 covert group and
the NS speaker group in fact showed distinct patterns in the difference between the
discriminating stimuli that are three intervals apart and one interval apart. Moreover, the
L2 overt participants resembled the NS Mandarin group more than the L2 covert group
did in discriminating stimuli that are three intervals apart versus one interval apart.
Considering everything together, the L2 overt participants’ performance differs from the
L2 covert participants’ in terms of how similar their results are to the NS speakers.
Another key finding is that, from the native speakers’ results, a significant effect
of the intervals is only found between stimuli with one-interval distance and stimuli with
a three-interval distance; such an effect is not found to be significant between stimuli
with one-interval distance and two-interval distance, nor between stimuli that are two
intervals apart and three intervals apart. As mentioned in the previous paragraph,
stimuli with a three-interval distance are essentially T2 and T3. Therefore, it was
expected that the native speakers would show significantly different results between
discriminating T2 and T3 and discriminating stimuli that are one interval apart. Therefore,
no clear implication can be drawn concerning where the perceptual boundary of T2 and
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T3 is in terms of the number of intervals. Nevertheless, if we return to Figure 5.3 in
Chapter 5 (repeated below for the convenience), we see that the percentage of
perceiving the T2-based stimuli as different. What was found was that NS perceived two
stimuli that are only one interval apart as different at a below chance level(41%), but the
chances of perceiving stimuli with two-interval distance as different tones dramatically
rises to above 80%. This may imply that while two stimuli that are one interval apart
may still be considered in the same tone category, stimuli that are two intervals apart
are very likely to fall in two different categories. This contradicts the finding from the
statistical test on the effect of intervals within the NS Mandarin group in the previous
paragraph, that only the difference between stimuli with one-interval distance and
stimuli with three-interval distance is statistically reliable. The contradiction is because it
accounts for the different intervals within NS Mandarin group regardless of the baseline
tone. As we see, T2-based and T3-based stimuli showed very different results. I have
conducted a one-way ANOVA model for the NS Mandarin group’s response to T2-base
stimuli only. The statistical result is presented in Table 6.3.
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Table 6.3: Results of one-way ANOVA of the percentage of response
“different” of T2-based stimuli from the NS Mandarin group
Df
2
69

Interval
Residuals
--Interval_2-Interval_1
Interval_3-Interval_1
Interval_3-Interval_2
--Signif. codes:

Sum Sq
3.468
1.383

diff
0.3997500
0.5112083
0.1114583

Mean Sq
1.734
0.020

lwr
0.30184693
0.41330527
0.01355527

F value
86.51

upr
0.4976531
0.6091114
0.2093614

Pr(>F)
<2e-16 ***
p adj
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0218037

0 ‘***’

The results have indicated that when focusing on the T2-based stimuli, the
distinction between any of the two intervals is significant for the NS Mandarin group.
However, the distinction between the stimuli with one-interval distance and the stimuli
with a two-interval distance, and the distinction between the one-interval distance and
the three-interval distance is statistically more significant than the difference between
the three-interval distance and the two-interval distance. This suggests that, compared
to stimuli with one-interval distance, it is more probable that the NS Mandarin
participants may have perceived stimuli that are two or more intervals apart as tones
from two tone categories, instead of within the same category.
Now I proceed to address the two hypotheses proposed concerning the
discrimination task, as repeated below.
(6) The performance on the discrimination task by L2 participants who produce
an overt contrast between T2 and T3 on the production task will not be
reliably different from the performance on the discrimination task of the native
speakers of Mandarin.
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(7) The performance of L2 participants who implement a covert contrast will be
systematically different from that of the native speakers of Mandarin.
The hypothesis stated in (6) is supported by the finding that no significant effect
of the speaker groups was found. The performance on the discrimination task by L2
participants who are credited with having acquired the contrast is not reliably different
from the results by the native speakers of Mandarin. Also, as discussed above, the L2
overt participants are similar to the native speaker of Mandarin, in that when two stimuli
are three intervals apart, they were statistically more likely to perceive the stimuli as
different than when the stimuli distance is one or two intervals.
The hypothesis stated in (7), on the one hand, was not supported because there
was a lack of any reliable distinction in the performance among the speaker groups. On
the other hand, the L2 covert participants and the NS speaker group in fact showed
distinct patterns in discriminating between stimuli that are three intervals apart and one
interval apart. Although this finding cannot directly support the hypothesis, we do find
that the native speakers of Mandarin discriminated stimuli with one-interval distance and
stimuli with three-interval distance at a statistically different rate whereas the L2
participants who produced a covert contrast did not.

6.4 Implications
This section presents the implications of the findings from the current study. I
focus on four issues pertaining to the data on L2 acquisition of Mandarin T2 and T3.
They are 1) the relationship between L2 production and the perception of the TL native
speakers, 2) the stages in the process of acquiring a L2 tonal contrast, 3) the
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relationship between L2 production and perception, and 4) the implications for L2
instruction.

6.4.1 L2 production and the perception of the TL native speakers
One of the commonly used methods to determine whether a L2 learner has
acquired the production of an L2 phonemic contrast is to see whether the contrast has
been perceived by native speakers of the target language (Flege, 1987; Eckman &
Iverson, 1994). In other words, L2 acquisition has sometimes largely depended on the
perception of the TL native speakers. The findings of the current study indicate that
some L2 participants have demonstrated a statistically reliable distinction between the
Mandarin T2 and T3 when the contrast was not transcribed as target-like by the
Mandarin native speaking transcribers. By showing a covert contrast implemented by
some of the L2 participants via two different analyses, the findings align with and
strengthen what has been found in several other studies on L2 covert contrast
conducted in recent years, that L2 participants may be producing a contrast that is not
perceived as target-like. When the commonly-used method, which considers L2
production on the basis of TL native speakers’ perception, is employed, the
interlanguage of a L2 participant is essentially being viewed from the target language
and the independency of the interlanguage is fundamentally overlooked.
The empirical evidence of a covert contrast shows the discrepancy between what
is being perceived from the perspective of the target language and what actually occurs
the interlanguage system of a L2 participant. Because of the discrepancy, whether a L2
learner can produce an L2 contrast solely depends on whether the native speakers of
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the target language perceive it as target-like. We may be running the risk of missing
some aspects in the development of a L2 learner’s process of acquiring an L2 contrast.
Thus, in order for L2 interlanguage to be viewed objectively, the perception of the TL
native speakers should not be the only source of determining whether a L2 learner can
produce an L2 phonemic contrast. Along with the perception of the TL native speakers,
the acoustic measurements should also be taken into account. With the three acoustic
measures in the current study, the findings suggest the native speakers of the TL
language are most sensitive to the F0 difference between the contour onset and the
turning point in identifying T2 and T3. As T3 is categorized as a low tone with a creaky
voice quality, a substantial F0 drop in the tone contour serves as an obvious auditory
cue of a target-like T3 to native speakers’ perception. However, as reported in the
production experiment, some L2 learners have implemented a statistically reliable
contrast on one or both of the other two acoustic measures that do not seem to be as
crucial as the F0 difference in native speakers’ perception. In such instances, the
contrast that has been established in a L2 learner’s interlanguage is not properly
recognized, which may lead to misunderstanding of the contrast by a native speaker
and misinterpretation of the development of acquiring the L2 contrast by a linguist.

6.4.2 The stages in acquiring a L2 contrast
The current study provides empirical evidence of the occurrence of a covert
contrast. With the three stages initially identified by Macken and Barton (1980), if the
findings can be interpreted in a similar fashion as the covert contrast attested in the field
of L1 acquisition and disordered speech, the occurrence of a covert contrast offers an
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empirical example of an intermediate stage in the process of acquiring a L2, in this
case, tonal contrast. The presence of an intermediate stage implies that L2 learners
may start from a stage where no tonal contrast is established in their interlanguage, and
then reach an intermediate stage of implementing a covert tonal contrast before
systematically producing an overt contrast. While the current study did not obtain any
data from L2 participants with no contrast at all in the first production elicitation, it
cannot evidence the progress from an initial acquisition stage to an intermediate stage,
the findings of the longitudinal analysis empirically demonstrate that some L2
participants have progressed from implementing a covert contrast to being credited with
producing an overt contrast. The acquisition of an L2 has always been considered to be
an ongoing progress that is constantly developing because it requires time and
exposure to the L2 for its learners to acquire how to implement a L2 phonemic contrast.
This study sheds lights on the long-standing idea and the possibility for L2 learners to
achieve the final stage of producing an L2 contrast overtly. In other words, an
intermediate stage of implementing a covert contrast points to the fact that a contrast
has been established in the interlanguage and can be an indication that a learner’s
interlanguage is moving towards establishing a contrast that is target-like in the L2.

6.4.3 Relationship between the production and perception
The results of the identification task indicate that regardless of whether the L2
participants have been credited with having acquired the T2-T3 contrast, they
performed similarly in identifying the targets. The L2 covert participants’ ability to
correctly identify T2 and T3 was at the same level as the L2 overt group since no
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statistically reliable distinction was found between the two groups, whereas the
production was at different levels in terms of whether they have been credited with
producing an overt contrast. Similarly, no statistically reliable distinction was found
between the two L2 groups on the discrimination task. The proposal I am offering here
to account for the discrepancy between the production and the perception performances
from the two groups of L2 participants is that the two aspects, production and
perception, of acquiring T2-T3 in Mandarin develops in different fashions. One
interpretation to further explain the discrepancy is that the L2 overt participants’
perception did not match up with their own production. In the production task, a
participant was credited with producing an overt contrast when at least 80% of both T2
and T3 were perceived as target-like, but in the identification task with four options
available to choose from, the overt participants have only correctly identified less than
40% of the T3. From this perspective, for the L2 overt participants, their perception has
fallen behind their own production of T3. Regarding the L2 covert participants, their
production and identification of T3 both did not reach the 80% target-like criterion.
Therefore, we cannot assume one aspect leads or falls behind the other aspect for the
covert participants.
One intriguing finding worth pointing out is that the discrepancy between
acquiring T2 and T3 is parallel in production and identification. For both the overt and
covert participants, T3 almost always is harder to produce in a target-like fashion than
T2, and T3 is also more difficult to correctly identify than T2.
In short, although the two L2 groups differ in whether they implemented the T2T3 contrast covertly or overtly, their ability to identify T2 and T3 and their sensitivity to
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the subtle difference on the F0 continuum of T2 and T3 do not systematically differ from
each other.

6.4.4 Implications on L2 instruction
I now provide two pedagogical implications that can be applied in L2 instruction
to assist the acquisition of Mandarin T2 and T3. The first and the most important
implication is that when any L2 production of T2 and T3 fails to be perceived as targetlike by a native speaker of Mandarin, this does not necessarily indicate that a L2 learner
has not established a contrast between T2 and T3. It is possible that this learner is in
the intermediate stage of the acquisition process. L2 learners and instructors can direct
more attention to the progressive and ongoing nature of the learning of a L2 contrast. In
L2 instruction, while it is mostly agreed that L2 acquisition is a constantly developing
process, learners and instructors generally expect the acquisition of a L2 phonemic
contrast to be an off-and-on sequence, that a learner would either produce a target-like
contrast or fail to produce a contrast at all. Under such an expectation, L2 learners are
often unaware of the progress that they are making themselves; thus, can become
discouraged during the process. The demonstration of an intermediate stage may serve
as a reminder for L2 learners and instructors that such an expectation should be less
imposed in the acquiring an L2 phonemic contrast. If more attention and awareness is
directed to the fact that they might be implementing the contrast covertly and the
possibility of being able to improve from an intermediate stage to one where the
contrast is overtly considered as target-like, L2 learners can spend more effort on the
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specific aspects of the tone implementation in order to make progress in this process
and ultimately achieve target-like productions, which is the intention of L2 acquisition.
Secondly, the findings strongly indicate that a substantial F0 drop in the
beginning of the tone contour is the major acoustic cue to produce a target-like T3 and
disambiguate T2 and T3. This is the specific acoustic aspect that L2 learners and
instructors of Mandarin can focus on in the instruction. Our results have also shown that
some participants who were credited with having acquired an overt contrast have not
demonstrated a statistically reliable distinction in the offset pitch height. Therefore, I
suggest that in L2 instruction, in order to solve the difficulty and the confusion of
producing T2 and T3, it is not necessary to introduce the later half of the contour in T3,
which is categorized as a rising movement of pitch in the Beijing Mandarin dialect. T3
can be simply categorized as a low falling tone, as that is how it is implemented in some
of the dialects of Mandarin. In this case, T2 and T3 would be less confusable in terms of
their contour shape and the effort can be focused on maintaining a low pitch in
producing T3 and on rising the pitch for T2. By suggesting this, the contrastive cue of
offset pitch height between T2 and T3 can still be upheld because the offset pitch of T3,
without the rising end, would likely remain lower than that of T2, whose major contour
lies on the rising movement of pitch.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
This chapter concludes the current study on the acquisition of Mandarin T2 and
T3 by L2 Mandarin learners whose native language is American English. Three
experiments were designed and conducted primarily to investigate the following three
topics: 1) the occurrence of a covert contrast in the process of acquiring the T2-T3
contrast in L2 Mandarin acquisition, 2) the longitudinal development of L2 productions of
T2 and T3 in terms of the stages in the acquisition process by a L2 learner, and lastly,
3) whether the perception of the L2 participants was similar to their L2 production on the
basis of whether they have produced an overt or a covert contrast between Mandarin
T2 and T3. The primary goal is to understand the interlanguage system of each L2
learner from the perspective of its being independent from the native language.
Specifically, a covert contrast refers to a statistically reliable distinction between two L2
phonemic targets produced by a L2 learner, which is not perceived as target-like by
native speakers of the target language. The attestation of a covert contrast
demonstrates that, in some cases, it is important to evaluate L2 production
independently from the native speakers’ perception of the target language, and that L2
acquisition is an ongoing process in which an intermediate stage occurs before fully
acquiring the target contrast.
Chapters 3, 4 and 5 each reports the details of the three experiments in the
study. In Chapter 3, two identical production tasks were conducted at two different
points in time for the longitudinal analysis of the data. All production data were analyzed
by measuring three acoustic cues that have been shown to systematically differentiate
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Mandarin T2 and T3; they are the F0 difference between the contour onset and the
turning point, the duration from the contour onset to the turning point, and the offset
pitch height. Two analyses of the production data, differing in the scoring criterion and
the inclusion of the 80% criterion for target-like native transcription, both suggest that
some participants implemented a covert contrast between T2 and T3 on at least one of
the acoustic measures. Among the three acoustic measures, the F0 difference appears
to be the most crucial acoustic cue that can be attributed to target-like transcriptions by
the native speakers of Mandarin. In addition, the longitudinal analysis supports the
proposed hypothesis, showing that in a timespan of seventeen months, the L2
participants in this study have made progress from implementing a covert contrast to
producing an overt contrast that has been perceived as target-like by the native
speakers of Mandarin on more than 80% of the attempts. Another finding that aligns
with many studies on Mandarin T2 and T3 is that it is more difficult for the participants to
produce target-like T3 than target-like T2.
The findings of the two perception tasks do not directly show any similar
discrepancy found in the production task between the L2 participants who produced a
covert contrast and those who produced an overt contrast. Chapter 4 reports the details
of an identification task that asked the L2 participants to identify T2 and T3 targets in
two different conditions, one in which four tone options were provided and one with only
two options, T2 and T3. The finding of the identification task shows no significant
distinction between the two L2 participant groups, indicating that while the two groups
show distinct patterns in term of whether they produced an overt contrast or a covert
contrast, their perceptual performance in identifying T2 and T3 does not statistically
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differ from each other. What was found in the identification task that is similar to the
production task is that T2 are statistically more often correctly identified than T3 in both
of the option conditions.
Chapter 5 focuses on the perceptual sensitivity to subtle acoustic differences on
the F0 continuum of T2 and T3 via a discrimination task in which four groups of
participants, the two L2 participant groups, a group of native speakers of Mandarin, and
a group of speakers of a non-tonal language, discriminated two targets of 0-3 interval
distances on the F0 continuum. Specifically, the primary aim of the discrimination task
was to investigate whether the L2 overt participants’ perceptual sensibility to finegrained F0 difference resembled that of the native speakers of Mandarin more than that
of the L2 covert participants. The finding shows no main effect of the speaker groups,
but suggests that the L2 overt participants resemble the Mandarin native speakers, who
have shown a different result from the L2 covert participants in the statistical
discrepancy of the discriminating performance between the stimuli that are one interval
apart and stimuli that are three intervals apart. Since the task did not find a reliable
difference between the L2 covert participants and the native speakers of Mandarin, my
hypothesis that the performance of L2 participants who implement a covert contrast will
be systematically different from that of the native speakers of Mandarin is not strongly
supported, but can still be upheld as the two groups show different results in
discriminating the stimuli that are one interval apart and those that are three intervals
apart. It is important and necessary to continue the investigation of how L2 participants
at different levels interact with each other, or the native speakers of Mandarin in terms
of their perceptual sensibility to fine-grained acoustic differences. More data need to be
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gathered in order to decide the specific way in which the speaker groups interact with
the intervals.
Another point worth clarifying is that the current study did not aim to investigate
whether the production performance of the two participant groups correlates with their
respective perception data in a statistical fashion. What has been done is that the L2
perception data were analyzed based on the groups categorized by the L2 participants’
production performance, i.e. whether they produced a covert or an overt contrast. It
would also be interesting to analyze how L2 perception and production associate with
each other in a statistical correlation model from the perspective of whether a L2
participant is producing a covert or an overt contrast between Mandarin T2 and T3.
Finally, I would like to conclude the dissertation by highlighting a few pedagogical
implications of the study. First, I want to reiterate the finding that L2 participants can
produce a covert contrast when a target contrast is not perceived as target-like by the
native speakers of Mandarin. Instead of completely focusing on whether a L2 learner
produces a target-like tone, some attention should be brought to the intermediate stage
of tone acquisition in L2 instruction of Mandarin, and L2 learners should be given some
degree of credit for making a covert contrast. Secondly, it is suggested that L2 learners
can improve from implementing a covert contrast to producing an overt contrast after a
certain period of time and exposure. It should be the aim of future studies to investigate
how much exposure can lead to such a progress. But what is certain is that L2 learners
should be aware of the progress that they are making or can make in acquiring T2 and
T3. Lastly, L2 production and perception of T2 and T3 may develop in different fashions
due to the lack of a reliable distinction between the L2 participant groups at two different
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levels in identifying T2 and T3 and perceiving the subtle acoustic distinction on the F0
continuum of T2 and T3.
With the occurrence of an intermediate stage in the process of acquiring
Mandarin T2 and T3, I conclude that L2 acquisition of a tonal contrast is not a
categorical process, but more similar to a gradient one.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Reports of Individual Participant’s acoustic measurements in Elicitation 1
Analysis 1
Participant DSY: Data for each variable of the pair of NT2 and NT3, overt T2 and T3, and All T2
and T3
Variable
Pair
Mean
Significance test
F0 Difference
NT2
39.4
t=0.115, p=0.9, p>.05
(Hz)
NT3
41.4
Overt T2
20.9
t=2.362, p=0.024, p<.05
Overt T3
39.4
All T2
24.7
t=2.08, p=0.04, p<.05
All T3
41.1
Duration to the NT2
0.23742
t=2.302, p=0.02, p<.05
Turning Point
NT3
0.32778
Overt T2
0.19913
t=2.764, p=0.009, p<.05
Overt T3
0.35564
All T2
0.20699
t=5.1, p=0, p<.05
All T3
0.33135
Offset
NT2
291.05
t=-1.545, p=0.13, p>.05
Pitch(Hz)
NT3
275.55
Overt T2
306.98
t=-3.3, p=0.002, p<.05
Overt T3
262.87
All T2
303.71
t=-4.9, p=0, p<.05
All T3
273.92

Participant BHR: Data for each variable of the pair of NT2 and NT3, overt T2 and T3, and All T2
and T3
Variable
Pair
Mean (Hz)
Significance value p
F0 Difference NT2
-N/A
NT3
-Overt T2
25.405
t=4.534, p=0, p<.05
Overt T3
69.618
All T2
25.4
t=1.123, p=0.265, p>.05
All T3
29.4
Duration to
NT2
-N/A
the Turning
NT3
-Point
Overt T2
0.27413
t=4.076, p=0, p<.05
Overt T3
0.50391
All T2
0.27413
t=3.628, p=0, p<.05
All T3
0.35709
Offset Pitch
NT2
-N/A
NT3
-Overt T2
164.3
t=-2.263, p=0,.0293 p<.05
Overt T3
140.59
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All T2
All T3

164.3
158

t=-2.086, p=0.0404, p<.05

Participant XLX: Data for each variable of the pair of NT2 and NT3, overt T2 and T3, and All T2
and T3
Variable
Pair
Mean (Hz)
Significance value p
F0 Difference NT2
40.54
t=-0.009, p=0.002, p>.05
NT3
40.38
Overt T2
12.11
t=-3.806, p=0, p<.05
Overt T3
45.19
All T2
20.42
t=2.181, p=0.0322, p<.05
All T3
41.17
Duration to
NT2
0.425
t=-0.069, p=0.945 p>.05
the Turning
NT3
0.421
Point
Overt T2
0.287
t=13.5, p=0, p<.05
Overt T3
0.482
All T2
0.326
t=3.762, p=0, p<.05
All T3
0.432
Offset Pitch
NT2
122.04
t=1.722, p=0.0924, p>.05
NT3
130.51
Overt T2
134.7
t=2.748, p=0.0097, p<.05
Overt T3
165.2
All T2
131.13
t=0.968, p=0.336, p>.05
All T3
135.85

Participant WZW: Data for each variable of the pair of NT2 and NT3, overt T2 and T3, and All T2
and T3
Variable
Pair
Mean (Hz)
Significance value p
F0 Difference NT2
11.194
t=0.693, p=0.492, p>.05
NT3
16.681
Overt T2
8.911
t=2.983, p=0.005, p<.05
Overt T3
28.5
All T2
9.263
t=2.43, p=0.0174, p<.05
All T3
17.683
Duration to
NT2
0.3388
t=-0.338, p=0.737, p>.05
the Turning
NT3
0.319
Point
Overt T2
0.2064
t=3.462, p=0.0014, p<.05
Overt T3
0.4485
All T2
0.2267
t=3.466, p=0, p<.05
All T3
0.3288
Offset Pitch
NT2
138.97
t=1.458, p=0.153, p>.05
NT3
144.85
Overt T2
154.4
t=-2.204, p=0.034, p<.05
Overt T3
138.35
All T2
152.03
t=-3.005, p=0.0036, p<.05
All T3
144.36
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Participant CBR: Data for each variable of the pair of NT2 and NT3, overt T2 and T3, and All T2
and T3
Variable
Pair
Mean (Hz)
Significance value p
F0 Difference NT2
11.88
t=0.527, p=0.601, p>.05
NT3
16.62
Overt T2
8.869
t=3.224, p=0.002, p<.05
Overt T3
25.71
All T2
10.55
t=2.316, p=0.023, p<.05
All T3
16.17
Duration to
NT2
0.15
t=4.289, p=0, p<.05
the Turning
NT3
0.29
Point
Overt T2
0.11
t=5.685, p=0, p<.05
Overt T3
0.39
All T2
0.176
t=8.496, p=0, p<.05
All T3
0.336
Offset Pitch
NT2
162.95
t=-3.06, p=0.004, p<.05
NT3
139.39
Overt T2
154.95
t=-3.058, p=0.004, p<.05
Overt T3
134.27
All T2
155.53
t=-4.983, p=0, p<.05
All T3
137.77

Participant FZT: Data for each variable of the pair of NT2 and NT3, overt T2 and T3, and All T2 and
T3
Variable
Pair
Mean (Hz)
Significance value p
F0 Difference NT2
40.05
t=2.735, p=0.008, p<.05
NT3
75.55
Overt T2
35.73
t=3.523, p=0.0015, p<.05
Overt T3
97.8
All T2
41.56
t=3.901, p=0, p<.05
All T3
71.36
Duration to
NT2
0.298
t=2.556, p=0.028, p<.05
the Turning
NT3
0.418
Point
Overt T2
0.27
t=3.233, p=0.0032, p<.05
Overt T3
0.45
All T2
0.28
t=3.955, p=0, p<.05
All T3
0.41
Offset Pitch
NT2
303.62
t=-0.932, p=0.356, p>.05
NT3
303.4
Overt T2
222.41
t=-3.967, p=0, p<.05
Overt T3
284.45
All T2
318.31
t=-4.001, p=0, p<.05
All T3
294.92
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Participant LKL: Data for each variable of the pair of NT2 and NT3, overt T2 and T3, and All T2 and
T3
Variable
Pair
Mean (Hz)
Significance value p
F0 Difference NT2
24.78
t=0.323, p=0.748, p>.05
NT3
13.7
Overt T2
20.46
t=3.991, p=0, p<.05
Overt T3
53.36
All T2
17.46
t=2.18, p=0.0319, p<.05
All T3
41.07
Duration to
NT2
0.37
t=-0.283, p=0.779, p>.05
the Turning
NT3
0.38
Point
Overt T2
0.24
t=0.604, p=0.55, p>.05
Overt T3
0.31
All T2
0.25
t=2.864, p=0.005, p<.05
All T3
0.34
Offset Pitch
NT2
210.09
t=0.208, p=0.837, p>.05
NT3
211.47
Overt T2
222.93
t=-2.821, p=0.007, p<.05
Overt T3
192.73
All T2
216.81
t=-2.006, p=0.0484, p<.05
All T3
211.05

Participant MXS: Data for each variable of the pair of NT2 and NT3, overt T2 and T3, and All T2
and T3
Variable
Pair
Mean (Hz)
Significance value p
F0 Difference NT2
66
t=-1.344, p=0.2, p>.05
NT3
35.17
Overt T2
39.65
t=8.666, p=0, p<.05
Overt T3
187.64
All T2
35.35
t=5.54, p=0, p<.05
All T3
135.34
Duration to
NT2
0.59
t=-2.55, p=0.023, p<.05
the Turning
NT3
0.43
Point
Overt T2
0.27
t=10.129, p=0, p<.05
Overt T3
0.57
All T2
0.28
t=6.77, p=0, p<.05
All T3
0.51
Offset Pitch
NT2
191.49
t=1.08, p=0.298, p>.05
NT3
232.44
Overt T2
246.05
t=-7.673, p=0, p<.05
Overt T3
195.23
All T2
237.92
t=-6.6, p=0, p<.05
All T3
201.03

Participant NJ: Data for each variable of the pair of NT2 and NT3, overt T2 and T3, and All T2 and
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T3
Variable
F0 Difference

Duration to
the Turning
Point

Offset Pitch

Pair
NT2
NT3
Overt T2
Overt T3
All T2
All T3
NT2
NT3
Overt T2
Overt T3
All T2
All T3
NT2
NT3
Overt T2
Overt T3
All T2
All T3

Mean (Hz)
83.06
154.52
43.53
195.08
43.42
160.96
0.52
0.54
0.34
0.56
0.36
0.49
216.81
204.74
221.08
211.22
218.6
211.86

Significance value p
t=1.141, p=0.264, p>.05
t=9.001, p=0, p<.05
t=6.183, p=0, p<.05
t=-0.602, p=0.552, p>.05
t=4.504, p=0, p<.05
t=3.199, p=0.002, p<.05
t=-0.347, p=0.731, p>.05
t= -1.959, p=0.056, p>.05
t=-1.893, p=0.062, p>.05

Participant WYZ: Data for each variable of the pair of NT2 and NT3, overt T2 and T3, and All T2
and T3
Variable
Pair
Mean (Hz)
Significance value p
F0 Difference NT2
16.94
t=1.2, p=0.243, p>.05
NT3
25.11
Overt T2
14.6
t=5.542, p=0, p<.05
Overt T3
53.47
All T2
14.81
t=4.558, p=0, p<.05
All T3
38.89
Duration to
NT2
0.34
t=-0.252, p=0.8033, p>.05
the Turning
NT3
0.36
Point
Overt T2
0.41
t=0.592, p=0.556, p>.05
Overt T3
0.40
All T2
0.38
t=-0.142, p=0.88, p>.05
All T3
0.37
Offset Pitch
NT2
144.28
t=0.297, p=0.769, p>.05
NT3
145.79
Overt T2
148.5
t=-3.208, p=0.0022, p<.05
Overt T3
138.49
All T2
146.34
t=-1.584, p=0.117, p>.05
All T3
142.76
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Appendix B: Reports of Individual Participant’s acoustic measurements in Elicitation 2
Analysis 1
Participant KL: Data for each variable of the pair of NT2 and NT3, overt T2 and T3, and All T2 and
T3
Variable
Pair
Mean (Hz)
Significance value p
F0 Difference NT2
35.796
t=2.218, p=0.22, p>.05
NT3
50.95869408
Overt T2
46.80638362
t=1.802, p=0.087, p>.05
Overt T3
97.081685
All T2
40.87747726
t=1.32, p=0.191, p>.05
All T3
54.50661645
Duration to the NT2
0.429051246
t=0.345, p=0.731, p>.05
Turning Point NT3
0.44997258
Overt T2
0.449417524
t=-0.874, p=0.393, p>.05
Overt T3
0.356683253
All T2
0.44426831
t=-0.052, p=0.959, p>.05
All T3
0.442796478
Offset Pitch
NT2
269.9011685
t=-0.662, p=0.511, p>.05
NT3
265.2477447
Overt T2
249.6540201
t=0.505, p=0.619, p>.05
Overt T3
261.8741433
All T2

260.5563308

All T3

264.9882369

t=0.651, p=0.517, p<.05

Participant HL: Data for each variable of the pair of NT2 and NT3, overt T2 and T3, and All T2
and T3
Variable
Pair
Mean (Hz)
Significance value p
F0 Difference NT2
20.52
t=1.256, p=0.215, p>.05
NT3
32.83
Overt T2
14.283
t=2.861, p=0.007, p<.05
Overt T3
42.66
All T2
40.87747726
t=2.796, p=0.0065, p<.05
All T3
54.50661645
Duration to
NT2
0.361
t=-1.424, p=0.162, p>.05
the Turning
NT3
0.322
Point
Overt T2
0.318
t=1.743, p=0.091, p>.05
Overt T3
0.357
All T2
0.44426831
t=-0.255, p=0.799, p>.05
All T3
0.442796478
Offset Pitch
NT2
153.199
t=-0.636, p=0.528, p>.05
NT3
151.736
Overt T2
154.251
t=0.657, p=0.516, p>.05
Overt T3
159.668
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All T2
All T3

260.5563308
264.9882369

t=-0.014, p=0.989, p>.05

Participant JK: Data for each variable of the pair of NT2 and NT3, overt T2 and T3, and All T2
and T3
Variable
Pair
Mean (Hz)
Significance value p
F0 Difference NT2
13.742
t=0.373, p=0.711, p>.05
NT3
17.499
Overt T2
17.232
t=2.959, p=0.006, p<.05
Overt T3
102.123
All T2
16.3367
t=0.69, p=0.492, p>.05
All T3
21.838
Duration to
NT2
0.258
t=0.616, p=0.541, p>.05
the Turning
NT3
0.291
Point
Overt T2
0.218
t=1.845, p=0.075, p>.05
Overt T3
0.406
All T2
0.228
t=2.081, p=0.040, p<.05
All T3
0.331
Offset Pitch
NT2
160.6
t=-0.882, p=0.383, p>.05
NT3
145.28
Overt T2
145.791
t=1.108, p=0.277, p>.05
Overt T3
185.66
All T2
149.589
t=-0.202, p=0.841, p>.05
All T3
147.352

Participant LWQ: Data for each variable of the pair of NT2 and NT3, overt T2 and T3, and All T2
and T3
Variable
Pair
Mean (Hz)
Significance value p
F0 Difference NT2
15.54
t=1.354, p=0.188, p>.05
NT3
49.78
Overt T2
8.377579789
t=6.329, p=0, p<.05
Overt T3
56.82828627
All T2
8.928
t=6.205, p=0, p<.05
All T3
51.608
Duration to
NT2
0.419
t=0.041, p=0.968, p>.05
the Turning
NT3
0.421
Point
Overt T2
0.300272889
t=5.148, p=0, p<.05
Overt T3
0.485515202
All T2
0.309
t=5.34, p=0, p<.05
All T3
0.447
Offset Pitch
NT2
102.56
t=0.965, p=0.344, p>.05
NT3
116.94
Overt T2
125.052919
t=-0.743, p=0.461, p>.05
Overt T3
119.3575323
All T2
123.322
t=-0.946, p=0.347, p>.05
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All T3

117.93

Participant FMY: Data for each variable of the pair of NT2 and NT3, overt T2 and T3, and All T2
and T3
Variable
Pair
Mean (Hz)
Significance value p
F0 Difference NT2
23.37
t=2.246, p=0.029, p<.05
NT3
63.05
Overt T2
23.61
N/A
Overt T3
N/A
All T2
23.55
t=4.353, p=0, p<.05
All T3
63.046
Duration to
NT2
0.403
t=0.235, p=0.815, p>.05
the Turning
NT3
0.413
Point
Overt T2
0.298
N/A
Overt T3
N/A
All T2
0.325
t=2.948, p=0.004, p<.05
All T3
0.413
Offset Pitch
NT2
253.351
t=-0.267, p=0.79, p>.05
NT3
251.312
Overt T2
257.575
N/A
Overt T3
N/A
All T2
256.492
t=-1.234, p=0.221, p>.05
All T3
251.312
Participant LJ: Data for each variable of the pair of NT2 and NT3, overt T2 and T3, and All T2
and T3
Variable
Pair
Mean (Hz)
Significance value p
F0 Difference NT2
269.373
N/A
NT3
122.646
Overt T2
7.848
t=8.089, p=0, p<.05
Overt T3
21.824
All T2
8.145
t=8.16, p=0, p<.05
All T3
29.669
Duration to
NT2
0.501973434
N/A
the Turning
NT3
0.29104552
Point
Overt T2
0.293
t=7.305, p=0, p<.05
Overt T3
0.367
All T2
0.298
t=7.091, p=0, p<.05
All T3
0.4682
Offset Pitch
NT2
126.4547355
N/A
NT3
129.5406934
Overt T2
146.3
t=-7.435, p=0, p<.05
Overt T3
108.43
All T2
145.365
t=-7.383, p=0, p<.05
All T3
108.314
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Participant FZT: Data for each variable of the pair of NT2 and NT3, overt T2 and T3, and All T2
and T3
Variable
Pair
Mean (Hz)
Significance value p
F0 Difference NT2
41.85
t=2.669, p=0.011, p<.05
NT3
83.24
Overt T2
43.754
t=3.052, p=0.0039, p<.05
Overt T3
80.6
All T2
43.068
t=4.158, p=0, p<.05
All T3
81.951
Duration to
NT2
0.482
t=-0.159, p=0.875, p>.05
the Turning
NT3
0.474
Point
Overt T2
0.401
t=12.986, p=0, p<.05
Overt T3
0.521
All T2
0.43
t=1.917, p=0.058, p>.05
All T3
0.497
Offset Pitch
NT2
275.84
t=-2.745, p=0.0098, p<.05
NT3
230.16
Overt T2
274.507
t=-2.792, p=0.007, p<.05
Overt T3
240.025
All T2
274.985
t=-4.073, p=0, p<.05
All T3
234.963

Participant WYZ: Data for each variable of the pair of NT2 and NT3, overt T2 and T3, and All T2
and T3
Variable
Pair
Mean (Hz)
Significance value p
F0 Difference NT2
43.22
t=1.405, p=0.168, p>.05
NT3
67.73
Overt T2
31.93
t=2.987, p=0.004, p<.05
Overt T3
87.17
All T2
36.5594
t=3.139, p=0.002, p<.05
All T3
75.701
Duration to
NT2
0.349
t=1.689, p=0.099, p>.05
the Turning
NT3
0.419
Point
Overt T2
0.296
t=4.116, p=0, p<.05
Overt T3
0.482
All T2
0.318
t=4.169, p=0, p<.05
All T3
0.445
Offset Pitch
NT2
166.819
t=--0.533, p=0.597, p>.05
NT3
163.22
Overt T2
174.425
t=-0.66, p=0.513, p>.05
Overt T3
167.485
All T2
171.304
t=-1.038, p=0.303, p>.05
All T3
164.972
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Participant CBR: Data for each variable of the pair of NT2 and NT3, overt T2 and T3, and All T2
and T3
Variable
Pair
Mean (Hz)
Significance value p
F0 Difference NT2
10.53
t=1.535, p=0.135, p>.05
NT3
42.14
Overt T2
8.122
t= 7.302, p=0, p<.05
Overt T3
86.296
All T2
12.95741
t= 5.524, p=0, p<.05
All T3
53.69337
Duration to
NT2
0.349
t=1.689, p=0.099, p>.05
the Turning
NT3
0.419
Point
Overt T2
0.24025
t= 11.879, p=0, p<.05
Overt T3
0.68594
All T2
0.2558236
t= 4.903, p=0, p<.05
All T3
0.4122572
Offset Pitch
NT2
166.819
t=-0.533, p=0.597, p>.05
NT3
163.22
Overt T2
148.903
t=1.187, p=0.242, p>.05
Overt T3
137.05
All T2
149.3054
t=2.39, p= 0.0193, p<.05
All T3
134.1993

Participant NJ: Data for each variable of the pair of NT2 and NT3, overt T2 and T3, and All T2
and T3
Variable
Pair
Mean (Hz)
Significance value p
F0 Difference NT2
50.69
t= 1.761, p= 0.098611, p>.05
NT3
82.15
Overt T2
29.35
t= 6.686, p=0, p<.05
Overt T3
149.19
All T2
35.36669
t= 6.914, p=0, p<.05
All T3
138.8729
Duration to
NT2
0.45153
t= 0.70, p= 0.495, p>.05
the Turning
NT3
0.48384
Point
Overt T2
0.44288
t= 2.157, p= 0.0351, p<.05
Overt T3
0.50014
All T2
0.4453177
t= 2.317, p= 0.0232, p<.05
All T3
0.4976254
Offset Pitch
NT2
198.09
t= 1.524, p= 0.148, p>.05
NT3
163.22241.45
Overt T2
200.03
t= 3.459, p= 0, p<.05
Overt T3
282.64
All T2
199.4825
t= 3.932, p= 0, p<.05
All T3
276.3005
Participant MSX: Data for each variable of the pair of NT2 and NT3, overt T2 and T3, and All T2
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and T3
Variable
F0 Difference

Duration to
the Turning
Point

Offset Pitch

Pair
NT2
NT3
Overt T2
Overt T3
All T2
All T3
NT2
NT3
Overt T2
Overt T3
All T2
All T3
NT2
NT3
Overt T2
Overt T3
All T2
All T3

Mean (Hz)
N/A
N/A
19.076
113.029
19.0757
109.892
NA
NA
0.287
0.536
0.2870403
0.3792337
NA
NA
218.239
195.122
218.2385
195.0902

Significance value p
N/A
t= 9.045, p=0, p<.05
t= 8.662, p=0, p<.05
N/A
t= 7.878, p= 0, p<.05
t= 7.837, p= 0, p<.05
N/A
t= -2.888, p= 0.005, p<.05
t= 2.97, p= 0.00398, p<.05

Participant LKL: Data for each variable of the pair of NT2 and NT3, overt T2 and T3, and All T2
and T3
Variable
Pair
Mean (Hz)
Significance value p
F0 Difference NT2
22.77
t=2.523, p=0.025, p<.05
NT3
83.13
Overt T2
31.19
t= 5.788, p=0, p<.05
Overt T3
139.68
All T2
30.326
t= 5.828, p=0, p<.05
All T3
123.728
Duration to
NT2
0.402
t=-1.316, p=0.211, p>.05
the Turning
NT3
0.279
Point
Overt T2
0.319
t= 2.594, p=0, p<.05
Overt T3
0.409
All T2
0.327
t= 1.436, p= 0.155, p>.05
All T3
0.379
Offset Pitch
NT2
234.761
t=-2.796, p=0.015, p<.05
NT3
220.71
Overt T2
234.578
t= -6.228, p= 0, p<.05
Overt T3
215,916
All T2
234.596
t=-6.786, p= 0, p<.05
All T3
217.268
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Appendix C: Results of the linear models constructed for the acoustic measures of each
of the six participants’ longitudinal production.
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Appendix D: Word list for tone production
Targets
• bá
• bǎ
• bí
• bǐ
• bú
• bǔ
• pí
• pǐ
• pú
• pǔ
• má
• mǎ
• mí
• mǐ
• fá
• fǎ
• fú
• fǔ
• dá
• dǎ
• dí
• dǐ
• dú
• dǔ
• tí
• tǐ
• tú
• tǔ
• ní
• nǐ
• nú
• nǔ
• ná
• nǎ
• lí
• lǐ
• lú
• lǔ
• hú

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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hǔ
jí
jǐ
qí
qǐ
xí
xǐ
gé
gě
ké
kě
zhé
zhě
shé
shě
zhí
zhǐ
zhú
zhǔ
chí
chǐ
chú
chǔ
shú
shǔ
shí
shǐ
shá
shǎ
rú
rǔ
yí
yǐ
yá
yǎ
yǘ
yǚ
wú
wǔ

Fillers
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

wèi
wēi
sī
kāng
xīn
sù
sū
sān
sàn
tuō
tuò
chù
chūqǜ
shānshàng
shàngzi
xìngrén
xīng
lài
shēng
yào
yāo
le
shēn
shèn
chuāng
chuàngzào
liàn
bēi
bèi
zhuōbiān
jiā
jià
kù
àikū
kuāng
kuàng
guān
guàn
kuān
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màozi
bāobāo
bàojǖn
hūnyīn
tàitài
diànhuà
fāng
fàng
gānjìng
jīngyà
bālè
xiāngxìn
bīng
bìng
jūn
ēn
jiāng
jiàng
chāo
jvàn
jvān
tīng
dìng
dīng
huì
huī
sàihuì
sāi
fēn
fèn
dānshù
dàn
guì
guī
hēng
hèn
ruì
ōu
gàosù
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